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ABSTRACT 

Groundwater response to climate variability and land cover change is important for 

sustainable management of water resources in the Southwest US. Global Climate Models 

(GCM) project that the region will dry in the 21st century and the transition to a more arid 

climate may be under way. In semiarid Basin and Range systems, this impact is likely to 

be most pronounced in Mountain System Recharge (MSR), a process which constitutes a 

significant component of recharge in these basins. Despite the importance of MSR the 

physical processes that control MSR, and hence the climate change impacts, have not 

been fully investigated because of the complexity of recharge processes in mountainous 

catchments and limited observations.  

In this study, methodologies were developed to provide process-based understanding of 

MSR based on empirical and data-driven approaches. For the empirical approach, a 

hydrologically-based seasonal ratio the Normalized Seasonal Wetness Index (NSWI) was 

developed. It incorporates seasonal precipitation variability and temperature regimes to 

seasonal MSR estimation using existing empirical equations.  Stable isotopic data was 

used to verify recharge partitioning. Using the NSWI and statistically downscaled 

monthly GCM precipitation and temperature data, climate change impacts on seasonal 

MSR are evaluated. Second, a novel data-based approach was developed to quantify 

mountain block recharge based on the catchment storage-discharge (S-Q) relationships 

and informed by isotopic data. Development of S-Q relationships across the Sabino 

Creek catchment, Arizona, allowed understanding of MBR dynamics across scale.  
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Two ArcGIS desktop applications were developed for ArcGIS 9.2 to enhance recharge 

and evapotranspiration (ET) estimation: Arc-Recharge and RIPGIS-NET. Arc-Recharge 

was developed to quantify and distribute recharge along MODFLOW cells using spatially 

explicit precipitation data and a digital elevation model. RIPGIS-NET was developed to 

provide parameters for the RIP-ET package and to visualize MODFLOW results. RIP-ET 

is an improved MODFLOW ET module for simulating ET. RIPGIS-NET improves 

alluvial recharge estimation by providing spatially explicit riparian ET estimates. Using 

such tools and the above methods improves recharge and ET estimation in groundwater 

models by incorporating temporally and spatially explicit data and hence the assessment 

of climate variability and land cover change on groundwater resources can be improved.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research Motivation 

Groundwater which globally constitutes 30% of freshwater resources is a crucial fresh 

water resource throughout the world (Alley et al., 2002). In the Southwestern USA, 

groundwater resources provide a significant component of domestic water use ranging 

from 22% in Colorado to 90% in New Mexico (Anderson and Woolsey, 2005). Recently, 

intensive groundwater use due to population growth, urban and agricultural development 

in the desert basins have caused significant declines in groundwater levels and by 

changing groundwater budgets, causing land subsidence and loss of streams, springs and 

riparian habitats in major aquifer systems (Tillman et al., 2008; Anderson and Woolsey, 

2005). Besides anthropogenic factors impacting groundwater budgets, groundwater 

response to climate variability and land cover change is important for sustainable 

management of water resources in the Southwest. Variability in recharge and 

evapotranspiration rates due to climate variability and vegetation change will impact the 

amount of inflows and outflows to/from the groundwater system respectively, altering the 

groundwater budget.  

   

Assessing climate change impacts on groundwater resources depends on reliable forecast 

of climate variables and accurate recharge estimation (Jyrkama and Sykes, 2007). 

Ensemble of 19 climate models of the American Southwest predict that the region will 

dry in the 21st century and the transition to a more arid climate may be under way (Seager 

et al., 2007). In semi-arid Basin and Range systems, this impact is likely to be most 
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pronounced in Mountain System Recharge (MSR), a process which often constitutes a 

significant component of recharge in these basins (Wilson and Guan, 2004). 

Hydrometeorological observations for the period of 1950 to 1999 in mountainous 

catchments of the southwest show a decrease in snow pack, earlier center of mass for 

river flow variate (the day of the year on which one-half of the total water flow for the 

year has occurred) and increases in average January through March daily minimum 

temperature (Barnett et al., 2008). These changes have altered the ground water budget. 

Analogously, groundwater recharge is likely to be altered due to climate change and 

variability.  

 

Despite the significance of mountainous catchments in providing 66.5% of discharge in 

arid and semiarid regions (Viviroli et al., 2007), little is known about key hydrological 

processes in these systems such as MSR due to the complexity of recharge processes in 

mountainous catchments and limited observations.  Therefore, there is a need to provide a 

process-based understanding of recharge in mountainous catchments to enable 

assessment of climate change and variability on MSR rates and its subsequent impact on 

regional aquifers that recharged by MSR. 

 

One of the principal mechanisms of groundwater discharge in vegetated soils and shallow 

groundwater systems of semi-arid basins is phreatophytes evapotranspiration (Shah et al., 

2007). Regional decline in groundwater levels due to pumping alters riparian vegetation 

ET rates and can be detrimental if changes in groundwater levels separate roots from their 
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water source (Naumburg et al., 2005). The ecohydrological impact of riparian land cover 

change consists of large scale effects on groundwater and surface water used by riparian 

species, and changes in basin-scale carbon and water budgets (Williams et al., 2006).   

Although, it is still uncertain how future increases in temperature and CO2 concentration 

will impact riparian evapotranspiration in the Southwest (Thomson et al., 2005), global 

climate change is expected to produce large shifts in vegetation distribution, and these 

shifts are expected to be most extreme and rapid at ecotones (Allen and Breshears, 1998). 

On the other hand, riparian vegetation change is already underway due to invasive 

species introduction and woody plant encroachment (Scott et al., 2006). Replacement of 

native vegetation with urban and/or agricultural land use and deforestation can alter the 

surface energy balance and partitioning of precipitation into soil water, 

evapotranspiration and runoff (Foley et al., 2005).  

 

Accurate estimates of riparian evapotranspiration (ET) and vegetation habitat modeling 

require detailed spatial information about riparian ecosystem extent, community 

structure, and land surface elevation. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) provides 

powerful tools for managing and storing spatial and non-spatial datasets, and modeling 

different environmental processes at different temporal and spatial scales (Gad and 

Tsanis, 2003).  The spatial analysis capability of GIS can be linked with newly developed 

riparian evapotranspiration (RIP-ET) package in MODFLOW for enhanced 

parameterization of riparian evapotranspiration in groundwater models and calculating 
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spatially explicit ET estimates at multiple levels and visualize MODFLOW groundwater 

results. 

 

Presently most groundwater models employ temporally and spatially static recharge 

and/or evapotranspiration (ET) rates across a groundwater basin. Recharge in these 

models is either derived from empirical relationships (Goode and Maddock, 2000; 

Reichard et al., 2003) or estimated during model calibration and water balance analysis 

(Pool and Dickinson, 2006). Therefore, these models are not capable of robustly 

assessing the impact of climate variability and vegetation change on groundwater 

resources. Further research is needed to enhance parameterization of MSR and riparian 

evapotranspiration in regional groundwater models, enabling assessment of climate 

variability and land cover change on groundwater resources. 

 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The primary goals of this study were to provide better understanding of MSR processes 

in semi-arid mountainous catchments by 1) merging recent understanding developed 

from isotope hydrology to enhance and develop new empirical approach to estimate MSR 

2) developing a novel approach to characterize mountain block recharge using stream 

flow recession analysis, and 3) developing spatial analysis tools to assess the effect of 

climate variability and riparian vegetation change on groundwater resources at the basin 

scale. To address the above goals, the research approach of this study was: 
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(1) Enhance temporal discretization of empirical equations using isotope hydrology and 

hydrologic data to provide seasonal MSR estimates. 

(2) Evaluate climate change impacts on seasonal MSR using downscaled monthly 

precipitation and temperature data. 

(3) Develop a GIS-based tool to distribute MSR at the mountain front using spatially 

explicit precipitation data and a Digital Elevation Model (DEM).  

(4) Quantify mountain block recharge by means of stream flow recession analysis and 

development of storage-discharge relationships. 

(5) Develop a GIS-based tool to enhance spatial discretization of riparian vegetation in a 

MODFLOW groundwater model and incorporate the impact of surface elevation 

variation on riparian ET estimation. 

 

1.3 Literature Review 

Groundwater recharge is controlled by the complex interaction of climate, geology and 

vegetation (Stonestrom and Harrill, 2007). In arid and semi-arid environments recharge is 

viewed as the sum of several distinct pathways including mountain block recharge and 

mountain front recharge (mountain system recharge), diffuse recharge, alluvial aquifer 

recharge and ephemeral channel recharge (Hogan et al., 2004). Mountain system recharge 

which provides a significant component of recharge in many arid and semi-arid basins 

consists of infiltration of precipitation through mountain bedrock (mountain block 

recharge, MBR) and stream bed infiltration of mountain system runoff (mountain front 

recharge, MFR) (Wilson and Guan, 2004).   
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Recharge is one of the most difficult components of the water budget to quantify 

especially in semi-arid regions where recharge fluxes are small relative to precipitation 

and evapotranspiration rates (Hogan et al., 2004). Mountain system recharge processes in 

semi-arid mountainous catchments have been studied from one of the two following 

perspectives 1) basin-centered view or 2) mountain-centered view. In the basin-centered 

view, MSR is viewed as the boundary condition to groundwater models and it is 

estimated either by using Darcy’s law or calibration of groundwater models (Sanford, 

2002). In mountain- centered approaches either isotopic hydrology or empirical equations 

are used to estimate MSR. Therefore, development of a holistic approach for the study of 

MSR is required which examines the hydrologic processes from the highest peak in the 

mountain to the depth of deepest circulating groundwater (Wilson and Guan, 2004). 

 

Various techniques have been used to quantify recharge. Application of each method 

depends on the spatial and temporal scales, and availability of hydrologic data (Scanlon 

et al., 2002). In data limited environments, empirical equations are often used to provide 

a basin wide estimate of mean annual MSR using mean annual precipitation (Anderson et 

al., 1992; Maxey and Eakin, 1949). Therefore, they are not able to evaluate changes in 

seasonal MSR rates caused by changes in precipitation regimes. Although, stable water 

isotopes provide valuable aggregated information about overall recharge seasonality 

(Cherkauer, 2004), they are not able to represent change in recharge seasonality due to 

changes in seasonal precipitation regimes. To infer MSR seasonality from mean annual 

MSR estimates, development of a simple hydrometeorological approach is a logical 
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approach. This method should incorporate seasonal precipitation variability and 

temperature regimes to seasonal MSR estimation using empirical equations. Seasonal 

MSR estimates should show how total MSR partitions between winter and summer 

seasons and how climate variability impacts seasonal MSR rates.  

 

In mountainous catchments, a large contribution of recharge comes from mountain block 

recharge in the sky-islands of the southwest (Blasch and Bryson, 2007; Manning and 

Solomon, 2003). Although many attempts have been made to quantify MBR, less effort 

has been focused on process-based understanding of MBR dynamics in mountainous 

catchments. To understand the MBR process, a closer look at catchment storage 

dynamics and stream flow generation processes is necessary. In this study, we introduce a 

novel approach to quantify MBR based on catchment storage-discharge relationships 

proposed by Kirchner (2009) and informed by isotope data. 

 

Riparian evapotranspiration is often a significant sink term in shallow groundwater 

systems (Shah et al., 2007). Various approaches have been implemented to represent 

riparian evapotranspiration in groundwater flow models. In the traditional MODFLOW 

ET package (EVT) (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988), a linear relationship was assumed 

between depth to water table and ET rate where ET reaches zero at a depth designated as 

extinction depth. Later, Banta (2000) modified the EVT package to allow a user defined 

relation between ET rate and depth to water table. A segmented line represents the 

relationship between ET rate and depth to water table in the ETS1 package. Baird and 
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Maddock (2005) developed a new Riparian Evapotranspiration (RIP-ET) package in 

MODFLOW. In RIP-ET, a set of eco-physiologically based ET curves replaces linear 

relationship between ET rate and depth to water table. In this representation, reduction in 

ET rate due to anoxic conditions is considered. Due to the importance of depth to water 

table in ET estimation, development a GIS-based package is necessary to include 

variability in land surface elevation and vegetation types into groundwater models.     

 

1.4 Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation is organized in three chapters. Chapter 1 (introduction) underlines the 

motivation and objectives of this research, and presents a literature review. Chapter 2 

summarizes results of research papers. Four original manuscripts that represent the core 

of the research are included as appendices A, B, C and D. RIPGIS-NET software manual 

is added as appendix E. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT STUDY 

The contribution of this dissertation to the current state of knowledge is improvements in 

current estimates of two of the most important components of the water budgets in semi-

arid catchments of the Southwest, Mountain System Recharge (MSR) and riparian 

evapotranspiration, by 1) enhancing temporal and spatial discretization of empirical 

equations for seasonal MSR estimation using isotope data and GIS, 2) developing a data-

based approach based on stream flow recession analysis and isotope data to understand 

Mountain Block Recharge processes at the catchment scale, and 3) developing spatial 

analysis tools for better parameterization of MSR and riparian evapotranspiration in 

groundwater models. 

 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers appended 

to this dissertation (Appendices A, B, C, and D). Sections 2.1 – 2.4 presents summary of 

the most important findings from these studies. Sections 2.5 (appendix E) is the software 

manual for the developed program in this dissertation. 
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2.1 Summary of Paper 1: Seasonalizing Mountain System Recharge in Semi-Arid 

Catchments: Implications for Climate Change Impacts. Submitted to the Water Resources 

Research (H. Ajami, T. Meixner, F. Dominguez, J.F.  Hogan, T. Maddock III) 

 

Recently high resolution numerical models have been used to assess climate change 

impacts on groundwater resources (Goderniaux et al., 2009; Scibek and Allen, 2006). 

Numerical models often require large amounts of input forcing data which limits their 

application in data limited environments such as mountainous catchments. Therefore, 

empirical equations that relate amount of precipitation to mean annual MSR are another 

alternative for recharge estimation (Maxey and Eakin, 1949; Hearne and Dewey, 1988; 

Anderson et al., 1992).   

 

To address how shifts in precipitation seasonality, as a result of climate change and 

variability, will alter seasonal MSR rate, development of a seasonal ratio to explain 

dynamic recharge behavior at different time scales is essential, because the influence of 

climate on catchment response is more evident with decreasing timescales (from annual, 

to monthly, daily and hourly scales) (Farmer et al., 2003).   

 

In this paper, a method is developed that incorporates seasonal precipitation variability 

and temperature regimes to seasonal MSR estimation using empirical equations.  Stable 

isotopic data is used to verify recharge partitioning. We develop a new climatic ratio, 

Normalized Seasonal Wetness Index (NSWI), an extension to the inverse of the dryness 
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index concept which was earlier developed by Budyko (1974) to describe catchment 

behavior. Using the NSWI a functional relationship was developed that relate seasonal 

MSR to seasonal precipitation and/or ET and PET. Moreover, development of the NSWI 

provided a methodology to use statistically downscaled precipitation and temperature 

data from the General Circulation Models (GCMs) to assess change in recharge 

seasonality. 

 

The methodology was applied in the Upper San Pedro River (USPR) basin, one of the 

few remaining free-flowing rivers in Arizona (Saliba and Jacobs, 2008), which is located 

in southeast Arizona.  

 

The major findings of paper 1 are as follows: 

We demonstrated how to apply empirical equations and isotopic data to provide better 

understanding of MSR processes in semi-arid mountainous catchments. We showed that 

the inclusion of actual or potential evapotranspiration in a hydrologically-based seasonal 

ratio improves seasonal recharge partitioning compared to precipitation-based ratios. 

 

We present how to use statistically downscaled monthly precipitation and temperature 

data to provide information about future change in seasonal MSR rate. An empirical 

equation was developed using the relationship between monthly temperature and PET 

obtained from the North American Regional Reanalysis values to estimate PET in semi-

arid basins using projected mean monthly temperature data. 
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 Our results for the USPR basin showed variability in MSR mostly depends on GCM 

precipitation predictions but also on higher temperature. Lower seasonal MSR rates 

projected for 2050-2099 are associated with decreases in summer precipitation and 

increases in winter temperature. Although large uncertainty exists for the predicted 

recharge values, higher temperatures in the winter season compared to the historic period 

has important implications for water resource management in these semi-arid basins 

where a large component of recharge occurs in winter.  

 

Future efforts should focus on instrumentation of mountainous catchments to provide 

observational data and implementing physically-based models to provide a process-based 

understanding of MSR processes in semi-arid catchments.  

 

2.2 Summary of Paper 2: Arc Recharge: An ArcGIS Toolbar to Estimate and Distribute 

Mountain System Recharge in Semi-Arid Basins. To be submitted to Ground Water (H. 

Ajami, T. Maddock III, T. Meixner) 

 

Groundwater modelers generally apply mountain system recharge (MSR) rate as a 

boundary condition in groundwater models ignoring complexity of hydrologic processes 

in mountainous catchments. Recharge in these models is often estimated using empirical 

equations to provide basin wide estimate of MSR. Next, MSR is uniformly distributed 

along the groundwater basin boundary ignoring impacts of spatial variability of 

precipitation and drainage characteristics. 
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In this paper, a GIS-based tool was developed which distributes recharge along the 

mountain front using DEM and spatially explicit precipitation and potential 

evapotranspiration data. The Arc-Recharge modeling toolbox developed for ArcGIS 9.2 

is a custom toolbar that calculates MSR using two empirical models including: Maxey-

Eakin (1949) and Anderson (1992) equations or any other user defined equation. To 

spatially distribute MSR at the mountain front, drainage characteristics of the recharge 

basins derived from DEM, are used.  

 

The major findings of paper 2 are as follows: 

Recharge is a complex process and its spatial and temporal variability is controlled by 

climate, soils, vegetation and topography. GIS provides a powerful environment to 

incorporate spatially explicit input data to derive parameters for hydrologic models. 

Ignoring spatial variability of MSR in groundwater models can have impacts on other 

components of the water budget including evapotranspiration.  

 

2.3 Summary of Paper 3: Quantifying Mountain Block Recharge by Means of 

Catchment-Scale Storage-Discharge Relationships. To be submitted to Water Resources 

Research (H. Ajami, P.A. Troch, T. Maddock III, T. Meixner, C. Eastoe) 

 

Despite the hydrologic significance of mountainous catchments in providing freshwater 

resources, especially in semi-arid regions (globally 66.5% of discharge in arid regions 

comes from mountain catchments (Viviroli et al., 2007), little is known about mountain 
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block recharge processes (Viviroli et al., 2007). The intrinsic complexity of the recharge 

processes and the fact that such processes are extremely difficult to observe contribute to 

this problem. 

 

In this paper, we develop a data-based method to quantify mountain block recharge rates 

using stream flow recession flow analysis. We applied our method in a semi-arid sky-

island catchment in southern Arizona, USA. Sabino Creek is a 91 km2 catchment with 

sources near the summit of the Santa Catalina Mountains northeast of Tucson.  Our 

conceptual model of MBR in the catchment is based on catchment storage dynamics in 

relation to precipitation seasonality and is informed by isotope data. During large storm 

events soil moisture storage in sky-island is filled and contributes some water to the 

fractured bedrock and replenishes deep aquifer storage. In between storm events, surface 

and subsurface flow ceases and temporary storage in fractured bedrock releases more 

water which constitutes the sole source of stream flow. Recession flow analysis for the 

dry period in the catchment presents change in fractured bedrock storage caused by 

precipitation. Therefore, if storage–discharge relationships can be derived from recession 

flow analysis, such relationships can be used to estimate storage dynamics during wet 

periods. In a hydraulically connected system such as Sabino Creek, recession flow 

analysis at three sites allows the dynamics of MBR to be evaluated across scales.  Stable 

water isotopes and tritium data were used to provide evidence regarding MBR 

seasonality, hydraulic connectivity of the system and contribution of fractured bedrock 

storage to stream flow during dry periods. 
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The major findings of paper 3 are as follows: 

In mountainous catchments with distinct precipitation seasonality, development of 

storage-discharge relations for the period in the catchment that fractured bedrock is the 

only source of water to stream flow provides an estimate of MBR. We developed an 

analytical solution to derive a storage-discharge relationship from recession analysis 

when catchment sensitivity function is a quadratic polynomial with positive quadratic 

coefficient. Development of S-Q relationships for the three gauging stations in the Sabino 

Creek and using minimum and maximum observed stream flow during dry periods 

provided insights about recharge processes in mountainous catchments and contribution 

of sky-islands precipitation to stream flow at the mountain front.  

 

Although a methodology was developed to estimate MBR in mountainous catchments, 

our approach provided a lower bound estimate of MBR because impacts of 

evapotranspiration and gage underflow were not considered in MBR estimation. Future 

research should focus on collecting further hydrologic and isotope data to characterize 

mountain bedrock flow paths and developing physically-based models to describe 

hydrologic characteristics of the bedrock aquifer.   
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2.4 Summary of Paper 4: RIPGIS-NET: An ArcGIS Custom Application for Modeling 

Riparian Evapotranspiration in MODFLOW 2000/2005. To be submitted to Ground 

Water (H. Ajami, T. Maddock III, T. Meixner, J. F. Hogan, D.P. Guertin) 

 

The ecohyrological impact of riparian land cover change consists of large scale effects on 

groundwater and surface water use by riparian species, and change in basin-scale carbon 

and water budgets (Williams et al., 2006).  Riparian vegetation impacts stream flow, 

water table level, and local climate through the evapotranspiration (ET) process 

(Richardson et al., 2007). Traditionally, riparian ET in a MODFLOW groundwater model 

simulated using a linear relationship between ET flux rate and hydraulic head. Baird and 

Maddock (2005) developed a new riparian evapotranspiration package in MODFLOW 

(RIP-ET) in which riparian vegetation is grouped based on water requirements to Plant 

Functional Subgroups (PFSG) and a set of eco-physically based ET curves replaced 

traditional ET curves in MODFLOW.  

 

Using Baird and Maddock (2005) RIP-ET package, we developed a new conceptual 

model to incorporate spatial variability of riparian vegetation and surface elevation into 

MODFLOW groundwater models. In this model, riparian vegetation is organized in a 

series of polygons and land surface elevation is obtained for each polygon in a 

MODFLOW cell. In this new representation, each MODFLOW cell can have multiple 

riparian polygons. Incorporating spatial variability of riparian vegetation into each 

MODFLOW cell and enhancing surface elevation calculation improves ET rate 
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estimation and ultimately impacts other components of the water budget in a 

MODFLOW model.  

 

The major findings of paper 4 are as follows: 

In the current study we developed an ArcGIS custom application, RIPGIS-NET, in 

Visual Basic 2005, .NET framework 2.0 which runs in ESRI’s ArcMap 9.2 application 

(Ajami and Maddock, 2008). RIPGIS-NET derives RIP-ET input parameters including 

PFSG evapotranspiration curve parameters, fractional coverage areas of each PFSG in a 

MODFLOW cell, and average surface elevation per riparian vegetation polygon using a 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM).  RIPGIS-NET also provides visualization tools for 

groundwater modelers to create head maps, depth to water maps, and plot PFSG depth to 

water curves in the GIS based on MODFLOW simulation results.   

 

We used the MODFLOW model of the Dry Alkaline Valley area, a hypothetical site in 

the southwest, to compare the impact of surface elevation and vegetation diversity on ET 

and groundwater budget calculations in the traditional MODFLOW ET package (EVT) 

versus RIP-ET package. Our results showed that surface elevation has a considerable 

impact on ET rate and other components of the groundwater budget such as change in 

storage and stream leakage. Change in surface elevation impacted total ET rate by ~50% 

when surface elevation of a MODFLOW cell replaced surface elevation of individual 

riparian polygons. 
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2.5 Summary of Paper 5: RIPGIS-NET: An ArcGIS Custom Application for the RIP-ET 

Package in MODFLOW-2000 and MODFLOW-2005, User’s Guide. To be submitted to 

the Department of Hydrology and Water Resources (H. Ajami, T. Maddock III) 

 

An ArcGIS custom application was developed in ArcGIS 9.2 to derive parameters for the 

Riparian Evapotranspiration package (RIP-ET) in MODFLOW. RIPGIS-NET program is 

written in Visual Basic 2005 .NET framework 2.0 and has a post-processor component to 

visualize MODFLOW groundwater model results including groundwater head and depth 

to water. This report is a comprehensive user manual for the developed package with an 

example tutorial dataset that guides the user through all the steps in the program. 
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Abstract 

Climate variability and change primarily impact groundwater resources by altering 

recharge rates. In semi-arid Basin and Range systems, this impact is likely to be most 

pronounced in Mountain System Recharge (MSR), a process which constitutes a 

significant component of recharge in these basins. Despite its importance, the physical 

processes that control MSR have not been fully investigated because of the complexity of 

recharge processes in mountainous catchments and limited observations. As a result, 

empirical equations, which typically provide a basin wide estimate of mean annual 

recharge using mean annual precipitation, are often used to estimate MSR. Here an 

approach to enhance seasonal recharge estimates using seasonal (winter vs. summer) 

precipitation and ET/PET ratios estimates obtained from the North American Regional 

Reanalysis (NARR) data is developed. These seasonal recharge ratios compared 

favorably to seasonal MSR estimates using the fraction of winter vs. summer recharge 

determined from isotopic data in the Upper San Pedro River basin, Arizona. 

Development of hydrologically-based seasonal ratios enhanced seasonal recharge 

predictions and notably allows evaluation of MSR response to changes in seasonal 

precipitation and temperature due to climate variability and change under different GCM 

climate projections. Results show prospective variability in MSR depends on GCM 

precipitation predictions and on higher temperature. Lower seasonal MSR rates projected 

for 2050-2099 are associated with decreases in summer precipitation and increases in 

winter temperature. 
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1. Introduction 

Groundwater recharge response to climate variability and change is an important issue for 

sustainable management of water resources, especially in semi-arid basins. Climate 

models of the American Southwest predict that the region will dry in the 21st century and 

transition to a more arid climate may already be under way [Seager et al., 2007]. In the 

mountainous regions of the US southwest, where mountain system recharge (MSR) 

provides the most significant component of recharge, hydrometeorological observations 

for the period of 1950 to 1999 show a decrease in snow pack, earlier center of mass for 

river flow variate (the day of the year on which one-half of the total water flow for the 

year has occurred) and increases in average January through March daily minimum 

temperature [Barnett et al., 2008]. These changes have altered the water budget. As a 

result groundwater recharge rates are likely to be altered due to climate change and 

variability, and this will in turn impact groundwater resources.  

 

Spatial and temporal variability of groundwater recharge in arid and semi-arid 

environments is controlled by the complex interaction of climate, geology and vegetation 

[Stonestrom and Harrill, 2007]. Previous research has indicated that decadal variations in 

precipitation patterns, caused by the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the 

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), influence recharge rates in alluvial basins of the 

southwestern United States [Pool, 2005]. Moreover, due to the interplay among 

environmental factors controlling recharge processes (e.g., changes in seasonality of 

precipitation, variations in magnitude and frequency of storm events) recharge rates may 
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change, even if mean annual precipitation is constant [Philips et al., 2004]. Therefore, the 

main research question in the current paper is how are seasonal recharge rates likely to 

change as a result of predicted shifts in precipitation seasonality? 

 

Recharge is one of the most difficult components of the water budget to quantify 

especially in semi-arid regions where recharge fluxes are small relative to precipitation 

and evapotranspiration [Hogan et al., 2004]. In arid and semi-arid environments total 

recharge is viewed as the sum of several distinct pathways including mountain block 

recharge and mountain front recharge (mountain system recharge), diffuse recharge, 

alluvial aquifer recharge and ephemeral channel recharge [Hogan et al., 2004]. Mountain 

system recharge, which provides a significant component of recharge in many arid and 

semi-arid basins, consists of infiltration of precipitation through mountain bedrock 

(mountain block recharge) and stream bed infiltration of mountain system runoff 

(mountain front recharge) [Wilson and Guan, 2004]. Higher elevation, lower 

temperatures and higher precipitation make mountain systems “the water towers of the 

west” [Viviroli et al., 2007].  Despite the importance of MSR in basin water budgets, 

current knowledge of MSR rates is poor. The physical processes that control MSR have 

not been fully investigated due to the complexity of recharge processes in mountainous 

catchments and limited observational data, such as soil moisture, and the associated 

uncertainty in these measurements. 
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Common methods to estimate MSR include water balance analysis, physically-based 

models, chloride mass balance and empirical equations [Flint and Flint, 2008; Guan, 

2005; Maxey and Eakin, 1949; Plummer et al., 2004]. Empirical equations are often used 

to estimate MSR due to simplicity and limited data requirements. Most empirical 

equations, such as those developed by Maxey and Eakin [1949] and Anderson et al. 

[1992], require mean annual precipitation data to provide estimates of MSR [Anderson et 

al., 1992; Maxey and Eakin, 1949]. Therefore, they are not able to evaluate the change in 

seasonal MSR rates caused by changes in seasonal precipitation, if the total amount of 

annual precipitation remains constant. 

 

Stable water isotopes are often used to provide information about the contribution of 

seasonal precipitation to MSR processes [Blasch and Bryson, 2007; Cunningham et al., 

1998; Eastoe et al., 2004; Simpson et al., 1970; Wahi et al., 2008].  For example, Wahi et 

al. [2008] estimated that winter precipitation constituted 70% of MSR in the Upper San 

Pedro River (USPR) basin, Arizona. Although isotopic data provide valuable aggregated 

information about overall recharge seasonality, their application in assessing the impact 

of the seasonal variability of precipitation on recharge is limited [Cherkauer, 2004]. 

 

The uncertainty in current MSR estimates limits the robustness of assessing the impact of 

climate variability and change on recharge rates in the future [Bates et al., 2008]. 

Presently most groundwater models are not capable of assessing the impact of climate 

variability on groundwater resources because they employ temporally static MSR rates 
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across a groundwater basin. Recharge in such models is either derived from empirical 

relationships [Goode and Maddock III, 2000; Reichard et al., 2003] or estimated during 

the model calibration and water balance analysis [Pool and Dickinson, 2006]. The 

reliability of these models in predicting groundwater response is limited by input 

parameter uncertainty [Hogan et al., 2004], notably the ability to trade-off adjustments to 

recharge and hydrologic conductivity (K) during calibration [Scanlon et al., 2002]. 

Therefore, more robust alternatives to current methods are needed.  

 

To infer MSR seasonality from mean annual MSR estimates, development of a simple 

hydrologically-based approach is the next logical step. A suitable method should 

incorporate seasonal precipitation variability and temperature regimes to seasonal MSR 

estimation using empirical equations. The use of these seasonal hydrologic data should 

guide how total MSR partitions between winter and summer seasons and allow for the 

assessment of how climate variability may impact seasonal MSR rates. 

 

The central research question of this study is: 1) how will shifts in precipitation 

seasonality, as a result of climate change and variability, alter seasonal MSR, and impact 

groundwater resources? In the optimal scenario when observational data is available, 

physically based models are the best candidate to evaluate this process. However, in data 

limited environments robust ways to seasonalize MSR are needed. This paper also 

addresses the following ancillary questions: 2) How can annual empirical equations be 
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modified to estimate seasonal MSR using basic hydrological data? 3) What are the 

seasonal precipitation thresholds for producing MSR? 

 

2. Background 

2.1. Overview of Empirical Equations for Estimating MSR 

Several empirical equations have been developed that relate amount of precipitation to 

mean annual recharge [Maxey and Eakin, 1949; Hearne and Dewey, 1988; Anderson et 

al., 1992].  The Maxey and Eakin [1949] equation is the most widely used equation and 

was developed based on precipitation zone maps of the White Valley, Nevada and 

discharge estimates from 13 valleys in that area. In this method the study area was 

classified into five recharge zones based on the amount of mean annual precipitation and 

recharge values were adjusted to discharge estimates as a percentage of precipitation 

values. A greater percentage of precipitation becomes recharge at higher elevations, and 

no recharge occurs with annual precipitation less than 203 mm (8 inches). The scaling 

factor which includes loss of water due to evapotranspiration and runoff [Avon and 

Durbin, 1994], is 3 percent for precipitation values 203 to 304 mm/yr, 7 percent for 305-

380 mm/yr, 15 percent for 381-507 mm/yr and 25 percent for 508 mm/yr or larger 

[Maxey and Eakin, 1949] . Although the Maxey-Eakin method has been widely used for 

many semi-arid basins, the relationship has not been proved for catchments with different 

climate, geologic and topographic characteristics.  
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Hevesi and Flint [1998] modified the Maxey-Eakin method to estimate recharge at the 

Yucca Mountain site by lowering the recharge limit to 100 mm of precipitation [Hevesi 

and Flint, 1998].  Hearne & Dewey [1988] developed a regression based equation using 

the water balance method for 16 basins in New Mexico to quantify mountain front 

recharge using mean winter precipitation and basin area [Hearne and Dewey, 1988]. 

Similarly, Waltemeyer [1994] used data from 13 gauging stations in southern New 

Mexico and developed an empirical equation using mean annual precipitation and basin 

area to estimate mean annual streamflow at the mountain front as potential recharge 

[Waltemeyer, 1994].  

 

Anderson et al. [1992] used a water budget analysis for alluvial basins in Arizona and 

developed an empirical relationship between MSR and mean annual precipitation when 

precipitation exceeds 203 mm. This model assumes that potential water for recharge is 

precipitation minus evapotranspiration and that change in storage is negligible over long 

periods [Anderson et al., 1992]. 

                                                                                where P > 8 inches/yr                        (1) 

Where Q is annual mountain system recharge (inch/yr) and P is annual precipitation per 

year (inch/yr). In this study, we have used this equation to estimate mean annual MSR 

rate since it was developed based on data for alluvial basins in Arizona were we will test 

our hydrologic recharge scaling approach.   

 

 

( ),8Plog98.040.1Qlog −+−=
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2.2. Climate Variability and Seasonal Recharge Estimation 

Assessing impacts of climate change on water resources has been widely done for surface 

water resources [Scibek and Allen, 2006]. Recently, more studies have focused on climate 

change impacts on groundwater resources using high resolution models that require more 

data  [Goderniaux et al., 2009; Scibek and Allen, 2006]. Quantifying spatial and temporal 

variability of recharge as a result of climate variability and change is one of the most 

challenging problems in groundwater resource management and planning.  Hydrologic 

assessment of climate change has been done either by: 1) linking a physically based 

hydrologic model with a regional circulation model (RCM); 2) implementing statistically 

downscaled Global Climate Models (GCMs) results in hydrologic models; and 3) 

implementing daily weather generator data in hydrologic models [Herrera-Pantoja and 

Hiscock, 2008].  Due to the complexity of applying RCMs, many efforts have focused on 

developing statistically downscaled data from GCMs to predict hydrologic response 

[Wood et al., 2004].   

 

For the US, downscaled GCM data with 1/8 degree resolution are available, at the 

monthly time scale for precipitation and mean monthly temperature, from the World 

Climate Research Programme's (WCRP's) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 

3 (CMIP3) multi-model dataset, which was referenced in the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change Fourth Assessment (the data can be downloaded from http://gdo-

dcp.ucllnl.org). In these data the bias-correction and spatial disaggregation (BCSD) 

method was used for statistical downscaling. The BCSD has been shown to produce the 

http://wcrp.wmo.int/
http://wcrp.wmo.int/
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/cmip/index.php
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/cmip/index.php
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main features of hydrometeorological observations [Wood et al., 2004]. The challenge is 

how to use these data to estimate potential changes  in MSR.  

 

3. Study Site  

The Upper San Pedro River, one of the few remaining free-flowing rivers in Arizona 

[Saliba and Jacobs, 2008], is located in southeast Arizona. It is a representative basin for 

the Southwest and long-term hydrologic and isotopic data is available (Figure 1). The 

USPR basin is ~4500 km2 and is bounded by mountains in the east, west and the south 

with a mean elevation of 1483 m. Elevation varies between 1158 m to 2887 m. The 

primary regional aquifer includes upper and lower basin fill. Groundwater flow is 

generally from recharge areas near mountains towards the San Pedro River [Pool and 

Dickinson, 2006].  

 
Mean annual precipitation in the basin is 410 mm. Historically, July through September 

are the wettest months [Pool and Dickinson, 2006]. Precipitation trend analysis has 

shown a nearly significant (p = 0.061) decreasing trend for 1913–70 annual precipitation 

and a significant decreasing trend in summer precipitation for 1951-2002. November 

precipitation had significant decreasing trends for 1913–60. Moreover, average air 

temperature has increased by about 1°C during the past century. This change could 

potentially impact recharge rates through the evapotranspiration rate by changing 

vegetation types or lengthening the growing season [Thomas and Pool, 2006] and by 

changing atmospheric demand. 
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Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen in the USPR basin in Arizona show that ~70% of 

MSR happens in winter [Wahi et al., 2008]. This seasonal variability in MSR is related to 

the nature of precipitation regimes in southeastern Arizona. Higher recharge in the winter 

season is associated with the dominance of frontal storms with typically longer duration 

in winter and occasional snowfall at higher elevations [Sellers and Hill, 1974], and less 

evaporation and transpiration during winter months. Monsoonal thunderstorms are the 

primary source of summer precipitation. These storms have greater intensity compared 

with winter frontal storms, but generally are of short duration. These thunderstorms 

typically produce little runoff and stream flow infiltration because they are localized and 

evaporation and transpiration rates are high [Pool, 2005].  

 

4. Methods 

4.1. Seasonalize MSR-Stable Water Isotopes 

Wahi et al. [2008] used stable water isotopes to infer MSR seasonality in the USPR basin 

where winter season includes data from (October 16 through April 15) and summer 

(April 16 through October 15). Volume-weighted averages of stable isotopes of 

precipitation and mountain front wells and springs were used to develop mixing models 

to account for the impact of seasonality and elevation effects on δ18O values. The results 

of these analysis yields a winter recharge fraction of 65%≤ 25% [Wahi et al., 2008]. We 

used a winter fraction of 70% as a representative value for winter MSR. This ratio was 

used to split estimated annual MSR obtained from the Anderson et al. [1992] equation, 

and provide isotopically scaled seasonal MSR values. Using these constant ratios, 
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seasonal MSR ratios remain constant throughout the time series despite variability in 

seasonal and annual precipitation.  

 

4.2. Seasonalize MSR-Development of Hydrologically-based Ratio 

Development of a seasonal ratio to explain dynamic recharge behavior at different time 

scales is essential, because influence of climate on catchment response is more evident 

with decreasing timescales (from annual, to monthly, daily and hourly scales) [Farmer et 

al., 2003]. As mentioned earlier, isotopic data provide valuable information regarding 

overall average recharge seasonality, but they are not able to detect change in recharge 

seasonality on an annual time scale. Notably, the seasonality of precipitation is expected 

to change under climate change scenarios [Yin, 2005]. Development of a hydrologically- 

based seasonal ratio will allow evaluation of how seasonality in climatic factors controls 

recharge partitioning between seasons.  

 

To develop a hydrologically-based seasonal ratio, first we used the ratio of seasonal 

precipitation to annual precipitation to split annual empirical recharge estimates into 

seasonal estimates. In a second approach, we used both precipitation and 

evapotranspiration data for recharge partitioning. In both cases, seasonal recharge values 

based on isotopic ratios were used to evaluate the recharge partitioning of the two 

methods. To verify applicability of the methods, we applied these ratios to the USPR 

basin where long term hydrologic and isotopic data are available. 
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4.3. Seasonalize MSR-Precipitation-based Ratio 

In the precipitation based approach, the ratio of seasonal precipitation to annual 

precipitation was used as a scaling factor to multiply the annual MSR estimate of the 

Anderson et al. [1992] equation to obtain seasonal recharge values.  

 

PAnnual
P

scalewinter winter=        and   PAnnual
P

scalesummer summer=                      (2) 

 

For this analysis, we used annual precipitation data from the Parameter-elevation 

Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM, http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu) 

database for the USPR basin. Next, the mean annual MSR was calculated using the 

Anderson et al. [1992] equation. Estimated mean annual MSR was partitioned using the 

ratio of seasonal precipitation to annual precipitation (Equation 2) obtained from the 

monthly PRISM data. In addition, we used constant isotopic ratios from Wahi et al. 

[2008] to split recharge seasonally, and compared it with the seasonal MSR from the 

precipitation-based ratios.  

 

4.4. Seasonalize MSR-Development of Normalized Seasonal Wetness Index 

One of the most widely used dimensionless climatic ratios for describing catchment 

behavior is the dryness index, the ratio of average annual potential evapotranspiration to 

average annual precipitation, developed by Budyko [1974]. This index uses long-term 

average energy and water balances to describe catchment behavior in terms of mean 
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annual water balance. The impact of the dryness index on the annual water balance has 

been studied in depth and dryness index functional relationship with respect to water 

and/or energy limited environments were presented by Budyko [1974]. Milly [1994] 

showed that partitioning of average annual precipitation to evapotranspiration and runoff 

depends on seven dimensionless numbers including the dryness index. In the modeling 

study they showed that in arid regions where the dryness index > 1, all the runoff is 

generated by the variability of forcing over time [Milly, 1994]. Budyko and Zubenok 

[1961] showed that deviation from the Budyko relationship depends on the seasonality of 

precipitation and evapotranspiration and their synchronization as it was later shown by 

Milly’s model [Milly, 1994]. 

 

Small [2005] analyzed the impact of seasonality on the threshold value of ratio of 

precipitation to potential evapotranspiration (P/PET) for producing diffuse groundwater 

recharge. Results show that although in many arid regions P-PET is often negative which 

is indicative of no diffuse recharge, seasonal cycles of P and PET create conditions which 

allow for recharge. Results of a series of simulations for loamy sand soils showed the 

P/PET threshold for producing diffuse recharge becomes much smaller with the 

dominance of seasonality and the P/PET threshold decreases from 0.7 to 0.3 in the 

presence of seasonality [Small, 2005]. We expect that seasonality should have similar 

impacts in mountainous catchments for producing MSR.  
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In this study, we develop a new climatic ratio based on the inverse of the dryness index 

concept. Wetness or humidity index which is the inverse of dryness index, gives the 

fraction of potential evapotranspiration satisfied by total precipitation. Higher wetness 

index values are related to wetter climates [Istanbulluoglu and Bras, 2006].  

 

Our initial derivation of the normalized wetness index is based on using the ratio of 

seasonal precipitation to seasonal actual evapotranspiration derived from North American 

Regional Reanalysis (NARR) values and normalized by total evapotranspiration and 

precipitation in the catchment. Using data from the USPR basin, similar results were 

obtained using potential evapotranspiration values as well. The use of PET increases the 

applicability of the normalized seasonal wetness index for cases where actual 

evapotranspiration (ET) values are not available.  

 

The normalized seasonal wetness index describes the efficiency with which precipitation 

produces recharge. It is the ratio of seasonal precipitation to seasonal evapotranspiration 

normalized over two seasons. 

Normalized seasonal wetness index for winter = 
ETAnnual

ET
PAnnual

P

winter

winter

                                   (3) 

Similarly for summer, the normalized seasonal wetness index is = 

ETAnnual
ET

PAnnual
P

summer

summer

        (4) 
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Therefore, the scaling ratio for each season is the weighted average of the above indices: 

 

                                                                                                                                          (5) 

 

 

 

As a result, seasonal recharge scaling ratios to be applied to the estimated annual MSR 

from the empirical equations are: 

 

                                                                                                                                        (6) 

                    

 

 

                                                                                                                                        (7)                            

 

 

4.5. Relationship Between Annual Recharge and NSWI 

Based on the seasonal scaling ratios (6) and (7), an equation was developed which 

describes relationship between total and seasonal recharges, and finally precipitation and 

ET.  
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The amount of total recharge is multiplied by the seasonal scaling ratios and if 

summer

winter
ratio P

PP =  and 
summer

winter
ratio ET

ETET = , then: 

 

)
P

ET
(1RR

P
ET1

R
R

ratio

ratio
winterAnnual

ratio

ratio

Total
winter +=⇒

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
+

=                                                       (8) 
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From equations 7 and 8, the ratio of winter to summer MSR is: 

                                           
ratio

ratio

summer

winter

ET
P

R
R

=                                                                (10)                         

 

Since total annual recharge is: summerwinterAnnual RRR +=  

                                       += (1 RR summerAnnual
ratio

ratio

ET
P

)                                               (11) 

 

Equation 10 shows a fundamental relationship between ratios of seasonal recharge and 

precipitation and evapotranspiration. Similar relationship holds when the ET ratio is 

replaced by the PET ratio. 

 

4.6. Application of the NSWI to the USPR Basin 

We applied the newly developed ratio to mean annual recharge estimates for the USPR 

basin calculated from the Anderson et al. [1992] equation. To estimate the ratio, a time 
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series of precipitation and estimated actual ET values from the North American Regional 

Reanalysis (NARR) database with 32 km resolution were used since we do not have time 

series of actual ET data for the basin. NARR is a long-term, high-resolution and high-

frequency atmospheric and land surface hydrology dataset for North America [Mesinger 

et al., 2006]. Suitability of the NARR ET dataset for the Southwest has been previously 

examined by Dominguez et al. [2009b] where NARR ET estimates were compared to six 

AMERIFLUX sites within the Southwest [Dominguez et al., 2009b]. Although in their 

analysis NARR ET estimates were slightly larger than the measured values, there was no 

clear bias in the data and seasonal variability of ET was preserved in NARR data and 

passed a two-tail t-test (0.52§ r§ 0.84; two-tailed statistical significance > 0.999). In our 

case since we are using ratios of actual ET estimated values from the NARR database, 

larger magnitudes of ET estimates do not impact our analysis. 

 

4.7. PET-based NSWI 

To examine the impact of incorporating PET data instead of ET on seasonal recharge 

partitioning, we replaced ET with seasonal PET in the normalized seasonal wetness 

index. In this analysis, ET and PET data were both obtained from the NARR database for 

the USPR basin. Using precipitation and ET or PET data, NSWI was calculated and the 

correlation coefficient between ET-based NSWI and PET-based NSWI was estimated. To 

assess how these ratios impact seasonal MSR rate estimates, seasonal MSR of the USPR 

basin was estimated using PET-based NSWI and ET-based NSWI.   
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4.8. From GCMs to Seasonal MSR Prediction 

In this paper we provide a methodology to translate results of downscaled GCMs to make 

seasonal recharge predictions. Statistically downscaled GCM data with 1/8 degree 

resolution were obtained from the CMIP3 multi-model dataset. We used climate change 

scenarios from the Max Plank Institute’s ECHAM5 model (MPI-ECHAM5) and the 

Hadley Center’s Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere (UKMO-HadCM3) GCMs which have 

been previously shown by Dominguez et al. [2009a] to capture hydrological features of 

the Southwest including ENSO [Dominguez et al., 2009a]. The CMIP3 dataset provides 

mean monthly temperature and precipitation values for 1950-2099. We chose three CO2 

emission scenarios from the B1 scenario (a convergent world with resource-efficient 

technologies) to the A2 scenario (slow economic growth and ever-increasing population) 

and including the middle scenario A1B (a convergent world less geared towards energy 

efficiency). 

 

To estimate seasonal MSR using the downscaled climate change scenarios, precipitation 

and mean monthly temperature data were extracted for the USPR basin. Second, mean 

annual MSR was estimated using the Anderson et al. [1992] equation and mean annual 

precipitation. Third, future seasonal MSR estimates were obtained using the PET-based 

NSWI multiplied by annual MSR.  

A complication is that having only mean monthly temperatures complicates PET 

estimation. There are empirical formulas for estimating PET based on mean monthly 
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temperature [Thornthwaite, 1948]. But these models underestimate PET in arid and semi-

arid environments [Jensen et al., 1990]. 

 

To resolve PET estimation, we developed empirical relationships based on mean monthly 

temperature data and estimated PET from the NARR database in the USPR basin (Figure 

2). A hysteresis relationship was observed between mean monthly temperature and 

monthly PET due to the impact of the North American monsoon on vapor pressure deficit 

on pre- and post-monsoon season PET. In late winter (January through March) and pre-

monsoon season (April through June) PET increases as a result of increase in mean 

monthly temperature. With the monsoon, vapor pressure deficit decreases while 

temperature is still high and this causes the hysteresis relationship. This relationship was 

further examined by using data from the hydroclimatic retrospective analysis of Maurer 

et al. [2002]. The data has 1/8 degree resolution and has been used in the Variable 

Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model at a 3-hour time step [Maurer et al., 2002].  We used 

daily forcing data for the period 1950-2000 and the Penman-Montieth equation to 

estimate PET. We fitted the empirical relationship between mean monthly temperature 

and monthly PET for late winter and pre-monsoon, and monsoon and early winter using 

NARR and VIC database values. For each case, a linear quadratic model was fitted to the 

data. For the NARR database the adjusted R2 is 0.97 for both pre-monsoon and post-

monsoon period while pre-monsoon RMSE = 15.4 and post-monsoon = 12.87. For the 

VIC model database R2 is 0.92 for the pre-monsoon period and 0.9 for the post-monsoon 

period. Pre-monsoon RMSE = 15.97 and post-monsoon = 12.71. 
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To predict seasonal PET based on downscaled monthly temperature data, quadratic 

relationships for each period were used to predict monthly PET and results were 

aggregated for each season. Based on the NARR data, pre-monsoon and post-monsoon 

periods have the relationship in the form of Equation 12 and the VIC data has the form of 

Equation 13. 

 

71.211.82T0.19TPET

38.9818.54T0.18TPET
2

summer

2
winter

++=

−+−=
                                                                                 (12) 

42.360.78T0.17TPET

98.6821.6T0.37TPET
2

summer

2
winter

+−=

−+−=
                                                                          (13) 

Where T is temperature (ºC) and PET is monthly potential evapotranspiration in 

(mm/month). Prediction intervals were also computed for each PET value to incorporate 

uncertainty in model parameter values and random errors in predicted quantity [Hill and 

Tiedeman, 2007]. 

 

To assess impact of climate variability on seasonal MSR several cases were examined 

including: 1) evaluating the impacts of PET-T relationships derived from the NARR and 

Maurer et al. [2002] models on seasonal MSR predictions; 2)  performing a series of t-

tests to understand if statistically significant differences exist between historical means 

(1950-2000) and mean predicted recharge, precipitation and PET (2050-2099); and 3) 

calculating relative change in decadal seasonal precipitation, temperature and MSR 
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compared to the historic period (1950-2000) by dividing decadal means of seasonal 

variables by their mean historical values. 

 

5. Results 

5.1. Comparison Between Precipitation- and Isotopically- based Seasonal MSR 

Applying the precipitation-based ratio (Equation 2) to seasonalize annual MSR estimates 

in the USPR basin, overestimates summer MSR compared to winter MSR for the 

duration of the analysis (Figure 3). To compare this result with the isotopically 

partitioned MSR values, the correlation coefficient was calculated between the amounts 

of estimated MSR from the precipitation scaled method and the isotopically scaled 

method (Figure 3). In winter the R2 value = 0.78 while in summer R2 = 0.82. Estimated 

MSR values based on the precipitation-based ratio are smaller than the isotopically 

estimated values during the winter (slope = 0.67), while in summer the MSR estimates 

based on the precipitation scales are higher compared to the isotopically-scaled estimates 

(steeper slope = 1.76).  This result is not consistent with the result of an isotopic study in 

the basin which shows 70%  of total MSR is winter MSR [Wahi et al., 2008]. Higher 

estimated summer MSR is likely a result of not accounting for high evapotranspiration 

rates during the summer season. Overestimation of summer recharge implies that other 

components of the water budget such as evapotranspiration should be considered in 

seasonalizing empirical recharge estimates.  
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5.2. Comparison Between NSWI and Isotopically-based Seasonal MSR 

The hydrologically-based seasonal ratio, which included evapotranspiration estimates, 

was validated using seasonal isotopic ratios obtained from the mixing model analysis 

based on stable isotopic (δ18O and δ2H) data [Wahi et al., 2008]. Development of 

hydrologically-based seasonal ratios that only incorporate seasonal precipitation ratios 

provided overestimations of recharge in the summer season. Incorporating ET data in 

hydrologically-based seasonal ratios greatly improved seasonal recharge partitioning 

(Figure 4). For the winter season the slope is 0.94 with the R2 = 0.94, and for the summer 

season the slope is 1.1 with the R2 = 0.8.  

  

5.3. Comparing PET-based NSWI With ET-based NSWI 

NSWI values for the USPR basin were calculated using ET and PET data. A statistically 

significant high correlation value exists between the indices for both seasons when PET- 

based NSWI is compared to ET-based NSWI (R2 = 0.91). This result implies that in 

regions that do not have actual ET data, PET could be used with only a small impact on 

the results. This result needs to be further investigated in other semi-arid catchments with 

different precipitation seasonality and recharge regimes. Comparing seasonal MSR 

estimates of both ratios showed strong correlations between the MSR estimates for both 

winter and summer seasons (Figure 5). 
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5.4. Seasonal and Inter-Annual Variability in MSR 

Using the NSWI, we have estimated seasonal MSR rate for the USPR basin for the period 

of 1979-2005 using precipitation and evapotranspiration values from the NARR database 

(Figure 6). The coefficient of variation for winter recharge is higher (CV = 0.72) 

compared to summer recharge due to higher variability in winter precipitation, and in 

actual and potential evapotranspiration. Overall the measure of variability in summer 

recharge is more similar to mean annual recharge (CV =  0.64). 

 

Analyzing relationships between a percent change in annual MSR from the 27 year mean 

compared to a percent change in annual precipitation from long-term mean observations 

reveals a slope of 2.4. A similar slope is observed when the change in summer MSR from 

the long-term mean is compared to the change in summer precipitation. This means one 

percent change in summer precipitation creates twice as much change in summer MSR. 

In winter the slope is 1.3 (Figure 7). Deviation from slope 1 in summer highlights the 

impact of evapotranspiration and soil moisture storage on recharge. Such non-linearity is 

also observed in Flint and Flint’s [2008] annual water balance model for the western US.  

 

5.5. Seasonal Precipitation Thresholds for Producing MSR 

Development of the normalized seasonal wetness index allowed for the identification of 

seasonal precipitation thresholds for producing MSR in each season. Analysis of recharge 

estimates from the Anderson et al. [1992] equation for the period 1979 to 2005, shows 

winter recharge precipitation thresholds of 35 mm; this value is about 140 mm for the 
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summer season. This result is as expected due to higher temperatures and higher 

evapotranspiration in the summer season.  Identifying these thresholds provides a simple 

way to evaluate the impact of changes in seasonal precipitation on MSR rates and its 

impact on groundwater resources (Figure 8).  

 

We have further analyzed the ratio of seasonal precipitation compared to the ratio of 

seasonal recharge through time (Figure 9). In the USPR basin for a given precipitation to 

total precipitation ratio, higher recharge is produced in winter due to lower temperatures 

and less demand for transpiration. The correlation coefficient between percent winter 

precipitation and percent winter MSR is higher compared to that in the summer season 

(0.54 compared to 0.4 respectively). This result suggests that the amount of winter MSR 

is controlled mostly by winter precipitation while in summer, ET has an important 

impact. 

 

5.6. MSR Predictions for Climate Change Scenarios 

To assess the impact of climate variability on seasonal MSR several cases were examined 

including: 1) the impact of the PET-T relationship on seasonal MSR estimates; 2) how 

predicted means of seasonal precipitation, PET and MSR for 2050-2099 changed 

compared to historical means; and 3) what are the relative changes in decadal seasonal 

precipitation, temperature and MSR compared to the historic period (1950-2000). 
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The impact of PET-T relationships derived from the NARR and Maurer et al. [2002] 

models on seasonal MSR predictions are shown in Table 1 for the ECHAM5 model, A1B 

scenario. Mean seasonal recharge values, along with 95% prediction intervals, are 

presented. Significant differences were not observed between predicted seasonal recharge 

between the two PET-T models. Models derived from the NARR database were used to 

predict PET rate for climate change scenarios.  

 

To detect change in annual and seasonal MSR, 50-year historic and predicted means of 

seasonal precipitation, PET and MSR for 2050-2099 are compared to historical means. 

Statistically significant differences were observed between historic and future annual and 

seasonal PET for both models and all the scenarios. For annual MSR, despite temperature 

increases, no significant differences were observed between the mean historic annual 

MSR and predicted annual MSR for the UKMO-HadCM3 model scenarios, because the 

percent change between historic and predicted annual precipitation is small (Table 2). In 

the HadCM3-B1 scenario, although lower precipitation is predicted, the decrease in 

annual MSR is small due to a smaller increase in temperature and lower PET. For the 

ECHAM5 model, there are significant differences in annual MSR for the A1B (p < 

0.001) and A2 (p < 0.05) scenarios that coincides with significant differences in 

precipitation for these scenarios.  

 

Various MSR rates were predicted due to the complex interaction between temperature 

and precipitation seasonality. For winter MSR, only predicted MSR from the ECHAM5-
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A1B scenario is significantly different from historic winter MSR (p < 0.05), but there is 

no significant difference in winter precipitation in this scenario. Higher temperatures 

result in lower recharge rates in this scenario due to higher evapotranspiration. For the 

HadCM3-A1B scenario, although no change in annual precipitation nor in annual 

recharge was observed, lower winter MSR was predicted due to a 7% decrease in winter 

precipitation and 3% increase in PET compared to historical period. For the HadCM3-B1 

scenario despite a larger decrease in precipitation compared to the ECHAM5-A1B 

scenario, the change in MSR is not statistically significant. This result is likely due to 

smaller increase in temperature. For the ECHAM5-A2 scenario the percent change in 

seasonal precipitation is larger than the ECHAM5-A1B scenario (2% compared to 1%), 

however  the change in winter MSR is not statistically significant because predicted 

annual precipitation is higher for this scenario and results in higher winter MSR.  

 

For summer MSR, similar results to the annual case were obtained where statistically 

significant differences were observed between historic and future predicted values for 

both recharge and precipitation for the ECHAM5-A1B and -A2 scenarios. Although a 

statistically significant difference exists for precipitation in the ECHAM5-B1 scenario, 

no significant difference in summer MSR was observed because the increase in PET is 

smaller than the first two scenarios. Additionally, significant differences were observed 

for both recharge and precipitation for the HadCM3-A2 scenario in summer which 

resulted in higher recharge rates due to summer precipitation increases. These results 
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highlight the complex interrelations between evapotranspiration demand and precipitation 

seasonality on seasonal recharge amount.  

 

Changes in seasonal precipitation, seasonal temperature and seasonal MSR were 

estimated based on computing the ratio of the mean (1950-2000) of the historic variable 

to mean predicted values at decadal intervals. For both seasons, both GCM predictions 

show steady increases in mean temperature for all scenarios. For the summer season, 

there is an overall decrease in summer precipitation for the ECHAM5 model that resulted 

in lower recharge rates, except for 3 out of 30 cases in which higher precipitation resulted 

in higher summer MSR rates compared to historic conditions (Figure 10).  For the 

UKMO-HadCM3 model about 50% of cases predict higher summer precipitation and as a 

result higher recharge (Figure 10). It is clear, that relative changes in winter recharge 

depend on precipitation and temperature regimes. For the ECHAM5 model, although 10 

cases predicted higher winter precipitation, only seven cases predicted increases in winter 

MSR due to winter temperature increases. Overall, predicted winter recharge rate in 

winter is larger for the UKMO-HadCM3 model compared to the ECHAM5 model 

because of higher precipitation rates (Figure 11).  

 

Non-linear responses in seasonal MSR in relation to changes in precipitation were 

observed for both seasons. For example, in the ECHAM5 model a 20% decrease in 

winter precipitation compared to historic precipitation resulted in a 40% decrease in 

winter MSR. In summer, in the ECHAM5 model, a 30% decrease in summer 
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precipitation compared to historic precipitation resulted in up to 50% decrease in summer 

MSR. 

 

To understand the dynamic range of recharge estimates based on extreme climatic 

conditions, lowest and highest temperature estimates along with extreme precipitation 

estimates from the two GCMs were used to estimate MSR rates.  This analysis shows the 

sensitivity of MSR rates to temperature regimes for different seasonal precipitation 

scenarios. Although the total MSR rate for the dry winter-wet summer and wet winter-dry 

summer is the same, seasonal MSR rates are different for different seasonal precipitation 

regimes (Figure 12). 

 

6. Discussion 

Mountain system recharge is controlled by the amount, duration and intensity of 

precipitation events as well as the aerial coverage and the extent of an event, and 

evapotranspiration [Wilson et al., 1980]. Our analysis shows that future trends in seasonal 

MSR are determined by degree of change in both precipitation and temperature regimes 

in a semi-arid basin. A series of plausible scenarios for annual and seasonal mountain 

system recharge in the next 100 years in the USPR basin were presented. Although all 

scenarios predict increases in seasonal temperature especially in winter, changes in 

seasonal MSR rates are largely influenced by seasonal precipitation regimes in addition 

to the temperature impact. GCM predictions for 2050-2099 in the USPR basin, predict 

larger decreases in summer precipitation for most of the scenarios compared to winter, 
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and all scenarios predict larger temperature increases in winter compared to summer. 

Such predictions have resulted in significantly lower MSR rates compared to historic 

conditions for several cases.  The GCMs used in this study showed larger increases in 

winter temperature compared to summer. Such increases potentially have large impacts 

on timing of snowmelt and winter recharge rates which was not included in our model 

but has a large impact on water resource management in the region. 

 

The impact of higher temperatures on recharge may be significant, but its impact was not 

fully captured by our model because empirical models such as the Anderson equation do 

not explicitly account for changes in the temperature regime on recharge. One other 

limitation of our approach is related to the intrinsic properties of empirical equations 

based on the data that is used to derive them. Therefore, empirical equations are most 

suitable for backward extrapolation in time [Lerner et al., 1990], and in data limited 

environments.  

 

Our methodology provides a way to seasonalize the recharge estimates of annually based 

empirical equations using precipitation and actual or potential evapotranspiration data. 

The NSWI index allowed seasonal partitioning of annual MSR as a function of seasonal 

variation in precipitation and temperature. Stable water isotope data were used to verify 

seasonal MSR partitioning, and strong relationships were observed between the 

hydrologically-based ratio (NSWI) compared to an isotopically-based ratio of seasonal 

recharge (Figure 4).   
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Although a method for seasonal MSR partitioning is presented here, the effect of timing, 

frequency and intensity of precipitation on MSR were not considered. As Bovolo et al. 

[2009] states, the net precipitation impact on recharge depends on change in total amount 

of precipitation and its variability.  However, NSWI independent of the recharge model 

provides a way to detect change in recharge seasonality and directional change in 

recharge, although uncertainty may exist in recharge magnitudes. 

 

Seasonal recharge partitioning provided more insights regarding recharge processes in a 

semi-arid catchment by identifying: 1) seasonal precipitation thresholds for MSR; and 2) 

environmental variables controlling MSR. Seasonal precipitation thresholds that are ~35 

mm for winter and ~140 mm in summer for the USPR basin provide a simple way to 

identify if MSR occurs in a given season providing mean seasonal precipitation (Figure 

8). Moreover, analysis of change in seasonal recharge as a result of change in 

precipitation showed variability in winter MSR is mainly controlled by precipitation 

amount while in summer, ET and soil storage play a significant role. This result has 

important implications for evaluating the impact of change in precipitation and 

evapotranspiration on seasonal recharge estimates.  

 

The modeling study of Hamlet et al. [2007] for the Southwest using the Variable 

Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model for the period of 1916-2003 showed in uplands with at 

least 50 mm of SWE an increase in ET in early spring is mostly controlled by 

temperature compared to precipitation, while in summer months (July to September) 
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precipitation trends dominate impacts on ET. Such complex interactions between 

precipitation and temperature makes the assessment of the impact of climate change on 

recharge rates more difficult.  

 

Time series of estimated seasonal MSR from the Anderson et al. [1992] equation for the 

period 1979-2006 for the USPR basin showed a decreasing trend (Figure 6). This result is 

consistent with the Hamlet et al. [2007] study for the Southwest that showed an overall 

increase in warm season ET (1916-2003) which is strongly related to precipitation trends 

and a shift in the timing of recharge to early spring.  

 

Although there is a decreasing trend in historical MSR in the USPR basin, changes in 

future seasonal MSR is variable and depends on GCM predictions. Future seasonal MSR 

for the USPR shows variability between a 0.15 to 14% decrease in annual MSR for 5 

scenarios while the UKMO-HadCM3 model predicts ~7% increase in annual MSR. 

Serrat-Capdevila et al. [2007] predicted 17-30% decrease in annual recharge for the San 

Pedro basin using the Anderson equation. Differences in predicted recharge rates in the 

two studies are the result of differences in predicted precipitation projected by the GCMs 

used. 

 

Uncertainty in recharge estimates comes from multiple sources including GCM 

uncertainty, GCMs downscaling techniques, and empirical model deficiencies for 

recharge and PET estimates. Uncertainty in GCMs arises from several resources 
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including initial conditions, forcing, model uncertainty and inadequacy [Stainforth et al., 

2007]. The challenge is understanding how uncertainties from multiple sources translate 

to impacts on water resources management.   

 

Future projections of change in MSR not only depend on precipitation estimates from 

GCMs, but also to how temperature increases impact ET rates and vegetation 

communities. It is still uncertain how future increases in temperature and CO2 

concentrations will impact evapotranspiration in the Southwest [Thomson et al., 2005]. 

Global climate change is expected to produce large shifts in vegetation distribution, and 

these shifts are expected to be most extreme and rapid at ecotones [Allen and Breshears, 

1998]. As a result not only will the amount of recharge be altered as a result of 

temperature changes but also from changes in vegetation type which, after precipitation 

variability, are arguably the great factor controlling recharge rates [Walvoord and 

Scanlon,  2004] .  

 

Our results suggest future changes in MSR depend mainly on precipitation patterns and 

temperature, but the importance of each may be different in various climatic conditions. 

For example Holman [2006] in summarizing climate change impacts on groundwater 

recharge in the UK highlight that changes in precipitation amount and intensity have 

much more importance than temperature regimes on recharge. Towes and Allen [2009] 

indicate that in arid regions recharge is sensitive to ET rates and shifts in precipitation 

regimes.  
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Future efforts should focus on collecting more observational data and the development of 

modeling strategies to mechanistically understand MSR processes in semi-arid 

mountainous catchments and implementing results of dynamical downscaling techniques 

on recharge predictions. It is expected that dynamical downscaling will better capture 

extreme precipitation events, particularly in the summer season. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Our methodology provides a way to partition estimated mean annual recharge of 

empirical equations between summer and winter seasons and demonstrates how recharge 

will change as a result of seasonal and intra-annual variability in precipitation and 

temperature regimes.  

 

We have implemented a hydrologically-based seasonal ratio (NSWI) in a semi-arid basin 

in Arizona and compared results of our analysis with isotopically-scaled recharge. Good 

agreement was obtained between the hydrologically-based and isotopically- scaled 

recharge estimates. We also developed a methodology to translate results of statistically 

downscaled monthly precipitation and temperature into seasonal MSR using the NSWI. 

 

Although large uncertainty exists for predicted recharge values, higher temperatures in 

the winter season compared to the historic period has important implications for water 

resource management in these semi-arid basins where a large component of recharge 

occurs in winter. If recharge rates decline with climate change it might mean that even 
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stricter groundwater pumping restrictions are necessary in those basins where 

groundwater resources provide a large portion of water demand. A seasonal change in 

recharge rates would impact sustainable groundwater yields requiring affected water 

providers to either develop alternative water sources, such as effluent or to introduce 

stricter conservation measures. 

 

This study presented directional change in seasonal MSR using the NSWI, but large 

uncertainties exist on recharge magnitude. Implementing physically-based models is the 

next logical step. Future effort should focus on implementing this method in other semi-

arid catchments in the Basin and Range to see how recharge seasonality varies as a result 

of change in seasonal precipitation. Moreover, more efforts should be focused on 

instrumentation of mountainous catchments to provide observational data for assessing 

performance of physically-based models.  
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Tables 

 

Table  1. Mean decadal seasonal MSR estimates based on derived PET-T relationships 

from the NARR and Maurer et al. [2002] models. 

  
Mean Recharge 

(mm) 
95% Prediction 

Interval 

Mean 
Recharge 

(mm) 

95% 
Prediction 
Interval 

Winter NARR NARR VIC VIC 
1950-2000 4.0 (3.8 - 4.4) 4.1 (3.8 - 5.5) 
2001-2010 4.1 (3.8 - 4.4) 4.5 (3.9 - 5.3) 
2011-2020 2.8 (2.6 - 3.0) 2.9 (2.7 - 3.7) 
2021-2030 3.7 (3.5 - 4.0) 4.1 (3.6 - 4.7) 
2031-2040 3.1 (3.0 - 3.4) 3.0 (3.0 - 3.9) 
2041-2050 3.1 (2.9 - 3.3) 3.7 (3.0 - 3.9) 
2051-2060 4.6 (4.4 - 4.9) 4.4 (4.4 - 5.4) 
2061-2070 2.6 (2.4 - 2.7) 3.0 (2.4 - 3.0) 
2071-2080 3.2 (3.0 - 3.3) 2.9 (3.0 - 3.6) 
2081-2090 2.9 (2.8 - 3.1) 2.8 (2.8 - 3.3) 
2091-2099 2.4 (2.3 - 2.6) 2.7 (2.3 - 2.7) 
     
Summer     
1950-2000 3.8 (3.4 - 4.0) 3.4 (2.3 - 4.0) 
2001-2010 3.5 (3.1 - 3.7) 3.4 (2.3 - 3.7) 
2011-2020 2.8 (2.5 - 2.9) 2.7 (1.9 - 2.9) 
2021-2030 3.4 (3.1 - 3.6) 3.2 (2.4 - 3.5) 
2031-2040 2.9 (2.6 - 3.1) 2.6 (2.1 - 3.0) 
2041-2050 2.8 (2.6 - 3.0) 2.6 (2.0 - 2.9) 
2051-2060 3.1 (2.8 - 3.2) 3.0 (2.2 - 3.2) 
2061-2070 2.7 (2.5 - 2.8) 2.7 (2.2 - 2.8) 
2071-2080 2.6 (2.4 - 2.7) 2.4 (2.1 - 2.7) 
2081-2090 2.7 (2.6 - 2.8) 2.4 (2.4 - 2.9) 
2091-2099 1.8 (1.7 - 1.9) 1.9 (1.5 - 1.9) 
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Table  2. Percent change in PET, precipitation, and MSR based on change between 

historic mean and predicted mean (2050-2099). 

Annual  Winter Summer 
Scenarios PET* P R PET* P R PET* P R 

MPI-A1B 0.24 
-

0.27* 
-

0.14* 0.32 
-

0.01* 
-

0.23* 0.20 
-

0.21* 
-

0.32* 

MPI-A2 0.24 
-

0.20* 
-

0.10* 0.32 -0.02 -0.18 0.20 
-

0.15* 
-

0.23* 

MPI-B1 0.18 -0.09 -0.05 0.23 0.05 -0.06 0.15 
-

0.10* -0.13 
UKMO-A1B 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.29 -0.07 -0.08 0.18 0.04 0.08 
UKMO-A2 0.23 0.15 0.07 0.29 0.05 0.08 0.20 0.09* 0.22* 
UKMO-B1 0.17 -0.10 -0.05 0.23 -0.09 -0.13 0.14 -0.03 -0.06 
* mean difference between historic and predicted values are statistically significant.  
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Figures 

 

 

Figure  1. Upper San Pedro River basin in southern Arizona surrounded by mountain 

ranges in the east, west and the south. 
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Figure  2. Hysteresis relationship between mean monthly temperature (ºC) and mean PET 

(mm) estimated from VIC forcing data (a) and NARR land surface model (b).  
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Figure  3. Seasonal MSR rate (mm/yr) estimated using Anderson equation and partitioned 

using precipitation-based ratio compared to isotopic approach. Precipitation-based ratio 

largely overestimates summer MSR and underestimates winter MSR.  
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Figure  4. Comparison between hydrologically and isotopically scaled MSR for winter 

and summer seasons in the USPR basin. Incorporating ET values greatly enhanced our 

summer recharge prediction compared to precipitation scaled MSR. Using NSWI, winter 

MSR is slightly underestimated while summer MSR is slightly overestimated.  
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Figure  5. Correlation between seasonal MSR estimates derived from PET based NSWI 

and ET based NSWI. The data is for the USPR basin and obtained from the NARR 

database. Strong association between MSR estimates and slope ~1 shows application of 

PET based NSWI for MSR partitioning in the USPR basin. 
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Figure  6. Annual and seasonal variability of mountain system recharge in the USPR 

basin using ET based NSWI.  
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Figure  7. Percent change in MSR with respect to 27 year-average MSR compared to a 

percent change in precipitation from 27 year-average observations.  
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Figure  8. Seasonal precipitation thresholds in the USPR basin to produce MSR based on 

analysis of 1979-2006 NARR data. Winter recharge precipitation threshold is ~35 mm 

while for the summer the threshold is ~140 mm. Clusters around a specific threshold 

value are caused by differences in seasonal and annual precipitation and ET rate. 
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Figure  9. Relationship between ratio of seasonal MSR to annual MSR in relation to 

seasonal precipitation to total precipitation. Efficiency of winter precipitation in 

producing recharge is highlighted compared to summer. 
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 Figure  10. Relative change in predicted summer precipitation, temperature and recharge 

compared to historic average for the two GCM models. 
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Figure  11. Relative change in predicted winter precipitation, temperature and recharge 

compared to historic average for the two GCM models. 
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Figure  12. Predicted annual and seasonal MSR rates for the USPR basin under extreme 

climatic conditions predicted by GCMs. For the dry winter-dry summer scenario, MSR 

was zero. 
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Abstract 

Mountain System Recharge (MSR) is one the main components of recharge in many arid 

and semi-arid basins. To enhance spatial distribution of MSR in groundwater models, a 

GIS based tool (Arc-Recharge) was developed to distribute recharge along the mountain 

front using DEM and spatially explicit precipitation and potential evapotranspiration 

data. The Arc-Recharge modeling toolbox developed for ArcGIS v9.2 is a custom toolbar 

that calculates MSR using two built in empirical models including: Maxey-Eakin (1949) 

and Anderson (1992) equations or any other user defined equations. Application of Arc-

Recharge enables groundwater modelers to calculate spatially explicit MSR estimates for 

the finite difference groundwater models, and avoid applying uniform MSR distribution 

across basin.  

 

1. Introduction 

Mountain system recharge (MSR) which provides a significant component of recharge in 

many arid and semi-arid basins consists of infiltration of precipitation through mountain 

bedrock (mountain block recharge) and infiltration of mountain system runoff through 

stream bed (mountain front recharge) (Wilson and Guan 2004). Although various 

methods have been applied to estimate MSR including physically based models, 

empirical equations are often used to estimate MSR due to simplicity and limited data 

requirements. Empirical equations often use precipitation data to compute basin wide 

estimate of MSR. As a result, spatial distribution of MSR is ignored when such models 

are applied.  
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The main goal of this research is to present how topographic information and estimated 

changes in the spatial distribution of precipitation (as a result of climate variability) can 

be incorporated to improve the spatial resolution of basin wide estimates of MSR. 

 

Traditionally groundwater modelers have applied spatially uniform recharge rates across 

the water table and this recharge zoning is usually justified during the model calibration 

(Anderson and Woessner 1992). Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software 

technology and availability of spatially explicit data makes such a system a powerful 

environment for spatial analysis and recharge distribution. Spatial distribution of recharge 

provides valuable information for groundwater flow and transport models. It has been 

shown that GIS in combination with models is an effective tool in simulating  processes 

at the landscape scale and they produce spatially explicit outputs (Minor et al. 2007).  

 

Although GIS based tools have not been developed for MSR distribution, GIS has been 

used at three different levels for recharge estimation including 1)  preparing spatially 

explicit data  for distributed water balance and groundwater models (Batelaan and De 

Smedt, 2007; Flint and Flint, 2008); 2) recharge modeling inside a GIS environment 

using spatial analysis tools (Minor et al. 2007), and 3) development of GIS-based tools 

for recharge estimation (Lin et al. 2009). Minor et al. (2007) developed a GIS-based 

model to estimate recharge using an elevation-dependent chloride mass balance 

approach. Spatially distributed precipitation, elevation and geology data were integrated 

with chloride elevation relationships to estimate spatially explicit recharge estimates 
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within a GIS environment.  In this study, GIS provided a tool to implement statistical 

models to estimate recharge (Minor et al. 2007) . Cherkauer (2004) derived input for the 

PRMS model from GIS data to estimate spatially distributed recharge rates, and used 

GIS-derived inputs to extend his model to uncalibrated watersheds (Cherkauer 2004). Lin  

et al., 2009 developed an ESRI ArcGIS 9.2 plug-in package (PRO-GRADE) which has 

two components, one for pattern recognition (PRO-GIS) and other for recharge and 

discharge estimation (GRADE-GIS). GRADE-GIS implements mass balance approach to 

estimate recharge and discharge using hydraulic conductivity, water table and bedrock 

elevation data for simulating two-dimensional steady-state unconfined aquifers.  

 

In the case of using empirical equations to estimate MSR, development a GIS tool is 

necessary to distribute MSR estimates of empirical models by using spatially explicit 

precipitation input and drainage characteristics obtained from a Digital Elevation Model 

(DEM).   

 

2. Arc-Recharge Toolbar 

 To provide spatially explicit MSR estimate from empirical equations, a custom toolbar is 

developed in the Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc. (ESRI) ArcGIS 9.2 

application, Arc-Recharge (Figure 1). The Arc-Recharge modeling toolbox for ArcGIS 

9.2 is a custom toolbar that distributes the basin wide estimate of MSR across the 

boundary of a groundwater basin using spatially explicit precipitation data and 

evapotranspiration data if it is available, and Digital Elevation Model (DEM).  
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Arc-Recharge is written in Python and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). Python 

scripts are stored in the Mountain System Recharge Toolbox which allows user to access 

the codes and modify them.  This tool will be used in groundwater modeling to provide 

recharge flux rate at the mountain front. The inputs to the Arc-Recharge tool include 

precipitation data, recharge basins and groundwater basin boundaries all in ESRI’s 

shapefile format and the DEM.  The output of this tool is a shapefile that has MSR rates 

for each model cell at the boundary of the groundwater basin. In order to use the Arc-

Recharge tool users will need the ArcGIS 9.2 and Spatial Analyst Extension products of 

ESRI.   

 

Arc-Recharge uses basin-wide estimates of MSR estimated from empirical equations and 

by using spatially explicit precipitation data, distributes recharge among recharge basins 

around the groundwater basin boundary. Since MSR is generally applied as a boundary 

condition to regional groundwater models, at the boundary of recharge basins with the 

groundwater basin boundary there are multiple finite difference groundwater model cells. 

Arc-Recharge uses DEM to derive flow direction and then flow accumulation grid from a 

DEM. Each cell in a flow accumulation grid shows the number of upstream cells that 

drain to the cell at the boundary. Flow accumulation grid values from multiple cells at the 

boundary of each recharge basin are summed and the ratio of flow accumulation value at 

each cell to the total flow accumulation grid values will be used as a scaling factor for 

recharge rates. Arc-Recharge provides spatially explicit recharge values for each finite 

difference cell at the boundary of the groundwater basin. This method enhances the 
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method that has been previously used by groundwater modelers which uniformly 

distributes basin wide recharge estimates among different MODFLOW groundwater 

model cells and ignores impact of climate and topography. 

 

The MSR calculation process in Arc-Recharge is performed in four steps as follows: 1) 

Select Recharge Model: Anderson Model 1992, Maxey Eakin 1949. If users are 

interested to use another recharge model, they can easily add that to the program.  2) 

Compute flow accumulation grid from DEM; 3) Generate groundwater basin edge grid 

cells; and 4) Calculate MSR rate for each cell.  

 

3. Example Empirical Equations in Arc-Recharge 

In Arc-Recharge, MSR calculations has been done based on the two widely used 

empirical equations that have been developed for the semi-arid basins such as Maxey-

Eakin Equation (1949), and Anderson equation (1992). The Maxey-Eakin equation is one 

of the most widely used equations that was developed based on precipitation zone maps 

of the White Valley in Nevada and discharge estimates from 13 valleys in that area. In 

this method average annual recharge rate is calculated by multiplying a coefficient to 

mean annual precipitation where no recharge corresponds to precipitation amounts less 

than 203 mm (8 inches). The scaling factor is 3 percent for precipitation values 203 to 

304 mm/yr, 7 percent for 305-380 mm/yr, 15 percent for 381-507 mm/yr and 25 percent 

for 508 mm/yr or larger.  
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Anderson equation which was developed based on water balance analysis in alluvial 

basin of southern Arizona, estimates mean annual MSR based on mean annual 

precipitation when precipitation exceeds 203 mm.  

                                                                                where P > 8 inches/yr                 (1) 

Where Q is annual mountain system recharge (inch/yr) and P is annual precipitation per 

year (inch/yr).  

 

4. Application 

We used Arc-Recharge to distribute recharge across mountainous catchments of the 

Upper San Pedro River (USPR) basin, Arizona to provide a variable flux rate at the 

mountain front as a result of change in recharge amount and accumulated flow to each 

cell (flow accumulation). The groundwater basin boundary was obtained from the Goode 

and Maddock (2000) groundwater model. The boundary of the recharge basins were 

delineated using the Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment (AGWA) tool. The 

mean annual precipitation data for the USPR basin was obtained from the Parameter-

elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM, 

http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu) data with 4 km resolution for the period of 1950-

2000. The precipitation dataset for the headwaters of the USPR in Mexico was obtained 

from the hydroclimatic retrospective analysis of Maurer et al. (2002). The data has 1/8 

degree resolution and has been used in the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model at 

a 3-hour time step (Maurer et al. 2002).  

 

( ),8Plog98.040.1Qlog −+−=
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5. Conclusions 

ArcGIS software provides a powerful environment for GIS application development at 

multiple scales. The custom applications can be made using Python scripting language 

and the VBA which is already embedded in the ArcMap application, or other computer 

languages such as Visual Basic .NET, C++, and C# . The benefit of using Python and 

VBA is that the codes are easily accessible by the user and it is possible to add more 

equations to this tool.   

 

Arc-Recharge was developed to estimate mountain front recharge along the groundwater 

model cells using Maxey-Eakin, Anderson Equation or any user defined equation. The 

scripts are written in Python and they linked to a custom toolbar that is developed in 

VBA. Arc-Recharge provides a valuable tool for groundwater modeler in terms of 

calculating spatially explicit recharge and distributing recharge along the model cells 

using the DEM. 
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Figure 1. Arc-Recharge processing steps to distribute MSR along the finite difference 

grid cells. 
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Abstract 

Despite the significance of mountainous catchments providing freshwater resources, 

especially in semi-arid regions, little is known about key hydrological processes such as 

mountain block recharge (MBR). Here, we develop a data-based method to quantify 

mountain block recharge rates using recession flow analysis. We applied our method in a 

semi-arid sky-island catchment in southern Arizona, USA. Sabino Creek is a 91 km2 

catchment with sources near the summit of the Santa Catalina Mountains northeast of 

Tucson. Southern Arizona’s climate has two distinct wet seasons separated by prolonged 

dry periods. Winter frontal storms (November-March) provide about 50% of annual 

precipitation and summers are dominated by monsoon convective storms from July to 

September. Isotope analysis of springs and surface water in the Sabino Creek catchment 

indicates that stream flow during dry periods is derived from deep storage in fractured 

bedrock. Therefore, if storage–discharge relationships can be derived from recession flow 

analysis, such relationships can provide estimates of change in storage during wet 

periods. To provide reliable estimates, several corrections and improvements to classic 

base flow recession analysis need to be considered. These corrections/improvements 

include adaptive time stepping, data binning, and the choice of storage-discharge 

functions. Our analysis shows that 1) incorporating adaptive time steps to correct for 

stream flow measurement errors improves the model fit; 2) the quantile method is best for 

stream flow data binning; 3) the choice of the regression model is critical when the stage-

discharge function is used to predict changes in bedrock storage beyond the maximum 
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observed flow in the catchment and 4) use of daily or nightly hourly flow did not affect 

the storage-discharge relationship.  

 

1. Introduction 

Despite the hydrologic significance of mountainous catchments in providing freshwater 

resources, especially in semi-arid regions (globally 66.5% of discharge in arid regions 

comes from mountain catchments [Viviroli et al., 2007], little is known about key 

hydrological processes in these systems, such as mountain block recharge [Viviroli et al., 

2007]. The intrinsic complexity of the recharge processes and the fact that such processes 

are extremely difficult to observe contribute to this problem. Without understanding this 

key hydrological process of mountainous catchments, assessing the impact of climate 

variability and land cover change in these vulnerable systems will be incomplete and 

possibly inaccurate. 

 

Mountain System Recharge (MSR) is the main groundwater recharge component in many 

arid and semi-arid basins [Wilson and Guan, 2004], and it includes infiltration of 

mountain stream runoff in alluvial fan streambeds (mountain front recharge, MFR) and 

precipitation infiltration through mountain bedrock (mountain block recharge, MBR). 

Although most studies have focused on recharge processes at the mountain front, a 

possibly large but unknown contribution of recharge comes from MBR in the sky-islands 

of the southwest [Blasch and Bryson, 2007; Manning and Solomon, 2003].  
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Understanding the linkage between mountain water sources and basin aquifers is 

important [de Vries and Simmers, 2002; Scanlon et al., 2006]. MBR influences the 

mountain groundwater flow system and inter-mountain basin aquifers. Moreover, 

bedrock groundwater contributes to surface water discharge up to 20-50% in some 

systems [Kosugi et al., 2006; Uhlenbrook et al., 2002].  Modeling studies have shown 

that bedrock permeability and storage capacity have the largest impact on MBR rates 

[Forster and Smith, 1988; Gleeson and Manning, 2008].  

 

Various techniques have been used to quantify recharge from mountain systems. These 

methods range from empirical relationships using annual precipitation, environmental 

tracers, spatially distributed water balance models, and groundwater models. Empirical 

equations such as those developed by Maxey and Eakin [1949], Hearne & Dewey [1988] 

and Anderson et al. [1992] are based on precipitation-recharge relationships, where a 

certain percentage of precipitation becomes recharge at the mountain front. Recharge in 

most arid regions is episodic and may be related to large, infrequent, extreme events. As a 

result, estimating recharge based on a fraction of annual precipitation is misleading since 

it ignores the effect of storm characteristics, soil and bedrock storage and vegetation 

dynamics on recharge [Gee and Hillel, 1988].  

 

Water balance models with various complexities have been used to estimate MBR, but 

the application of these models is often limited due to the large amount of required input 

data or model structural deficiencies. For example, Chavez et al. [1994] developed an 
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analytical relationship between the mean seasonal precipitation and runoff based on a 

conceptual understanding of hard rock hydrologic processes for the Sabino Creek 

watershed, Arizona. The input variables to the model were stochastic, but the model was 

only developed for the summer season because their analytical stream flow modeling did 

not consider snowmelt contributions  to surface runoff [Chavez et al., 1994]. Guan [2005] 

used the HYDRUS-2D model [Simunek et al., 1999] at the hillslope scale to identify 

factors that control distributed mountain block recharge. He concluded that bedrock 

permeability, precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, vegetation and soil coverage 

control the amount of mountain block recharge. Although Guan’s model is physically 

based, it is complex, data intensive and not well tested with actual observations. He 

suggested that future efforts should focus on better characterization of hydraulic 

properties of mountain block and precipitation amounts [Guan, 2005]. Detailed field 

studies at Yucca Mountain, Nevada (60 km2), a proposed nuclear disposal site, led to the 

development of a daily water and energy balance model (INFIL) with grid spacing of 

278.5 m for the site to estimate spatial variability of net infiltration, which is defined as 

downward flux across the lower boundary of the root zone. Capillary forces and 

temporary perched groundwater systems, which may be important components of stream 

flow and spring discharge in high mountains, are not considered in this model [Hevesi et 

al., 2003]. This model was refined to a simpler GIS based model, the Basin 

Characterization Model (BCM), which runs at the monthly time scale for one soil layer 

without surface water routing. The BCM developed by Flint et al. [2004] provides a 

method for estimating regional recharge and inter-basin comparisons using monthly 
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precipitation, air temperature, potential evapotranspiration, soil water storage and 

bedrock permeability [Flint et al., 2004].   

 

Manning and Solomon [2003] developed a method using noble gas data to derive 

recharge temperature, and distinguished between the sources of mountain front recharge 

and mountain block recharge in the Salt Lake Valley Principal Aquifer in northern Utah. 

The authors further combined noble gas recharge temperatures, groundwater ages, and 

temperature data with heat and fluid flow modeling to characterize bulk fluid circulation 

in the mountain block [Manning and Solomon, 2005]. The method provided useful 

information regarding the sources of MBR, but its application in other catchments is 

expensive, and despite measurements at multiple scales, they were unable to determine 

groundwater circulation depth. Basin groundwater models have also been used to 

quantify MBR, where MBR is applied as a boundary condition and recharge values are 

obtained during model calibration. Mountain block recharge estimates from these models 

are often non-unique [Manning and Solomon, 2005]. Recently, isotopic data have been 

used to constrain MBR estimates in groundwater flow models during model calibration 

[Sanford et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2003]. 

 

Although many attempts have been made to quantify MBR, less effort has been focused 

on process-based understanding of MBR dynamics in mountainous catchments. To 

understand the MBR process, a closer look at catchment storage dynamics and stream 

flow generation processes is necessary.  Kirchner [2009] developed a methodology to 
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quantify catchment dynamic storage based on a stream flow recession analysis method 

introduced earlier by Brutsaert and Nieber [1977]. Kirchner [2009] used the central 

tendency of the recession flow data and fitted a regression model to obtain the catchment 

sensitivity function. The catchment sensitivity function describes the rate of change in 

discharge as a result of change in storage for periods when precipitation and 

evapotranspiration are small relative to discharge. From the sensitivity function, one can 

obtain the storage-discharge relationship for a catchment [Kirchner, 2009]. 

 

Here, we introduce a novel approach to quantify MBR based on the catchment storage-

discharge relationships proposed by Kirchner [2009] and informed by isotopic data. The 

research questions are: 1) how can stream flow recession analysis and isotopic data be 

used to provide process-based understanding of mountain block recharge processes in 

semi-arid catchments; 2) what is the sensitivity of MBR estimates to uncertainty in the 

derivation of the catchment storage-discharge relations; 3) what are the contributions of 

seasonal precipitation (winter vs summer monsoon) to MBR; and 4) what can we infer 

from storage-discharge relations across multiple scales to describe mountain system 

recharge processes in a mountainous catchment? 

 

2. Study Site 

The Sabino Creek watershed located in the Santa Catalina Mountains was chosen as a 

representative sky-island catchment to study MBR processes because of availability of 

hydrologic and isotopic data. Marshall Gulch, a 1.5 km2 catchment, and Upper Sabino, an 
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8.8 km2 catchment constitute the headwaters of the Sabino Creek watershed where the 

majority of MBR occurs. Sabino Creek’s drainage area is 91 km2 and its elevation ranges 

from 830 m at the base to 2789 m at Mt. Lemmon. Vegetation communities consists of 

subalpine forest including pine and fir forests in uplands, broadleaf woodland chaparral 

between 1300 and 2200 m and desert scrub at the base of  the mountain [Whittaker et al., 

1968]. The bedrock is mainly composed of granitic rock mixed with gneissic and 

metasedimentary rock and is covered with shallow soils that increase in depth from 0.25 

m at the base to 1.5 m at higher elevations [DuBois, 1959].  

 

Average annual precipitation is about 300 mm at the base of the mountain [Guardiola-

Claramonte, 2005] and increases to 690–940 mm at the top. Strong seasonality in 

precipitation has been observed in the catchment which includes high intensity, short 

duration storms during the summer monsoon (July through September) and low intensity, 

long duration frontal storm during winter (November to March) with some portion falling 

as snow. Approximately 50% of the precipitation falls during the summer monsoon 

season. Air temperature rarely exceeds 32 ºC in the summer or falls below -5 ºC in the 

winter [Brown-Mitic et al., 2007]. 

 

3. Our Conceptual Model of Mountain Block Recharge (MBR) 

Understanding MBR processes requires a closer look at precipitation patterns, available 

energy and catchment storage dynamics. Our conceptual model of MBR is informed by 

how catchment storage (in soils above the fractured bedrock and in fractured bedrock) 
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varies in response to precipitation seasonality in headwater catchments, and how stream 

flow recession analysis across a mountainous system reflects these dynamics of 

catchment storage and MBR in a hydraulically connected system.  

 

In a typical semi-arid mountainous catchment, the top of the sky-islands, with thicker 

soils, are the major contributor to MBR [Wilson and Guan, 2004]. Lower temperatures 

and higher precipitation (often in the form of snow) make these areas the principal source 

of recharge to mountain bedrock aquifers. With the presence of permeable fractured 

bedrock, precipitation infiltration in sky-islands promotes recharge and deep circulation 

in mountain bedrock aquifers (Figure 2). If the bedrock is relatively impermeable, local 

flow paths are developed above the bedrock and thus most of the recharge originates at 

the mountain front [Manning and Solomon, 2005].  

 

In the Lower Sabino Creek catchment where bedrock is composed of highly fractured 

granite and gneiss, we expect to have a hydraulically connected fractured storage system 

that receives infiltration from sky-island catchments (Marshall Gulch and the Upper 

Sabino Creek). In addition, at certain locations along flow paths due to topography, this 

deep storage also discharges water to the stream and springs.  

 

While Marshall Gulch and Upper Sabino Creek promote infiltration through thicker soil 

cover over fractured bedrock, steep terrain with thin soils on side slopes at lower 

elevations of Lower Sabino Creek promotes rapid surface runoff, especially during the 
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monsoon season. If the surface runoff is large enough it reaches the piedmont zone and 

infiltrates through the highly permeable sediments in the stream channel and alluvial 

aquifer, and ultimately contributes to mountain front recharge at lower elevations (Figure 

2).   

 

In addition to bedrock permeability, precipitation seasonality in the catchment controls 

the recharge processes in each season and impacts fractured bedrock storage. Our 

catchment has two distinct precipitation seasons: winter frontal storms from November-

March and summer monsoon convective storms from July-September. These wet periods 

are separated by prolonged dry periods. During the wet seasons some of the water 

infiltrates through soils at higher elevations into the fractures of the bedrock, contributing 

to deep-aquifer storage and raising storage in the fractured system. This storage sustains 

flow in Marshall Gulch, Upper and Lower Sabino Creek during dry periods (April 

through June and October through November) where water level in the mountain bedrock 

intercepts land surface in a hydraulically connected system. Replenishing of deep aquifer 

storage is controlled by soil moisture dynamics that can create shallow saturated zones 

above bedrock that also allow quick subsurface runoff, especially in the upper part of the 

mountain system [Lyon et al., 2008]. During dry periods storage decreases and stream 

flow drops (lower base flows in October and June period compare to September and 

April) (Figure 3). 
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If we are able to estimate storage changes caused by precipitation seasonality in the deep 

aquifers in fractured bedrock by developing storage-discharge (S-Q) relationships, we 

have a means to quantify MBR rates. Dynamic storage changes will be estimated simply 

by measuring changes in base flow prior and right after the precipitation season. The 

latter assumes that there is a unique S-Q relationship that reveals itself using a base flow 

recession analysis procedure, outlined in Brutsaert-Nieber [1977] and Kirchner [2009]. 

Catchment S-Q relationships derived from recession analysis quantify changes in base 

flow as a result of change in storage. To get to S-Q functions requires inverting the water 

balance equation [Kirchner, 2009], which, as will be shown in this study, can be done 

analytically under certain conditions. After having identified the S-Q relationships we 

have a novel method to quantify MBR. Developing S-Q relations during the dry periods 

at each of the three gauging stations along the flow path in Lower Sabino Creek, in 

conjunction with isotopic data, will provide insights about MBR dynamics in a 

hydraulically connected system.  

 

4. Methods and Materials 

We implemented a three step methodology to quantify MBR processes in mountainous 

catchments. In the first step, isotope hydrology is used to confirm the above described 

conceptual model of mountain block recharge. Next, catchment storage behavior in 

response to precipitation seasonality is investigated by means of recession flow analysis. 

Finally, storage-discharge relations are developed to quantify MBR rates for those 
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periods in the catchment that change in discharge is only the function of bedrock storage. 

We apply this methodology at multiple scales in the Sabino Creek catchment.  

  

4.1. Hydrologic and Isotopic Data Collection 

Stream flow and precipitation data were obtained for the headwater catchments (Marshall 

Gulch and Upper Sabino Creek) and Sabino Creek. Marshall Gulch stream flow data 

includes 2007-2008 stream flow measurements at 30 minute time intervals by the Surface 

Water Hydrology group of The University of Arizona. Precipitation in the catchment was 

measured using a series of tipping bucket rain gauges across the catchment [Lyon et al., 

2008]. Upper Sabino Creek hourly precipitation and stream flow data were obtained from 

the Pima County Regional Flood Control District ALERT System 

(http://159.233.69.3/perl/pima.pl) gage ID (2290) for 2003-2008. At the base of Sabino Creek, 

United States Geological Survey has a gauging station (ID 09484000) with long term 

stream flow records starting in 1932. Daily precipitation and stream flow records from 

1988 to 2008 were used in our analysis due to availability of both dataset for that period.  

  

To verify the MBR conceptual model, Marshall Gulch stable water isotope data for 2006-

2008 water samples were used. Water samples consist of stream flow (288 samples) and 

precipitation (152 samples) samples in Marshall Gulch.  Additional isotopic data (tritium) 

obtained from previously published [Cunningham et al., 1998; Desilets et al., 2008; 

Eastoe et al., 2004; Wright, 2001] and unpublished data records for Upper Sabino and 

Lower Sabino Creek were collected.  

http://159.233.69.3/perl/pima.pl
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4.2. Application of Isotopic Data in Verifying MBR Processes 

Our conceptual model of MBR is based on two main criteria: 1) hydraulic connectivity of 

the fractured bedrock aquifer which is recharged at higher elevations and discharges at 

certain locations due to topography when water table intercepts the land surface and 2) 

contribution of fractured bedrock storage to stream flow during dry periods. To verify 

conceptual model of MBR in Lower Sabino Creek, stable isotopic and tritium data were 

used. Hydraulic connectivity of the bedrock aquifer is inferred from spring, groundwater 

and stream water samples obtained from multiple scales. Spring water samples are from 

various elevations across the Santa Catalina Mountains collected by Cunnigham et al. 

[1998]. Stable isotopic samples of springs provide information about MBR seasonality, 

and tritium data of springs provide evidence about recharge water residence time in the 

fractured system. To verify contributions of fractured bedrock to base flow, two water 

samples were obtained from the Huntsman spring and Marshall Gulch stream in June 

2009 at the time when the soil zone was mostly dry.  

 

4.3. Recession Flow Analysis 

We performed recession flow analysis, as introduced by Brutsaert and Nieber [1977]. 

Although the recession flow analysis of Brutsaert and Nieber  [1977]  has been primarily 

applied to humid catchments [Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977; Troch et al., 1993; Zecharias 

and Brutsaert, 1985], it has been successfully implemented in the semi-arid region of the 

Mixteca in Mexico where steep hillslopes with fractured bedrock exist  [Mendoza et al., 

2003].  
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We applied recession flow analyses of Brutsaert and Nieber [1977] for the Marshall 

Gulch, Upper Sabino and Lower Sabino Creek. In this method changes in daily flow 

between two consecutive days are plotted against the average flow on a log-log scale 

[Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977; Kirchner, 2009; Troch et al., 1993]. The adaptive time 

stepping method of Rupp and Selker [2006] was used in the recession analysis to 

overcome the effects of stream flow measurement errors. As in Kirchner [2009] we use 

the central tendency of the data to estimate the S-Q relationship.   

 

4.4. Storage-discharge Relationship 

Kirchner [2009], based on the catchment water balance equation, showed that in periods 

when stream flow is only a function of storage in the catchment, the catchment sensitivity 

function can be obtained from stream flow data. The catchment sensitivity function 

quantifies change in stream flow as a result of changes in storage:  

 

                                                
QE,QP

Q
dt

dQ

dS
dQ)Q(g

<<<<

−
≈=                               (1) 

 

Where g(Q) [T-1] is the catchment sensitivity function, Q [L/T] is stream flow, P [L/T] is 

precipitation, E [L/T] is evapotranspiration and S [L] is storage.  

  

To derive the catchment sensitivity function of the Marshall Gulch catchment, Upper and 

Lower Sabino Creek, the base flow recession analysis method of Brtusaert and Nieber 
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[1977] was performed using daily stream flow data for periods when precipitation and 

evapotranspiration are small relative to discharge. Rainy days were removed from daily 

stream flow data and only data from March-June and mid September-mid November 

periods were used. These periods correspond to stream flows that originate from 

fractured bedrock storage in the catchment and thus assumed the effect of 

evapotranspiration on base flow recession is small.  

 

Previously, lower envelopes of recession flows have been used to derive catchment 

storage properties, but there is uncertainty in the exact position of the lower envelop 

[Troch et al., 1993]. To overcome this uncertainty, Kirchner [2009] used the central 

tendency of the recession flow data to obtain the catchment sensitivity function.  The -

dQ/dt versus Q data were binned using the quantile method and only those bins where the 

standard error (-dQ/dt) <= mean (dQ/dt)/2 were selected to fit least square regressions.  

 

The least square regression model which provides the relationship between dQ/dt and Q 

in natural log space is the basis for deriving the storage-discharge function. From the 

catchment sensitivity function g(Q), one can obtain storage-discharge relationships by 

integrating Equation 2: 

 

                                                ∫ ∫= )Q(g
dQdS                                                            (2) 
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Depending on the form of the least square regression, g(Q) can have any functional form 

and solutions to Equation 2 can be obtained analytically or numerically. 

 

If the least square regression model is linear, the relationship between dQ/dt and Q has 

the form of a power function: 

 

                                                  
baQ

dt
dQ

=−                                                            (3) 

 

Where a is the intercept and related to hydraulic and geomorphic characteristics of the 

catchment and b is the recession slope. This functional form was proposed by Brutsaert 

and Nieber [1977], and they showed that the observed hydrograph recession rate as a 

function of discharge is in good agreement with relationships predicted by the 

Boussinesq’s groundwater theory for unconfined aquifers [Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977; 

Troch et al., 1993]. Storage-discharge functions obtained from Equation 3 have the form 

of Equation 4 with three classes of solutions as was shown by Kirchner [2009]:   

                                        

)b2(
0 Q

)b2(a
1SS −

−
=−                                        (4) 

 

A problem arises when g(Q) is in the form of a quadratic polynomial. We developed an 

analytical solution when g(Q) has the form of a quadratic polynomial with positive 

quadratic coefficient (concave upward) (Appendix A). The analytical solution shows the 
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relationship between storage as a function of discharge (Equation A3). Since S and Q are 

invertible, by inverting Equation A3, discharge as a function of storage can be obtained 

(Equation A4). In the case of a negative quadratic coefficient, Equation 2 should be 

solved numerically as the analytical solution involves imaginary numbers. 

 

The functional relationship in Equation A3 provides a method to estimate MBR where 

base flow values before and after rainy season are used to obtain change in storage which 

we interpret as mountain block recharge.  Catchment dynamic storage is obtained by 

using minimum and maximum of observed stream flow values in Equation A3 to 

estimate the maximum observable change in storage.  

 

4.5. Sensitivity Analysis of S-Q Function  

Reliability of derived catchment storage-discharge functions and subsequent MBR 

estimates depend on several factors. A series of sensitivity analyses were performed on 

the Marshall Gulch stream flow values to investigate impact of 1) stream flow 

measurement error; 2) data binning methods; 3) least square regression model types to 

represent the storage-discharge functions; and 4) applied time step (daily versus nightly 

hourly) on storage-discharge function and MBR estimation. 

 

Typically in the Brutsaert and Nieber [1977] analysis, the time increment over which the 

recession slope dQ/dt is calculated is held constant (e.g. one day).  Rupp and Selker 

[2006] developed a scalable time increment method which takes into account data 
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precision and noise in the data. In this method, the time increment between two 

recessions is scaled in relation to the stream flow decline. In early recession periods when 

drop in discharge is large small time increments are used and as the recession progress 

the time increment period used increases. This method removes horizontal artifacts 

caused by constant dQ/dt for a range of discharge values often observed in USGS stream 

flow values [Eng and Brutsaert, 1999]. 

  

We applied the Rupp and Selker [2006] method to investigate the impact of stream flow 

measurement error, especially during low recession flow periods, on the derived S-Q 

function. In this analysis, first stage-discharge relationships were developed for each 

gauging station in Sabino Creek. Then the range of error in stage readings for a given 

discharge value was calculated based on measured stage data. The amount of variable 

error related to a given stage was then added to measured stages at the gage. Using the 

developed rating curve and the new stage values (H+ε), where ε is the error, new 

discharge values were estimated.  Following Rupp and Selker [2006], the time interval to 

estimate recession slopes for each Q is the value that the difference between two 

measured discharges is larger than the threshold value that is a function of measurement 

error in the data. 

                                       ]Q)H(Q[CQQ iiiji −ε+≥−−                                            (5) 

 

Where i is the data point taken at a time step and j is the number of time increments, H is 

stage, ε is measurement error and C is constant which is greater than or equal 1. 
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Using the new Q and dQ/dt data in log-log space, data points were binned, least square 

regression equations were fitted, and S-Q functions were derived.  Subsequently, the 

impact of stream flow error on regression fit and dynamic storage values was evaluated. 

 

There are various ways for data classification and determining class intervals including 

equal interval, quantile and natural breaks methods.  We investigated how the selection of 

a given data binning technique impacts S-Q function and ultimately dynamic storage 

values. We compared the impact of the equal interval and the quantile method on the S-Q 

function. In the equal interval method, recession data are binned into a series of groups 

with equal range of (log-transformed) stream flow values and the number of data points 

in each bin is thus variable. In the quantile method, recession data are grouped in a way 

that all the bins have the same number of data points. This method will avoid bias 

towards bins with a larger number of data points. The least square regression model fitted 

to binned stream flow values can have any functional form. We analyzed impact of 

regression equation type on dynamic storage values and dynamic storage predictions 

beyond observed flows.  

 

Kirchner [2009] used nightly hourly stream flow data to derive catchment storage-

discharge functions. Since high resolution stream flow data is not available for most 

stream gages with long term data records, we analyzed the impact of time step size on 

deriving storage-discharge function and subsequent dynamic storage calculations. For the 

daily stream flow data, stream flow values were converted to an hourly rate for the dry 
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period and S-Q relationship was developed. For the hourly data, only nightly hourly 

stream flow values for the dry period was used to develop the S-Q relationship. 

 

5. Results 

5.1. Conceptual Model of MBR-Isotopic Evidence 

Lower Sabino Creek stable isotopic and tritium data illustrate several interesting 

processes in the catchment that verify our conceptual model including 1) hydraulic 

connectivity of the bedrock aquifer; 2) MBR seasonality; 3) contribution of fractured 

bedrock storage to stream flow during dry periods at Marshall Gulch; and 4) recharge 

source areas. 

 

Within the mountain block, stable isotopic data of most spring samples indicate that 

winter precipitation is the dominant source of water for these springs. Stable water 

isotopic composition of spring samples plot to the left of Global Meteoric Water Line 

(GMWL), compared to mountain stream samples that plot to the right of GMWL, which 

is indicative of deep circulation through fractured systems [Cunnigham et al., 1998]. 

Moreover, most spring water samples were younger than 50 years which indicate the 

presence of a relatively permeable bedrock aquifer with fractures that rapidly transmit 

water. 

  

At the mountain front, groundwater samples also indicate dominance of winter 

precipitation and deeply circulated mountain precipitation in addition to shallow recharge 
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through mountain streams  [Cunningham et al., 1998; Mohrbacher, 1984; Olson, 1982]. 

Using both O and H isotopes and precipitation isotope data spanning many years, Eastoe 

et al., [2004] confirmed the results of Simpson et al. [1970] that the Tucson basin 

groundwater (which receives waters from the Santa Catalina Mountains, among others) is 

dominated by  winter recharge.   

 

Base flow samples form Marshall Gulch and long-term average base flow samples from 

the Upper Sabino Creek (38 samples collected in 1993-2007) also indicate dominance of 

winter precipitation in base flow’s of high elevation catchments [Desilets et al., 2008]. At 

lower elevation gage (Lower Sabino Creek), stable isotopic values of base flow samples 

in summer indicate that base flow samples have the isotopic composition of Sabino Creek 

summer precipitation and higher elevation winter precipitation samples [Desilets et al., 

2008]. These data suggest a continuum of isotopic signatures across the catchment from 

Upper Sabino Creek base flow that is dominated by winter precipitation to Lower Sabino 

Creek stream flow that originates from MBR at higher elevations and bank storage 

processes during summer.  

 

Analysis of stable isotopes of Huntsman spring and Marshall Gulch base flow sample 

showed that both samples had similar stable isotopic signatures which suggest 

contribution of fractured bedrock storage to base flow (Figure 4). Moreover, tritium 

content of spring and stream water samples were 4.4 TU and 3.6 TU, respectively, which 

further confirms the similarity of the two waters.    
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5.2. Marshall Gulch Storage System  

We used Harman and Sivapalan’s [2009] subsurface flow behavior description which is 

based on soil storage thickness and precipitation regimes to describe recession flows. 

Therefore, in Sabino Creek, besides topography of the bedrock aquifer, recharge behavior 

impacts recession flows as well [Harman and Sivapalan, 2009].   

 

A closer look at recession flows before and after rainy seasons indicates that the Marshall 

Gulch catchment consists of a two storage system, namely the soil zone and the fractured 

bedrock storage. Recession flows during the dry periods that originate from the bedrock 

aquifer were grouped to post-winter and post-monsoon flows to examine recession 

behavior after winter and summer precipitation seasons.  

 

Average post-winter flows are larger in winter compared to summer at Marshall Gulch 

due to longer duration precipitation events in winter compared to summer. By June and 

late October flow rates in the catchment decrease considerably. Similar patterns are 

observed at the Upper and Lower Sabino Creek gages. Although we expect dominance of 

advective subsurface flow at Marshall Gulch due to smaller storage thickness of bedrock 

aquifer, higher head gradient in winter create larger flow rates as well.  

 

In the Lower Sabino Creek post-winter flows dominate the recession plot which indicates 

larger contribution of winter recharge in stream flow in the catchment. Larger storage 

thickness in the catchment results in diffusive and larger subsurface flow rates in the 
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post-winter season due to higher winter recharge rates. Post-monsoon recession flows are 

smaller and demonstrate a larger drop in dQ/dt rate.  

 

5.3. Deriving the S-Q Relationship  

For Marshall Gulch a quadratic model was fit to the daily recession plot in dry periods 

(Figure 5), because it provided a better fit compared to the linear model (adjusted R2 

value = 0.9 and RMSE = 0.3 mm day-2). Since the catchment sensitivity function has a 

quadratic form with a positive quadratic coefficient, we applied our analytical solution to 

derive the S-Q function for the Marshall Gulch (Equation 6). Subsequently, by inverting 

the S-Q function (Equation 6), the Q-S function is obtained (Equation 7). 
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The estimated dynamic storage value for Marshall Gulch is ~8.6 mm based on the 

minimum and maximum observed stream flow for the 2007-2008 dry periods. This value 

represents the MBR rate during this period. 

 

For the Upper and Lower Sabino Creek, a linear model provided a better fit (Figure 6). 

Developed S-Q relations for the Upper Sabino and Lower Sabino Creek are shown in 

Table 1.  Using S-Q relations, dynamic storage values are estimated based on minimum 
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and maximum observed stream flow in each catchment for the period 2007-2008 (Table 

1). Although estimated dynamic storage rates are smaller compared to Marshall Gulch 

(8.6 mm), volumetric rates, which is related to catchment size, are much larger.  

 

5.4. Sensitivity Analysis of S-Q Relations 

Impact of stream flow measurement error on storage-discharge function, regression 

equation, and stream flow data binning method on S-Q function are investigated and their 

impact on adjusted R2 values and root mean square value are presented in Table 2. Using 

the models in Table 2, dynamic storage values are estimated for the Marshall Gulch 

(Table 3). Although different models estimated different MBR rates, values are in the 

same order of magnitude. 

 

A nightly hourly stream flow dataset during the dry period for the Marshall Gulch was 

used to analyze the impact of stream flow time step on the storage-discharge relationship. 

No difference was observed in the slope of S-Q function. The coefficient of the S-Q 

function for the hourly data is 0.035 while for the average daily stream flow data (mm 

/hour) is 0.048. 

 

6. Discussion 

Base flow separation analyses have long been used to estimate groundwater recharge. 

Although, base flow is not recharge, it is often used as a proxy to recharge by assuming 

that underflow, ET and other losses in the catchment are negligible and the estimated 
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recharge value often referred to as base recharge [Szilagyi et al, 2003] or observable 

recharge [Holtschlag, 1997]. Wittenberg and Sivapalan [1999] combined base flow 

recession analysis with inverse nonlinear reservoir routing to estimate groundwater 

recharge in shallow aquifers of Western Australia while considering ET losses during the 

summer season only.   

 

Results presented here demonstrate that stream flow recession analysis provides an 

indirect method to quantify MBR in semi-arid mountainous catchments. Comparing to 

base flow separation techniques, development of S-Q relationship allowed quantification 

of change in storage (recharge) by means of stream flow recession analysis. Kirchner’s 

[2009] methodology to develop S-Q relationships from stream flow data does not assume 

any specific functional relationship between storage and discharge, and S-Q functions are 

directly derived from recession flow data. In Wittenberg and Sivapalan [1999], a power 

law relationship was assumed between storage and discharge and model parameters (a 

and b) derived from series of recession hydrographs that their magnitude depends on 

initial recession flow values.  

 

Although our methodology describes complex hydrologic processes in mountainous 

catchments by means of a simple storage-discharge relationship, the methodology 

provides an “inferential tool” as stated by Kirchner [2009] for understanding hydrologic 

behavior where development of physically-based methods requires more data that is 

usually not available.  Like any other technique, our approach to quantify MBR is based 
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on certain assumptions such as low ET rates during dry periods and perennial flow 

condition at the gage. However, our approach has several advantages over previous 

methods to quantify MBR which may require lots of field observations or information 

about hydrogeologic properties of the fractured bedrock such as hydraulic conductivity 

and storativity.  Having only stream flow data, one can obtain estimates of MBR by 

developing S-Q functions, and isotopic data provide valuable information about hydraulic 

connectivity and contribution of fractured bedrock storage to stream flow during dry 

period. Despite the method’s simplicity, series of questions will arise upon its application 

such as 1) what are the sources of errors on developing S-Q relationships; 2) how the 

estimated MBR based on dynamic storage value is representative of actual recharge that 

occurs in the catchment and do we expect similar S-Q relationship across the catchment, 

and 3) how can we infer MBR processes at the catchment scale in a semi-arid mountain 

system using recession analysis and isotopic data?  

 

1) What are the sources of errors on developing S-Q relationships? 

Our sensitivity analysis results on Marshall Gulch stream flow data show that stream 

flow measurement error has large impacts on the model fit and using Rupp and Selker 

[2006] method greatly enhanced model performance. We slightly modified the method to 

limit the adaptive time step to 8 days only.  The quantile method is recommended for 

stream flow classification to remove bias towards bins with larger number of data values. 

Although adjusted R2 values are different based on the regression type, overall dynamic 

storage values are in the same order of magnitude for Marshall Gulch. The difference in 
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dynamic storage values are increases when the linear and quadratic models were used for 

the extrapolation. 

 

2) How the estimated MBR based on dynamic storage value is representative of actual 

recharge that occurs in the catchment and do we expect similar S-Q relationship across 

the catchment? 

Current estimates of MBR derived from the S-Q relationships, provides the lower bound 

estimates of MBR. Because impact of ET losses was not considered in the model, and 

stream gauging station may only captures part of MBR flow path that passes through the 

gage and does not capture underflow through the gage. Additional isotopic and field 

measurements needs to be collected to provide information about overall mountain 

bedrock flow paths as outlined in Figure 2.  Since the source of stream flow during dry 

periods in the catchment originates from the bedrock aquifer, we can expect similar S-Q 

relationship at our three gauging stations. Besides the impact of stream flow 

measurement error, the difference in coefficients across scales can be explained both by 

hydraulic theory as presented by Brutsaert and Nieber [1977] and variability theory 

introduced by Harman et al. [2009]. These theories indicate that not only variability in 

storage properties such as hydraulic conductivity, porosity, hillslope length and slope 

impact recession flow, but also seasonal precipitation and inter-storm variability impact 

S-Q relationships.  In the Lower Sabino Creek, not only seasonal precipitation variability 

impacts S-Q relations but orographic effects results in different precipitation rates across 

catchments that impact recession flow analysis.  
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3) How can we infer MBR processes at the catchment scale in a semi-arid mountain 

system using recession analysis and isotopic data?  

In conjunction with stream flow recession analysis, isotopic data were fundamentally 

important to confirm our conceptual model of MBR in a semi-arid mountainous 

catchment, and provide information about MBR seasonality and hydraulic connectivity in 

the catchment. Isotopic data analyses in the catchment demonstrate that winter 

precipitation is the dominant source of MBR in the catchment. This result is consistent 

with precipitation seasonality in the catchment in that we expect higher recharge rates 

results from winter precipitation due to lower intensity, longer duration rainfall and 

smaller ET rates. In winter, we expect that local, intermediate and regional flow lines are 

more active presenting winter isotopic signature in springs across elevation gradients. In 

summer, due to the presence of large intensity storm events, we expect more surface 

runoff on the side slopes and higher infiltration into the piedmont zone. Therefore, we 

expect to have more active local flow lines at the mountain front that have generated by 

bank storage processes in summer. Isotopic signature of groundwater samples at the 

mountain front is dominated by winter precipitation which confirms contribution of 

regional flow path in fractured bedrock aquifer to MFR. Desilets et al. [2008] isotopic 

analysis of stream flow samples at Lower Sabino Creek gauging station provide evidence 

for development of temporary bank storage processes during flood events and impact of 

exfiltrated flood water on stream chemistry. Furthermore, recession flow analysis of the 

Lower Sabino Creek during post-monsoon period show large drop in dQ/dt which may 

have caused by ET and bank storage processes.  
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Stream flow recession analysis and isotopic data across scales in the Sabino Creek 

catchment, allowed inferring dynamics of MBR processes in a semi-arid mountainous 

catchment and emphasizing contribution of head water catchments to support base flow 

downstream. Hydraulic connectivity of the bedrock aquifer and topography of the 

catchment causes interception of bedrock aquifer water table with the land surface and 

sustaining stream flow at the three gauging stations in the catchment. Estimated dynamic 

storage values at the three gauging stations permitted a simple mass balance analysis to 

describe Sabino Creek recharge processes.  High elevations in Sabino Creek are the 

source areas for MBR due to higher precipitation and thicker soil zone. Based on 

STATSGO soil depth map high elevations occupy ~34% of the catchment with a soil 

thickness of ~60 cm. If we assume that estimated MBR rate at Upper Sabino Creek is a 

representative MBR rate for the high elevations and compare it with the total estimated 

recharge at Lower Sabino Creek, 67% of MBR estimated from dynamic storage changes 

at the Lower Sabino Creek originates from the upper elevations. The rest of recharge 

occurs in the lower portion of the watershed likely due to direct infiltration into the 

alluvial riparian aquifer and bank storage processes. Stable isotopic data and mixing 

model analysis at the Upper Sabino Creek [Lyon et al., 2008] and Lower Sabino Creek 

[Desilets et al., 2008] during monsoon events of 2004 and 2006 showed that the 

concentration of stream flow samples even during large events do not resemble 100% 

contribution from precipitation end members [Desilets et al., 2008; Lyon et al., 2008]. 

Therefore, there is a strong base flow component in the system that contributes to stream 

flow during floods at multiple spatial scales. In the Upper Sabino Creek after 
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precipitation ceased in the catchment, stream flow samples had pre-event stream water 

composition [Lyon et al., 2008] while in Lower Sabino Creek summer base flow samples 

have composition of both winter and summer precipitation [Desilets et al., 2008]. 

Presence of strong base flow component originating from high elevations has been 

previously observed in montane catchments in UK using tracers [Tetzlaff and Soulsby, 

2008]. Capturing this component of the water budget is important for water resources 

management in alluvial aquifers that are dependent on recharge at high elevations. 

 

7. Conclusion 

A methodology was developed to quantify mountain block recharge processes by means 

of storage-discharge relations.  Storage-discharge relations were developed for the period 

in the catchment that fractured bedrock is the only source of water to stream flow. Isotope 

hydrology was used to confirm our conceptual model of recharge processes across scales 

in a hydraulically connected catchment. 

 

Sensitivity analysis was performed to show how S-Q functions are influenced by stream 

flow measurement error and classification method, and regression type. Although the 

functions have different forms dynamic storage values estimated based on the observed 

stream flow values have the same order of magnitudes. Problems arise when these 

functions are used for extrapolation. 
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Although we developed a method to quantify MBR, hydrogeologic condition of the 

catchments is over simplified and there are certain assumptions in development of these 

relationships. Future efforts should focus on other mountainous catchments to test if 

similar relationships are observed and how these relationships are impacted by geology, 

topography and precipitation seasonality. More detailed experiments can be performed in 

the presence of detailed hydrologic information to examine if 3-D modeling approaches 

and data-based methods provide similar results. 
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8. Appendix A 
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Table 1:  Derived storage-discharge functions for the Upper and Lower Sabino Creek. 

*Dynamic storage values are estimated based on the minimum and maximum observed stream flow values in 2007-2008 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Model S-Q Function Regression 
Type 

Scalable 
Time  

Adjusted  
R2 

RMSE Dynamic 
Storage* 

(mm) 
Upper 
Sabino 

98.0
0 71.7 QSS =− Linear Yes 0.82 0.96 11.5 

Lower 
Sabino 

3.1
0 Q2.5SS =−  Linear Yes 0.89 0.32 5.8 
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Table 2:  Derived storage-discharge functions for the Marshall Gulch using different 

schemes. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*limit Δt to the maximum of 8 days. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Model S-Q Function Classification 

Type 

Regression 

Type 

Scalable 

Time  

Adjusted 

R2 

RMSE

1 6.0
0 Q5.13SS =−  Equal interval Linear No 0.35 0.96 

2 )88.0Qln4.1(erf13.6SS 0 +=−  Equal interval Quadratic No 0.64 0.71 
3 Q7.7SS 0 =−  Equal interval Linear Yes 0.51 0.95 
4 )26.0Qln67.0(erf03.7SS 0 +=−  Equal interval Quadratic Yes 0.67 0.78 
5 24.1

0 Q8.9SS =−  Quantile Linear Yes 0.56 0.57 
6 )36.0Qln55.0(erf09.15SS 0 −=− Quantile Quadratic Yes 0.63 0.53 
7 31.1

0 Q5.8SS =−  Quantile Linear Yes* 0.78 0.42 
8 )57.0Qln43.0(erf08.17SS 0 −=− Quantile Quadratic Yes* 0.89 0.30 
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Table 3: Dynamic storage values estimated for the Marshall Gulch using observed and 
arbitrary min and max stream flows and different S-Q function.  
 
  

Model Dynamic Storage Value1 
(mm) 

Dynamic Storage Value2  
(mm) 

1 14.74 17.07 
2 11.71 12.20 
3 9.56 14.62 
4 10.11 11.43 
5 12.98 22.72 
6 11.04 15.01 
7 11.35 20.61 
8 8.60 11.58 

 

 

1
 Dynamic storage values are estimated based on the observed minimum flow (0.007 mm/day) and maximum flow (1.25 mm/day) in 

the Marshall Gulch.  
2

 Dynamic storage values are estimated based on arbitrary minimum flow (0.1 mm/day) and maximum flow (2 mm/day) in the 

catchment. 
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Figure  1: Sabino Creek watershed and its headwaters. The majority of mountain block 

recharge occurs in these headwater catchments where thicker soils are present and 

subsurface storm flow is an important stream flow generation process [Lyon et al., 2008]. 

Steep terrain and thin soils on side slopes at lower elevations promote rapid surface 

runoff especially during summer monsoon. 
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Figure 2: Conceptual model of mountain system recharge processes in a typical semi-arid 

mountainous catchment with highly permeable fractured bedrock that allows 

development of deep flow paths. Recharge pathways for each season are shown: winter 

(left) and summer (right). Local, intermediate and regional flow lines are shown in each 

figure. Due to higher winter recharge all the flow lines are active in the bedrock aquifer. 

In places where water table intercepts the land surface stream flow are measured during 

the dry period. Sky islands with thicker soils and higher precipitation are the main source 

of MBR to basin aquifers. Steep side slopes at lower elevations promote generation of 

surface runoff, especially during intense summer rainfall. Surface runoff ultimately 

reaches the piedmont zone with highly permeable sediment in ephemeral streams and 

alluvial aquifers. Further recharge at the mountain front occurs as a result of direct 

infiltration of precipitation through sediments.  
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Figure 3: Conceptual diagram illustrating the mountain block recharge process during 

and after rainy periods. In the left panel, the solid horizontal line indicates the soil-

bedrock interface, the dashed line indicates the storage level in the fractured bedrock and 

the dotted line indicates the soil moisture storage level.  During large storm events soil 

moisture storage is filled and contributes some water to the fractured bedrock and 

replenishes deep aquifer storage (stage 1 or 4). Storm hydrographs are composed of 

surface and shallow subsurface storm runoff and some base flow. In between storm 

events, surface and subsurface flow ceases and temporary storage in fractured bedrock 

releases more water which constitutes the sole source of stream flow (stage 2 or 5 and 

stage 3 or 6).  The increase in base flow between 3 and 2 and between 6 and 5 can be 

used to estimate dynamic storage increase during wet periods using storage-discharge 

relationships.  
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Figure 4: Average value of stable isotopic data of high elevation springs [Cunnigham et 

al., 1998], Marshall Gulch base flow and Huntsman Spring during June 2009 in the 

catchment. Mean high elevation precipitation in winter and summer in Mount Lemmon 

are shown based on Wright [2001] data.  
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Figure 5: A recession plot for the Marshall Gulch catchment based on daily stream flow 

data of March-June and mid September-mid November (gray dots). Black dots represent 

binned values obtained using the Quantile method.  Standard error of (-dQ/dt) for each 

bin is less than half of its mean (dQ/dt).  Residuals are shown for both the linear (gray 

bars) and the quadratic fit (black bars).  
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Figure 6: Recession plots for Upper Sabino Creek (left) and Lower Sabino Creek (right) 

based on daily stream flow data of March-June and mid September-mid November (gray 

dots). Black dots represent binned values obtained using the Quantile method.  Standard 

error of (-dQ/dt) for each bin is less than half of its mean (dQ/dt). 
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Abstract 

RIPGIS-NET, an Environmental System Research Institute (ESRI’s) ArcGIS 9.2 custom 

application, was developed to derive parameters and visualize results of spatially explicit 

riparian evapotranspiration in groundwater flow models for ecohydrology, riparian 

ecosystem management, stream restoration and water resources applications.  

Specifically RIPGIS-NET works with RIP-ET, a modeling package that works with the 

MODFLOW groundwater flow model. RIP-ET improves evapotranspiration (ET) 

simulations by using a set of eco-physiologically based ET curves for plant functional 

subgroups (PFSG), and separates ground evaporation and plant transpiration processes. 

The RIPGIS-NET program was developed in Visual Basic 2005, .NET framework 2.0, 

and runs in ESRI’s ArcMap 9.2 application. RIPGIS-NET derives RIP-ET input 

parameters including PFSG evapotranspiration curve parameters, fractional coverage 

areas of each PFSG in a MODFLOW cell, and average surface elevation per riparian 

vegetation polygon using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM).  RIPGIS-NET also provides 

visualization tools for modelers to create head maps, depth to water maps, and plot PFSG 

depth to water curves in the GIS based on MODFLOW simulation results.  RIPGIS-NET 

program structure and data requirements are described, and an application for a 

hypothetical Dry Alkaline Valley in Southwestern US is presented. 
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Software availability 

Name of software: RIPGIS-NET 

Developers: Hoori Ajami and Thomas Maddock III 

Contact address: Department of Hydrology and Water Resources 

The University of Arizona, 1133 E James E. Rogers Way-Tucson, Arizona 85721 

First year available: 2009 

Software requirements: Windows 2000, XP, ArcGIS version 9.2 with Spatial Analyst 

extension, MODFLOW 2000/2005 

Hardware requirements: PC; 2GHz processor and 1 GB RAM 

Program language: Visual Basic 2005, .NET framework 2.0 and ESRI’s ArcObjects 

Program size: 2 MB 

Availability and cost: by contacting authors and free.  

 

1. Introduction 

Riparian ecosystems offer a wide range of ecological, economic, recreational, and social 

values for humans, provide habitats for a wide variety of plants and animals (Baker and 

Walford, 1995; Stringham et al., 2001), and enhance water quality, erosion protection, 

and flood control (Kiley and Schneider, 2005).  Land cover change, which “may be the 

most significant agent of global change” (Skole et al., 1997), has had a considerable 

impact on many types of river ecosystems due to dams, inter-basin diversions and 

irrigation (Dynesius and Nilsson, 1994; Tockner and Stanford, 2002). Furthermore, 

groundwater depletion has resulted in loss of riparian ecosystems throughout the world 
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(Gremmen et al., 1990; Groeneveld and Or, 1994; Stromberg et al., 1996).  As a result, 

conservation and restoration of these ecosystems is necessary in maintaining biodiversity 

and ecosystem services. 

 

The ecohydrological impact of riparian land cover change consists of large scale effects 

on groundwater and surface water use by riparian species, and changes in basin-scale 

carbon and water budgets (Williams et al., 2006).  Riparian vegetation influences stream 

flow, water table level, and local climate through the evapotranspiration (ET) process 

(Richardson et al., 2007).  Evapotranspiration is a spatially heterogeneous process, and its 

temporal and spatial variability depends on controlling parameters such as climate, 

vegetation structure, soil moisture and depth to water table (Schadlich and Mauser, 

1996).  Quantifying spatial and temporal variability of ET is essential in water resources 

management.  This importance is especially true in management and restoration of 

riparian ecosystems where multiple agricultural, industrial, and domestic users may exist 

along with riparian ET and in stream flow considerations.  

 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are a mapping and data integration tool (Gupta et 

al., 1996) that is increasingly important for hydrological modeling due to availability of 

spatial data and advancements in GIS software technology.  GIS applications range from 

data manipulation and spatial analysis to visualization tools for communicating model 

input and output to managers and decision makers (Martin et al., 2005). Hydrologic 

modeling with GIS has been performed at multiple levels.  Maidment (1993) described 
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four levels of hydrologic modeling with GIS: hydrologic assessment, hydrologic 

parameter determination, hydrologic modeling within GIS, and linking GIS and 

hydrologic models (Maidment, 1993). Among these, hydrologic parameter determination 

probably is the most widely used application of GIS in hydrology to derive catchment 

slope, channel slope, soil and land cover parameters (Ogden et al., 2001).  For riparian 

ET, GIS can be linked with hydrologic models to provide spatially explicit ET estimates  

(Schadlich and Mauser, 1996), and is therefore considered an essential part of riparian 

ecosystem restoration (Landers, 1997).   

 

In this paper, we developed a GIS-based tool (RIPGIS-NET) to create data files for  the 

Riparian Evapotranspiration (RIP-ET) package (Baird and Maddock, 2005; Baird et al., 

2005) in MODFLOW-2000 (Harbaugh et al., 2000) or MODFLOW-2005 (Harbaugh, 

2005), and visualize MODFLOW results.  RIP-ET is an evapotranspiration (ET) package 

developed to simulate water table evapotranspiration from riparian/wetland systems in a 

manner that reflects their ecology and physiology based on a set of eco-physiologically 

based ET curves (Baird and Maddock, 2005; Baird et al., 2005).  This method has not 

been applied in the current ET packages in MODFLOW (Baird and Maddock, 2005), and 

previous efforts on developing GIS interfaces to estimate ET have focused on reference 

evapotranspiration estimation using the Penman-Monteith approach (Naoum and Tsanis, 

2003).   
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The combined application of RIP-ET in MODFLOW with the GIS capabilities of 

RIPGIS-NET provides a useful tool for calculating spatially explicit ET estimates at 

multiple levels including estimation of the groundwater contribution to riparian 

evapotranspiration for each plant functional subgroup in a model cell, total 

evapotranspiration estimate for each MODFLOW cell with riparian polygons, and finally 

overall ET estimates for the entire region.  As such, applications of RIPGIS-NET in 

combination with RIP-ET include 1) assessing the impact of riparian vegetation change 

on groundwater resources in a MODFLOW groundwater model, 2) evaluating how 

riparian vegetation dynamics are influenced by change in groundwater levels due to 

pumping and recharge, 3) examining impact of riparian management scenarios on 

groundwater resources and basin water budget, and 4) visualizing status of water table 

and depth to water maps.  These capabilities makes this package suitable for riparian 

ecosystem restoration planners and groundwater modelers to simulate impact of different 

riparian vegetation scenarios and visualize model results (Baird et al., 2005).  

In the context of hydrologic modeling with GIS, the RIPGIS-NET program is  employed 

for 1) hydrologic parameter determination using spatial data to extract input parameters 

for the RIP-ET module (Baird and Maddock, 2005) in MODFLOW groundwater model, 

and 2) hydrologic assessment to visualize MODFLOW results.  In RIPGIS-NET, 

enhanced conceptual representation of riparian evapotranspiration in RIP-ET through 

plant functional subgroup (PFSG) ET curves, is merged with spatial data analysis of GIS, 

to improve riparian evapotranspiration estimation in a MODFLOW groundwater model.  

This improvement is achieved by incorporating spatial distribution of plants and the 
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water table, calculating fractional coverage areas of PFSGs per model cell instead of 

using the entire cell as ET flux area, and calculating average surface elevation based on a 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for each riparian polygon per cell as a substitute to one 

elevation value per cell.  The MODFLOW visualization tool component of RIPGIS-NET 

provides series of tools for visualizing any MODFLOW groundwater model results 

which is suitable for hydrologic assessment. 

 

To determine RIP-ET parameters, RIPGIS-NET requires riparian vegetation polygon 

boundaries, DEM and MODFLOW Discretization (.dis) and Basic package (.ba6) files.  

In the absence of GIS data, input data can be entered using Excel files.  The MODFLOW 

visualization tool requires, MODFLOW head file, DEM and PFSG raw data (shows the 

relation between head and ET rate).  If MODFLOW visualization tool was used 

independent of RIP-ET, PFSG raw data is not required.  On an operational basis, the 

automated procedures in RIPGIS-NET reduce the amount of time required for creating 

input dataset and visualizing MODFLOW model results.  In addition, development of 

Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) provides an interactive environment for users to select 

desired commands from a list with all available commands simultaneously displayed 

(Martin et al., 2005).  

 

In this paper, we provide an overview of the RIPGIS-NET component models 

(MODFLOW and RIP-ET).  The discussion will be followed by description of RIPGIS-
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NET architecture, data input and output, and example of program application to a 

semiarid environment in the Southwest. 

 

2. Component models 

Application of RIPGIS-NET program depends on availability of a MODFLOW model of 

a riparian groundwater system. RIPGIS-NET creates the MODFLOW grid based on the 

MODFLOW Basic (.ba6) and Discretization (.dis) files, provides data input for the RIP-

ET package and visualizes simulation results.  In this section, brief descriptions of the 

MODFLOW program and the RIP-ET package as well as their data requirements are 

presented. 

 

2.1. MODFLOW 

MODFLOW, a computer program developed by the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS), numerically solves the three-dimensional groundwater flow equation for a 

porous medium by using a finite-difference approach.  The modular structure of 

MODFLOW and availability of source code allows development of new packages 

(Harbaugh, 2005; Harbaugh et al., 2000).  In addition, applicability of MODFLOW to 

most groundwater modeling problems and its acceptance by regulatory agencies makes 

MODFLOW the most popular groundwater modeling program (Winston, 1999).  

 

Each MODFLOW package deals with a specific component of the hydrologic system 

such as: wells stream and recharge.  The data input for each MODFLOW package 
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consists of an ASCII input file with a specific format related to the FORTRAN 

programming language used in MODFLOW.  If a file format is violated, MODFLOW 

stops running or produces incorrect results (Winston, 1999).  If MODFLOW runs 

successfully, one or two sets of output files are generated based on the version of 

MODFLOW (2000 or 2005).  Through the output control file, the user has the ability to 

control frequency of printing hydraulic head values, and save it in a separate file.  Due to 

the file format complexity of MODFLOW many pre- and post-processors programs have 

been developed to generate MODFLOW input files and visualize model output results. 

Wide spread application of GIS in hydrology, led to development of GIS-based 

processors for MODFLOW, or adding GIS modules to existing programs. 

 

Overview of MODFLOW GIS-based pre- and post-processors, where MODFLOW is 

either linked or integrated to a GIS program, have been provided by Winston (1999) and 

several others (Carrera-Hernandez and Gaskin, 2006; Mane et al., 2007; Piggott, 1999; 

Winston, 1999).  An example of an integrated program is MODFLOWARC where 

MODFLOW is modified to read and write directly to GIS database files in ArcInfo 

(Orzol and McGrath, 1992).  In linked programs an interface program converts input data 

from GIS to MODFLOW ASCII files, and converts MODFLOW output files to GIS files 

for visualizing results (Watkins et al., 1996).  Some example programs include: 

Con2grid, user interface in ArcInfo 8.0.2 for MODFLOW (Mane et al., 2007) and 

ArcView extension for MODFLOW and MT3D models (Tsou and Whittemore, 2001).  

Besides Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) products, other GIS based 
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softwares have been used to process MODFLOW data such as GRASS, an open source 

GIS  that is linked to MODFLOW (Carrera-Hernandez and Gaskin, 2006), or 

development of a plug-in extension for MODFLOW-96 in programmable GIS software 

Argus Numerical Environments (ArgusNE) software (Shapiro et al., 1997).  Not all of 

these programs provide a comprehensive processor for MODFLOW.  While some 

programs only support a number of MODFLOW packages and versions, others suffer 

from technical limitations such as  uniform grid spacing (Carrera-Hernandez and Gaskin, 

2006).  

 

With the development of the Arc Hydro Groundwater Data model, a unified structure to 

archive, display and analyze groundwater data in ArcGIS was created 

(http://www.archydrogw.com).  Following the Arc Hydro unified structure, Jones and 

Strassberg (2008) developed a MODFLOW data model for the simulation component of  

the Arc Hydro groundwater data model providing a template for storage of MODFLOW 

models in ArcGIS geodatabase. This ongoing work will enable users to query and 

visualize MODFLOW data in ArcGIS environment (Jones and Strassberg, 2008).   

 

Although non-GIS based processors of MODFLOW have not been discussed here, 

increased application of GIS in hydrology has caused development of GIS modules to 

existing MODFLOW pre- and post-processors such as Groundwater Modeling Systems 

(GMS) (http://www.ems-i.com).  These programs are able to read GIS data in different 

formats and create new models.  

http://www.archydrogw.com/
http://www.ems-i.com/
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At this point the RIP-ET package has not been incorporated to any of the above 

programs.  To implement RIP-ET, users need to download the modified version of 

MODFLOW 2000/2005 programs which has the RIP-ET package 

(http://www.sahra.arizona.edu/software/index_main.html). RIPGIS-NET provides user 

interface to generate RIP-ET input file and visualize MODFLOW results. 

 

2.2. RIP-ET 

The Riparian Evapotranspiration Package (RIP-ET) simulates riparian and wetland 

evapotranspiration (ET) using eco-physiologically based ET curves.  ET flux rate curves 

define the Plant Functional Subgroup (PFSG) ET flux rate as a function of water table 

depth relative to land surface.  Evapotranspiration curves developed from a common set 

of descriptive parameters determined for each plant functional subgroup which relate ET 

rate to hydraulic head in the field (Fig 1; Baird and others, 2005).  RIP- ET replaces the 

traditional linear relationship between ET flux rate and hydraulic head in MODFLOW 

with a segmented, nonlinear dimensionless ET flux rate curve reflecting eco-physiology 

of riparian and wetland ecosystems (Table 1).  

 

In RIP-ET, riparian vegetation is grouped as plant functional groups. Plant functional 

groups are non-phylogenic groupings of plant species with a similar response to 

environmental condition such as resource availability and a similar effect on the 

dominant ecosystem processes (Lavorel et al., 1997).  Plant functional groups may be 

further sub-divided to plant functional subgroups (PFSG) based on their size and density 

http://www.sahra.arizona.edu/software/index_main.html
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(Baird and Maddock, 2005).  To compute ET, PFSG are arranged in a series of polygons 

with approximately uniform land surface elevation. Each polygon in a MODFLOW cell 

may have single or multiple plant functional subgroups (PFSG).   

 

In summary RIP-ET input includes: 1) Plant functional subgroup (PFSG) ET curve file 

for each PFSG present, 2) PFSG fractional coverage area per model cell 3) average 

surface elevation for each riparian polygon.  After running MODFLOW, RIP-ET 

provides an estimate of ET at PFSG, cell and region level. 

 

3. RIPGIS-NET, a GIS based tool 

RIPGIS-NET provides a GIS based user interface to generate the dataset for the RIP-ET 

package in MODFLOW, visualize head and depth to water for MODFLOW grid cells, 

and plot depth to water for each plant functional subgroup relative to the ET curve. 

Determining a number of parameters in the RIP-ET package such as fractional coverage 

area and average surface elevation per riparian polygon highly depends on spatial data 

analysis (Table 1).  As a result, application of GIS for parameter determination in the 

RIP-ET package is useful and especially as the size of the study site increases.  

 

Deriving parameters for the RIP-ET package in GIS requires multiple geo-processing 

steps.  At this time, some of the required tasks cannot be easily performed in the ArcGIS 

environment using existing geo-processing tools.  Moreover, performing some tasks 

requires programming in ArcGIS environment which can be challenging and time 
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intensive.  As a result, one of the main objectives of the RIP-ET developers is to facilitate 

the application of the RIP-ET package in groundwater modeling by developing Graphical 

User Interfaces (GUIs).  These programs facilitate parameter determination and 

visualization of model results for the RIP-ET users. Originally a pre-processor was 

developed for the first version of the RIP-ET which was consisted of two separate 

programs PRE-RIP-ET written with Winteracter, a windows-based GUI for FORTRAN 

90/95 interaction, and RIPGIS an ArcView 3.x interface (Dragoo, 2004).  Further 

refinement to the conceptual representation of riparian polygons in the RIP-ET package 

such as inclusion of multiple riparian polygons per model cell and detailed surface 

elevation calculations per model cell required development of a new comprehensive GIS 

pre- and post-processor that can merge these programs and generate new dataset. In 

RIPGIS-NET new enhancements were made including surface elevation calculation for 

each polygon by including all DEM cells instead of the cell centroid, accurate calculation 

of depth to water to estimate ET, and development of MODFLOW visualization 

component to provide multiple ways for visualizing MODFLOW and RIP-ET results.  

 

3.1. RIPGIS-NET software development  

RIPGIS-NET is a tool for the ESRI’s ArcMap 9.2 application, and is developed in Visual 

Basic 2005 .NET framework 2.0 using ArcObjects technology.  ArcObjects which 

constitute ArcGIS framework are common modular libraries of re-useable GIS software 

components written in C++, and developed by ESRI.  Since ArcObjects is built using 

Microsoft’s Component Object Model (COM) technology, it is possible to use any COM-
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compliant development language such as Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), .NET, 

Java, and C++ to customize ArcGIS applications (Chang, 2004).  Specific architecture of 

ArcGIS software allows customization of ArcGIS by developers external to ESRI 

(Cameron et al., 2004). 

 

For developers, the choice of an Application Programming Interface (API) is not a simple 

task and the selection of an API depends on a number of factors such as the type of 

application, end user functionality, and developer’s programming experience (Cameron 

et al., 2004).  The Visual Basic .NET API provides several benefits to developers. It is 

fully object oriented, and the application developer can extend and customize virtually 

every aspect of ArcGIS technology in VB .NET ranging from developing user interfaces 

to creating spatial analysis tools for ArcGIS application.  Furthermore, via a custom set 

up program, developed custom components can be easily delivered to end users.   

 

Using VB .NET and ArcObjects, the RIPGIS-NET tool was developed for ArcMap 9.2 

application.  To implement this tool, first RIPGIS-NET program should be installed via 

the set up program, and added to one of the ArcGIS toolbars.  Development of this tool in 

ArcGIS has several advantages; ArcGIS is a widely used software program by various 

industries, supports a variety of vector and raster data formats, and contains hundreds of 

built-in geo-processing tools.  
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3.2. RIPGIS-NET conceptual model 

In RIPGIS-NET, riparian vegetation is organized in a series of polygons where each 

polygon consists of multiple PFSGs.  Multiple polygons can exist per MODFLOW cell. 

The MODFLOW grid is created in a shapefile format that supports both regular and 

irregular cell structure. RIPGIS-NET calculates fractional coverage areas of each PFSG 

per model cell based on polygon areas and PFSG’s percent cover in each riparian 

polygon and MODFLOW cell area.  Further, it automatically calculates average surface 

elevation per riparian polygon using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM).  The user 

interface allows visualization of MODFLOW grid and model output results such as head 

and depth to water maps and PFSG depth to water plot.  

 

Our spatial parameter derivation is enhanced compared to other MODFLOW GIS based 

processors due to an improved conceptual presentation of riparian polygons in a 

MODFLOW cell.  The method involves redefining riparian polygon boundaries per 

model cell by intersecting a riparian layer with a MODFLOW grid.  As a result, this 

approach preserves areal distribution of riparian polygons compared to other methods, 

where inclusion of a riparian polygon in a model cell is defined by proximity of a 

polygon to the cell centroid.  The use of this method in RIPGIS-NET avoids losing 

information about the spatial distribution of riparian vegetation especially in larger cells.  

 

Calculating fractional coverage areas of PFSGs per model cell as an ET flux area instead 

of including total MODFLOW cell area provides a more accurate estimate of ET using 
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RIPGIS-NET.  Moreover, calculating surface elevation per riparian polygon per cell 

instead of the overall cell average elevation provides more realistic changes in land 

surface elevation and calculated depth to water.  The following sections describe 

RIPGIS-NET program from a user’s point of view, and explain contribution of each 

component to the overall model. 

 

4. RIPGIS-NET components 

After the RIPGIS-NET program is installed and added to the ArcMap toolbar, the user 

will launch a project start up wizard by clicking on the RIPGIS-NET tool to either create 

or select a project directory from a list of existing projects in the program.  The user 

interface is made up of two components: the RIPGIS-NET main form and the standard 

ArcMap window. After project selection, the main entry form will be launched (Fig. 2).  

The RIPGIS-NET main form consists of a series of menus and tools for creating the RIP-

ET ASCII input file (.rip), and visualizing MODFLOW results (head map, depth to water 

map, and depth to water for PFSG polygons).  There are four file windows that show the 

content of generated files at each processing step.  If users wish to make any changes to 

file content, they can proceed by entering the values in the file window and saving the 

file.  Additionally, RIPGIS-NET has tools for adding fields and attributing riparian 

polygon shapefiles and modifying existing RIP-ET input files. 
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4.1. Creating RIP-ET input file 

Required input data include a PFSG raw data table for each PFSG in a project, a riparian 

polygon shapefile, DEM, and MODFLOW Discretization (.dis) and Basic (.ba6) package 

files.  If spatial datasets are not available, the user can enter data in Excel format. For 

further information regarding format of the Excel files, refer to RIPGIS-NET manual 

(Ajami and Maddock, 2008). 

 

Using the above dataset, RIPGIS-NET generates two intermediate datasets for creating 

the RIP-ET input file: 1) a plant functional subgroups (PFSG) curve file that has the 

information about the relationship between the groundwater head and ET rate, plus RIP-

ET curve segments information for all PFSGs (ETC file), 2) and a PFSG fractional 

coverage file.  The PFSG fractional coverage file consists of information about 

MODFLOW cell location (layer, row, and column number), number of polygons in a 

MODFLOW cell, fractional coverage area of a PFSG in a MODFLOW cell, and average 

surface elevation per riparian polygon. 

 

The basic workflow of creating RIP-ET input file shown in Fig. 3, consists of five steps: 

1) Construct CRV file (.crv); 2) Construct ETC file (.etc); 3) Construct ETV file (.etv); 4) 

Construct ETO file (.eto); 5) Construct RIP-ET input file (.rip). After RIP-ET input file is 

created, MODFLOW is executed. Results then can be visualized using MODFLOW 

visualization tool (section 4.2).  
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4.1.1. Step 1- construct CRV file 

The CRV file is generated from the Plant Functional Subgroup (PFSG) raw dataset table 

which has the relation between the depth to water and ET rate for each PFSG in a project.  

The Construct CRV File menu opens a form to load the PFSG raw dataset.  The form has 

tools for unit conversion and parameter calculation, and allows the user to plot and save 

PFSG curve files (Fig. 4).  The CRV file contains the PFSG name, its associated active 

root depth [L], saturated extinction depth [L], maximum ET flux [L/T], and ET flux at the 

saturated extinction depth [L/T].  The file also contains the dimensionless curve segment 

data for reconstructing the actual ET curve.  The PFSG Curve files have a (.crv) 

extension and are used in the Construct ETC File menu. 

 

4.1.2. Step 2- construct ETC file (.etc) 

Construct ETC file menu provides an interface to create an ETC file based on all the 

existing curve files in a project. The ETC file contains the evapotranspiration curves 

parameters for all the Plant Functional Subgroups (PFSGs) and bare ground evaporation 

for a project.  

 

4.1.3. Step 3-construct ETV file (.etv) 

The ETV file consists of fractional coverage area for each PFSG in a cell, and average 

surface elevation for each riparian polygon.  The Spatial Coverage menu has two 

commands for creating the ETV file, ArcGIS ETV and Construct ETV- Keyboard. Users 

can create the ETV file by using a spatial dataset or an Excel table.  By choosing the 
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spatial dataset option (ArcGIS ETV command), RIPGIS-NET provides the user with an 

interface to load and attribute riparian polygons and create MODFLOW grid cells.  Then 

the program calculates PFSG fractional coverage area for each polygon in a cell by 

overlaying an attributed riparian layer and a MODFLOW grid shapefile.  Using the 

DEM, average surface elevation per polygon is calculated.  If Excel files are used instead 

the Construct ETV- Keyboard command provides a series of three forms that lead user to 

either generate or load already created files.  The Excel files have information about the 

number of riparian coverages, MODFLOW cells with riparian polygons, and already 

calculated fractional coverage areas for each polygon.  Construct ETV- Keyboard 

command helps the user to assemble data and create the ETV file. 

 

By selecting the Spatial Coverage menu and clicking on the ArcGIS ETV command, 

Create ETV-GIS Module will be launched (Fig. 5).  Create ETV-GIS Module has three 

submodules for adding and attributing riparian polygons, creating a MODFLOW grid and 

finally an ETV file. 

 

The riparian submodule consists of three commands. Add Riparian Layer command 

uploads a riparian polygon shapefile to ArcMap, and adds two fields to the attribute table 

(elevation and standard deviation of elevation).  To add PFSG names to an attribute table 

of riparian polygon shapefile, the user first needs to create a text file with the name of all 

the PFSGs in a project (Riparian name file).  Add Riparian Name File (.inx) command 

loads the name file to ArcMap, and then it automatically adds PFSG names to riparian 
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shapefile attribute table.  Attributing riparian polygon command creates a form on the fly 

with PFSG names to facilitate attributing riparian polygons (Fig. 6). User can 

interactively attribute polygons by overlaying a scanned aerial photo or a satellite image 

with riparian polygons, and entering percent cover for each PFSG.  The interface 

automatically updates the attribute table of riparian polygons. 

 

MOFLOW grid submodule contains commands for creating, activating and rotating the 

MODFLOW grid.  Users should have MODFLOW Discretization (.dis) and Basic (.ba6) 

package files which contain all the necessary information for constructing and activating 

MODFLOW grid except the coordinates of the upper left corner of the grid.  Draw 

MODFLOW grid command launch a dialog box to create a MODFLOW grid in a 

shapefile format by loading MODFLOW (.dis) file, and entering the coordinates of the 

upper left corner of the grid  (Fig. 7).  To activate MODFLOW grid, Activate 

MODFLOW Grid command launches a dialog box to load Basic package (.ba6) and 

discretization package (.dis) files.  Activate MODFLOW Grid command defines the 

active cells in a layer by applying a series of custom commands.  

 

As the MODFLOW grid is being constructed, a series of attributes (Layer, Row, Column, 

ActiveCell, CellArea and Cell_ID) are being added to the attribute table to store 

information about MODFLOW cell location, active cell, and cell area.  The addition of a 

unique identifier field (Cell_ID) was required for referencing MODFLOW cells during 
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geo-processing.  Cell_ID numbering scheme starts from the upper left corner of a 

MODFLOW grid. 

 

Create ETV File submodule consists of two commands.  Overlay analysis command 

overlays the MODFLOW grid shapefile with the riparian polygon shapefile to define the 

riparian polygons that belong to each cell.  Then, fractional coverage areas of PFSGs 

inside a polygon is calculated by multiplying percent cover of each PFSG by ratio of 

polygon area to cell area which is calculated by RIPGIS-NET.  Create ETV File 

command launches a dialog box to load a DEM and intersect layer files.  Using the Zonal 

Statistics function in ArcGIS, mean and standard deviations of surface elevation per 

riparian polygon are calculated using the DEM.  Specific routines included in this 

command to translate GIS data to ASCII files.  The process of creating an ETV file is 

shown in Fig. 8. The interface allows creation of ETV files for multiple seasons in a year 

as well. 

 

4.1.4. Steps 4- construct ETO file (.eto)  

The Construct ETO file menu launches a form to create the ETO file. The ETO file has 

the information about the output presentation of RIP-ET in MODFLOW, and defines the 

fractional coverage files present in each stress period. 
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4.1.5. Step 5-construct RIP-ET input file (.rip).  

The RIP file is generated based on three input files: ETC, ETV and ETO files. To 

generate a RIP-ET input file, the user first needs to load these files to a project to activate 

the Build a Rip-ET menu.  The Build a Rip-ET menu launches a dialog box to save the 

RIP-ET file in a project workspace.  Users can view these files content in File Windows 

in RIPGIS-NET main form as it is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

4.1.6. Output summary-creating RIP-ET input file 

The final output from Creating RIP-ET input file is the RIP-ET input file. If users have 

used spatial dataset to create the ETV file, two spatial dataset are generated as well 

including MODFLOW grid shapefile and modified riparian polygon shapefile 

(RipGisSeason.shp).  The modified riparian polygon shapefile has vegetation polygon 

information for each MODFLOW cell including cell location, cell area, riparian polygon 

area and average surface elevation per polygon.  The spatial dataset will be used in 

MODFLOW visualization tool to create head maps and show PFSGs ET status in each 

polygon. 

 

4.2. MODFLOW visualization tool 

MODFLOW visualization tool was developed for visualizing MODFLOW output results. 

This tool can be used independent of RIP-ET to create head or depth to water maps for 

any MODFLOW 2000/2005 projects.  Three sets of output will be generated using 

RIPGIS-NET Create Head Maps menu including: Draw Heads, Draw Depth to Water 
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and Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons.  The basic workflows of each command in 

Create Head Maps menu and its data requirements are shown in Fig. 9. A command is 

also developed to create MODFLOW cell surface elevation based on high resolution 

DEM. 

 

4.2.1. Draw heads 

This command is used to visualize MODFLOW heads for different time steps, stress 

periods and MODFLOW layers in ArcMap environment.  Draw Heads command 

launches a dialog box to load MODFLOW grid shapefile (created in MODFLOW Grid 

submodule) and MODFLOW head file.  Program reads the head file and loads time steps, 

stress periods and layer information for all saved heads in a MODFLOW model to a list 

box.  Users can select from a list of available stress periods and layers in the list box to 

visualize groundwater head in GIS.  Selected head values are stored in the MODFLOW 

grid shapefile attribute table in tmp_head field.  As the user selects different stress 

periods, the tmp_head field becomes updated (Fig .10). 

 

4.2.2. Draw depth to water 

This command is used to create a grid of depth to water based on current MODFLOW 

heads stored in any user defined field and the DEM of the site. Draw Depth to Water 

command launches a dialog to load DEM and generated MODFLOW grid shapefile.  

This command first will convert the MODFLOW grid shapefile to a raster using head 

values with the same cell size as the DEM, and then subtracts heads from the surface 
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elevation.  The result is a raster file that shows depth to water across the model domain.  

If plant rooting depth and tolerance ranges are known, depth to water maps provide a 

useful tool in predicting riparian habitat response to changes in land use or water 

allocations (Baird et al., 2005). 

 

4.2.3. Plot depth to water for PFSG polygons 

This command is used to plot the depth to water for a given PFSG in a selected polygon 

relative to a given PFSG curve function.  Required inputs for this command are: 1) 

MODFLOW grid shapefile with calculated head field created using Draw Heads 

command; and 2) riparian polygon shapefile generated from Create ETV File submodule 

(RipGisSeason.shp).  The riparian polygon shapefile has the average surface elevation for 

each polygon and the command calculates depth to water for each polygon. To visualize 

status of each PFSG in terms of relative depth to water in each model step, a user needs 

to load a given PFSG raw dataset in dbf format, and select the riparian polygon of 

interest.  A graph will be generated which shows ET flux rate for a given PFSG, and the 

deviation from maximum ET rate (Fig. 11).  User has an option of saving the graph in 

different formats. 

 

4.2.4. Create cell surface elevation 

If user wants to bring high resolution surface elevations to a MODFLOW model, Create 

Cell Surface Elevation tool is developed to perform this process.  This command uses 
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DEM to calculate the average surface elevation for each MODFLOW cell, and exports 

the results to a text format.  The text file can be incorporated into a MODFLOW model. 

 

4.3. Import an existing MODFLOW RIP-ET file 

The Read Existing RIP-ET File menu launches a dialog box to read an existing 

MODFLOW RIP-ET file, and produces a PFSG Data File (.etc), a fractional coverage file 

(.etv) and an output control file (.eto).  Before users import the RIP-ET file, they must 

know the time status of the dataset, that is, is it a steady state, a steady oscillatory or a 

transient dataset; number of stress periods; number of unique fractional coverages and the 

order of the fractional coverages over the stress periods.  The benefit of this module is 

that it allows modifying contents of an existing (.rip) file, and it makes a new RIP-ET 

file. 

  

4.4. RIPGIS-NET output summary 

In summary a list of key procedures enabled in RIPGIS-NET are:  

• creates RIP-ET curve files; 

• automates riparian polygon attribution for plant functional subgroups; creates a 

shapefile of MODFLOW grid based on (.dis) and (.ba6) files;  

• calculates mean and standard deviation of surface elevation for each riparian 

polygon using ESRI’s zonal objects   

• writes the RIP-ET input file (.rip);  

• draws groundwater heads;  
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• creates depth to water grid;  

• creates depth to water graph for each PFSG;  

• calculates average surface elevation for MODFLOW cells based on high 

resolution DEM.  

 

5. Sample Application of RIPGIS-NET 

RIPGIS-NET was applied to an existing MODFLOW model of a hypothetical Dry 

Alkaline Valley in the Southwest.  A  RIP-ET input file was created for two seasons 

(winter and summer) and distribution of hydraulic head was compared between the two 

seasons. Growing season extends from April to September, and a dormant season from 

October to March. 

 

5.1. Description of the study site 

Dry Alkaline Valley extends over 518 square kilometers, and is bounded to the north and 

south by mountain ranges that act as no-flow boundaries.  The basin is underlain by a 

single unconfined aquifer with uniform hydraulic conductivity distribution (0.0003 m/s) 

and specific yield of 10-2.  A large lake to the northwest behaves hydrologically as a 

prescribed head boundary, and is the source of the river that transects the basin from west 

to east.  The basin aquifer and the river both discharge to the east (Fig. 12).  

 

Riparian habitats exist along portions of the river, and consist of a mixture of small, 

medium, and large deep-rooted riparian subgroups distributed over two terraces mirrored 
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on each side of the stream channel.  The inner and outer terraces are 30.5 m and 70 m 

wide, respectively (Fig. 13).   

 

The stream inflow from the lake is assumed to be the same in both seasons.  The outflow 

from the eastern boundary is simulated as wells and is assumed to be the same for both 

seasons.  The outer terrace area is composed of approximately 40% bare ground and 60% 

canopy.  For the canopy transpiration flux area in the outer terraces, 60% are large trees, 

and 40% are medium trees.  The inner terrace areas are composed of 33% bare ground 

and 67% canopy.  The canopy flux area has 40.5% small trees, 24% large trees, 35.5% 

medium trees.  During the dormant season, the terrace polygons are modeled as bare 

ground.  

 

5.2. Methods 

To construct the RIP-ET input file, first plant functional subgroups curve file generated 

based on the head and ET measurements in the field.  To create a fractional coverage area 

file (ETV), first, a polygon shapefile of riparian areas was obtained, and attributed based 

on the percent cover of each PFSG in a polygon using RIPGIS-NET tools. Using the 

MODFLOW Discretization (.dis) and Basic (.ba6) package files, a MODFLOW grid was 

created in GIS. Finally, by overlaying the riparian and MODFLOW grid shapefiles, the 

ETV file was created.  Using the ETC, ETV and ETO files, a RIP-ET input file was 

generated for two seasons, summer and winter.  Running the MODFLOW executable file 
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that has the RIP-ET package, head values for both summer and winter seasons were 

calculated and saved.  

 

5.3. Results 

After generating the RIP-ET data set in RIPGIS-NET and running the MODFLOW 

model, spatial variability of evapotranspiration rates in several MODFLOW cells for 

medium and large deep rooted riparian vegetation in summer season are presented (Fig. 

14).  Evapotranspiration rate in each riparian polygon depends on the area of each PFSG, 

average surface elevation of a polygon and hydraulic head in each cell. 

 

Using RIPGIS-NET Create Head command, distribution of head values for winter and 

summer seasons are compared.  Due to riparian evapotranspiration in summer season, 

groundwater heads are lower in summer compared to winter season (Fig. 15).  

 

To evaluate the impact of average surface elevation on ET estimates, evaporation rates in 

winter season at the Dry Alkaline Valley site were estimated using two approaches.  In 

the first case (Cell level), average MODFLOW cell surface elevation was subtracted from 

the MODFLOW estimated head and by using the evaporation curve for winter season, ET 

rate was estimated (Table 2).  For the second case (PFSG level), RIPGIS-NET was used 

to derive average surface elevation per riparian polygon. Following the same procedure 

the ET rate was estimated for each polygon.  As shown in Table 2, the estimated ET in a 

cell is different between the two approaches.  This result is due to fractional coverage 
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area estimation in RIPGIS-NET and the difference in depth to water due to surface 

elevation. In traditional MODFLOW ET package, total cell area is used for ET estimation 

whereas in RIPGIS-NET fractional coverage areas are used for ET flux area. Similar 

results have been shown in Baird and others (2005) for the South Fork Kern riparian 

habitat and confirmed with field observations (Baird et al., 2005) . 

 

Variations in ET flux rate among three plant functional subgroups in inner and outer 

terrace areas for a single MODFLOW cell are shown (Fig. 16).  The ET flux rate at a 

single depth is different for each PFSG.  The difference in average surface elevation 

between the inner and outer terrace is 1.5 m.  This difference impacts depth to water 

value calculated in each polygon, although MODFLOW calculated head is the same 

across the cell. 

 

To compare the impact of surface elevation and vegetation diversity on ET and 

groundwater budget calculations in traditional MODFLOW ET package (EVT) versus 

RIP-ET package, Dry Alkaline Valley dataset was modified to be used in the EVT 

package.  The EVT package requires three variables to simulate the effect of evaporation 

and plant transpiration on groundwater systems including maximum possible ET rate 

[L/T], ET surface elevation and the extinction depth.  To compute maximum possible ET 

rate, fractional coverage area of each PFSG multiplied by the maximum ET rate of each 

PFSG and summed over the entire cell.  Multiplication by fractional coverage area 

removes the impact of cell surface area on ET estimation.  Furthermore, the average 
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extinction depth of all the PFSGs replaced individual PFSG extinction depth data, and 

average surface elevation at cell (case 1) or riparian polygons level (case 2) replaced 

individual polygon surface elevation in the RIP-ET.  Using average cell elevation, 

estimated ET increased by 48.6% compare to the RIP-ET package.  In case 2 where 

polygons average elevation was used, estimated ET was decreased by 10% compared to 

the RIP-ET package.  These differences in ET estimation impacted other components of 

the groundwater budget such as change in storage and stream leakage.  Additionally, 

different estimates of ET impacted groundwater head distribution (Fig. 17).  

 

6. Conclusions 

A GIS based tool was developed in Visual Basic 2005 for ArcMap 9.2 application to 

derive parameters for the riparian evapotranspiration package (RIP-ET) in MODFLOW 

2000/2005 and visualize MODFLOW model results (head maps, depth to water maps and 

plots PFSG depth to water curves).  The tool combines spatial analysis capabilities of 

GIS with RIP-ET and MODFLOW groundwater model to provide a spatially explicit 

estimate of riparian ET. 

 

RIPGIS-NET provides an interface for attributing riparian polygons, creating 

MODFLOW grids with irregular cell size in GIS environment.  The interface guides user 

to all required steps to generate the input files. MODFLOW visualization component of 

the program provides an interface for visualizing any MODFLOW 2000/2005 

groundwater model results.  Further, in combination with RIP-ET, MODFLOW 
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visualization tool provides valuable information for restoration and conservation of 

riparian habitats. Several enhancements have been made in this package compare to other 

MODFLOW GIS based processors including 1) inclusion of all the riparian polygons in a 

MODFLOW cell instead of using proximity to the cell centroid as an inclusion criteria 2) 

inclusion of multiple PFSG in a single MODFLOW cell 3) calculating fractional 

coverage areas of PFSGs per model cell instead of using the entire cell as ET flux area, 4) 

calculating average surface elevation based on DEM for each riparian polygon per cell as 

a substitute to one elevation value per cell.  

 

RIPGIS-NET was applied for a MODFLOW model of Dry Alkaline Valley area. 

Simulation results demonstrated the power of the program in calculating fractional 

coverage areas and surface elevation.  Further, its impact on ET estimation and 

groundwater budget compared to traditional MODFLOW ET packages and other GIS 

based processors.  Potential application of the program consists of assessing the impact of 

riparian vegetation change on groundwater resources in a MODFLOW groundwater 

model and riparian ecosystem restoration. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1.  Parameter comparison between RIP-ET and traditional MODFLOW ET 

package. 
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Table 2. Comparison between estimated evapotranspiration using traditional MODFLOW 

approach (single cell elevation) versus RIP-ET approach (average surface elevation per 

riparian polygon). 
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Figures:  

 

Fig. 1. Generic evapotranspiration (ET) flux rate in RIP-ET compared with traditional ET 

curve. Sxd, saturated extinction depth (L); Ard, active rooting depth (L); Hsxd, saturation 

extinction depth elevation; Hxd, extinction depth elevation; HSURF, land surface 

elevation; Rmax, maximum ET rate (From Baird et al., 2005). 
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Fig. 2. Main RIPGIS-NET form shown in ArcMap application. 
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Fig. 3. RIPGIS-NET basic workflow structure 
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Fig. 4. Construct CRV file command interface.  Using a loaded PFSG raw dataset the 

user can generate PFSG curve parameters needed for RIP-ET .  
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Fig. 5. Create ETV-GIS module form.  This module has commands for attributing 

riparian polygons, creating MODFLOW grid in shapefile format from (.dis) and (.ba6) 

package files, deriving elevation parameter for riparian polygons and finally creating 

project ETV file. 
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Fig. 6. Interface in RIPGIS-NET for attributing riparian polygons in ArcMap. 
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Fig. 7. Draw MODFLOW Grid form. The interface will read MODFLOW (.dis) file and 

creates riparian polygons using custom commands. 
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Fig. 8. Process of creating the ETV file parameters.  The sample file shown here has 25 

MODFLOW cells with riparian polygons, maximum number of polygons in each cell is 

4, and there are two riparian coverage files in a MODFLOW model to define two seasons 

(parameters in line 1). For each cell the cell location (layer, row, column number, number 

of polygons) is specified, and for each polygon in a cell, average surface elevation and 

fractional coverage area are reported. 
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Fig. 9. RIPGIS-NET post-processing commands and their input requirements. 

RipGisSeason shapefile is the riparian output file generated in RIPGIS-NET pre- 

processor component.  
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Fig. 10. Example of MODFLOW head data processed using Draw Heads command.  A 

given stress period is selected in the list box to visualize head in ArcMap. 
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Fig. 11.  Sample ET curve created using the Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons 

command. 
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Fig. 12. Aerial view of Dry Alkaline Valley 
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Fig. 13. Cross-section of Dry Alkaline Valley riparian area. 
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Fig. 14. Spatial variability in evapotranspiration rates within and among MODFLOW 

cells for different plant functional subgroups in each riparian polygon.  There are four 

riparian polygons in each cell and ET values are in (m/day) in each polygon for medium 

and large deep rooted riparian vegetation only. 
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Fig. 15. Difference between estimated head values for winter and summer seasons in Dry 

Alkaline Valley.  Due to riparian ET, groundwater head is lower in summer. 
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Fig. 16. Impact of average surface elevation in depth to water calculation is pronounced 

in ET flux rate calculations.  Variations in the amount of ET flux rate among different 

PFSGs in a single MODFLOW cell and between two polygons are presented.  
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Fig. 17. Difference in estimated head values using EVT package compared to the RIP-

ET.  The differences are larger in case (a) where cell average surface elevation was used 

compared to average elevation across all polygons in case (b).  
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Abstract 

RIPGIS-NET is an ESRI ArcGIS 9.2 custom application developed to derive parameters 

for the riparian evapotranspiration package (RIP-ET) in MODFLOW 2000 and 2005. 

RIP-ET is an improved MODFLOW Evapotranspiration (ET) module that simulates ET 

using a set of eco-physiologically based ET curves. 

 

The RIPGIS-NET program developed in Visual Basic 2005, .NET framework 2.0. The 

program runs in Environmental System Research Institute, Inc, (ESRI)’s ArcMap 9.2 

application. RIPGIS-NET users require having ArcMap 9.2 application, ESRI’s Spatial 

Analyst Extension, ArcGIS developer kit for .NET and MODFLOW 2000 or 2005. 

Standalone application of RIPGIS-NET program is also available for users without 

ArcGIS program to only generate RIP-ET input file using text or Excel files.  

 

RIPGIS-NET has two main components 1) creating RIP-ET input file and 2) visualizing 

MODFLOW results. RIPGIS-NET user interface includes a general entry form that has 

multiple menus and series of commands associated with data entry forms guiding the user 

to provide inputs for data processing. RIPGIS-NET creates “RIP-ET input file”, a text 

file that has the information about the Plant Functional Sub Group (PFSG) 

evapotranspiration curves and for each MODFLOW cell has the fractional coverage area 

of each PFSG along with the average surface elevation of each riparian polygon within a 

cell. After MODFLOW run, MODFLOW visualization tool generates series of maps and 

graphs including head maps, depth to water maps and PFSG depth to water curves. 

MODFLOW cell initial surface elevation can also be created using high resolution DEM. 

 

To create RIP-ET input file, RIPGIS-NET requires PFSG curve file which shows the 

relation between the hydraulic head and ET flux rate, areal extent of riparian vegetation, 

average surface elevation of riparian polygons, and MODLFOW discretization (.dis) and  

basic package (.ba6) files. The inputs to RIPGIS-NET can be provided as a series of Text 

or Excel files, or series of spatial dataset such as Riparian polygon shapefile and DEM.   
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MODFLOW visualization tool requires MODFLOW head file and MODFLOW grid 

shapefiles to provide head and depth to water maps. 
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1. Introduction 

Use this chapter to familiarize yourself with the basic concepts behind RIPGIS-NET 

program. 

 
1.1. What is RIPGIS-NET? 

RIPGIS-NET is a new comprehensive pre and post processor developed as a tool in 

ArcMap 9.2 environment to create RIP-ET data files for MODFLOW-2000  (Harbaugh et 

al. 2000) or MODFLOW-2005 (Harbaugh 2005), and visualize MODFLOW results. RIP-

ET is an evapotranspiration (ET) package for MODFLOW that was developed to 

simulate water table evapotranspiration from riparian/wetland systems in a manner that 

reflects their ecology and physiology (Baird and Maddock 2005, Baird et al. 2005). User-

defined plant functional subgroups (PFSGs) are used to elucidate the interactive 

processes of plant ET with groundwater conditions. 

  

1.1.1. Why a GIS Tool? 

Application of GIS for parameter determination in the RIP-ET package is very useful 

since determining a number of parameters in the RIP-ET package such as fractional 

coverage area and average surface elevation per riparian polygon highly depends on 

spatial data analysis. This dependency to GIS will increase as the size of the study site 

increases.  

 

Deriving parameters for the RIP-ET package in GIS requires multiple geo-processing 

steps. At this time, some of the required tasks cannot be easily performed in ArcGIS 

environment using existing geo-processing tools. Moreover, performing some tasks 

requires programming in ArcGIS environment which can be challenging and time 

intensive.  
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As a result, one of the main objective of the RIP-ET developers is to facilitate the 

application of the RIP-ET package in groundwater modeling by developing Graphical 

User Interfaces (GUI)s. These programs facilitate parameter determination and model 

results visualization for the RIP-ET users.  

 

1.1.2. RIPGIS-NET- A New Enhanced Product 

The first sets of pre-and post processors for the RIP-ET package consisted of two 

programs: PRE-RIP-ET written with Winteracter, a windows-based GUI for FORTRAN 

90/95 interaction, and RIPGIS an ArcView 3.x interface for calculating the fractional 

coverage and estimating riparian polygon elevation (Dragoo 2004). PRE-RIP-ET package 

helps users to construct the ET curves for each PFSG. In PRE-RIP-ET fractional 

coverage area of each PFSG and the average surface elevation for each riparian polygon 

will be provided as a (.cvs) file which is either entered by the keyboard or generated by 

the RIPGIS program. Using the above information, PRE-RIP-ET program will construct 

the RIP-ET input file.  

 

 

 
Figure 1- 1: PRE-RIP-ET and RIPGIS program structure. 
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Using Visual Studio 2005 and using capability of ArcGIS 9.2, a newly enhanced 

comprehensive pre and post processor (RIPGIS-NET) was developed for the RIP-ET 

package as a tool in ArcGIS environment to automate the required geo-processing steps.  

 

Major enhancement in RIPGIS-NET includes: 

 

1. Enhanced spatial representation of riparian habitat in a MODFLOW cell. In 

RIPGIS-NET, riparian vegetation is organized in a series of polygons and each 

MODFLOW cell can consist of multiple riparian polygons. In the pervious 

programs (PRE-RIP-ET and RIPGIS), extent of riparian vegetation represented as 

one entity, active habitat area. This conceptualization impacts calculation of depth 

to water for riparian polygons. 

 

2. Enhanced calculation of average surface elevation per riparian polygon. In 

RIPGIS-NET average surface elevation is calculated for each polygon using 

ArcGIS zonal statistics function where polygon’s mean elevation is estimated by 

averaging values of all the DEM cells contained in a single polygon. In the 

previous programs, elevation at the centroid of active habitat area was chosen as a 

representative value for all PFSGs in a MODFLOW cell. 

 

3. Enhanced calculation of Depth to water for each riparian polygon. Since in 

RIPGIS-NET program, surface elevation is calculated on a polygon basis, more 

realistic presentation of water table will be achieved for riparian polygons. In 

previous programs only one depth to water value was obtained per MODFLOW 

cell. 

 

4. Adding functionality to the program for creating RIP-ET input files for multiple 

seasons and stress periods. 
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5. Enhanced visualization of MODFLOW results in several ways by developing new 

tools to create MODFLOW head maps, depth to water map and PFSG depth to 

water graph based on the current head in MODFLOW. 

 

6. Development of a new tool to calculate average surface elevation per 

MODFLOW cell based on high resolution DEM. 

 

1.1.3. RIPGIS-NET Key Procedures  

RIPGIS-NET is an ArcGIS pre and post-processor for the RIP-ET package. Here is the 

list of key procedures in RIPGIS-NET: 

• Creates RIP-ET curve files  

• Automates riparian polygon attribution for plant functional subgroups 

• Creates a shapefile of MODFLOW grid based on (.dis) and (.ba6) files. 

• Calculates mean and standard deviation of surface elevation for each riparian 

polygon using ESRI’s zonal objects, and writes the RIP-ET input file (.rip).   

• Creates groundwater head map 

• Creates depth to water grid 

• Creates depth to water graph for each PFSG  

• Calculates average surface elevation for MODFLOW cells based on high 

resolution DEM.  

 

1.1.4. RIPGIS-NET Applications 

The RIP-ET and RIPGIS-NET programs have multiple potential applications in water 

resources management and riparian ecosystem conservation. It can be used as:  

1) A planning tool for riparian habitat restoration (Baird et al, 2005) 
 
2) An evaluation tool for analysis of impact of vegetation change on groundwater 

resources 
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3) A tool for proper simulation of riparian ET in surface water-groundwater 
interaction applications. 

 

1.2. What is RIP-ET? 

The Riparian Evapotranspiration Package (RIP-ET) simulates riparian and wetland 

evapotranspiration (ET) using eco-physiologically based ET curves. RIP-ET provides 

flexibility in simulating riparian and wetland ET that is not provided by the current ET 

packages in MODFLOW. Application of the RIP-ET package in groundwater modeling 

requires information about the distribution of plant functional groups in the study site 

(area, average surface elevation) and related ET curves which relates hydraulic head to 

ET rate.    

 

In RIP-ET riparian vegetation is classified to plant functional groups. The plant 

functional groups are non-phylogenic groupings of plant species that exhibit similar 

responses to environmental conditions and have similar effects on the dominant 

ecosystem processes (Lavorel et al. 1997).  Plant functional groups may be further sub-

divided to plant functional sub groups based on vegetation size and density. 

 

In RIP-ET, plant functional groups are arranged in a series of polygons with 

approximately uniform land surface elevation. Each polygon may have a single or 

multiple plant functional subgroups (PFSG). As a result, multiple plant functional groups 

may exist in a specific MODFLOW cell.  

 

In summary RIP-ET inputs include: 

• Plant functional subgroup (PFSG) ET curve file  

• Polygon fractional area of a cell 

• Fractional areal coverage of each PFSG in a polygon 

• Average surface elevation for each riparian polygon  
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RIP-ET output includes: 

• Evapotranspiration estimate for each PFSG in a cell 

• Total evapotranspiration estimate for each MODFLOW cell 

• Total evapotranspiration estimate for the entire region 

 

1.2.1. What is a Plant Functional Subgroup? 

Riparian and wetland ecosystems are composed of a variety of plant types and species.  

Plant functional groups are groupings of plant species that exhibit similar responses to 

environmental conditions and have similar effects on the dominant ecosystem processes 

(Lavorel et al. 1997).  The identification and use of plant functional groups can assist in 

reducing the enormous complexity of individual species into a smaller, more manageable 

number of categories (Leishman and Westoby 1992, Williams et al. 1998).  In the RIP-

ET package for MODFLOW, plant functional groups based on transpiration rates, plant 

rooting depths, and ranges of water level tolerance are used to elucidate the interactive 

processes of plants (and plant ET) with groundwater conditions. 

Five generalized plant functional groups: obligate wetland, shallow-rooted riparian, deep-

rooted riparian, transitional riparian and bare ground/open water are presented in this 

manual.  The last category, while not a plant group, must be included to accurately model 

evaporation (the non-transpiration portion of ET) from the cell or active modeling area.  

The evapotranspiration rates and range of groundwater elevations over which these 

groups exist differ for each plant functional group.   

 

Within each plant functional group, plant size and density also play roles in determining 

evapotranspiration rates.  Large woody plants have different maximum rooting depths, 

hydraulic architecture and transpiration rates than smaller trees (Meinzer et al. 1997).  

Furthermore, areas with dense plant cover are likely to show increased transpiration rates 

compared to sparsely covered areas.  Taken together, the plant functional group are sub-

divided to plant functional subgroup (PFSG) based on plant size or density.  For each of 

these plant functional subgroups, RIPGIS-NET allows you to construct PFSG curves 
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from head and ET flux data.  You have the choice of using the examples provided or 

creating a new suite of plant functional groups appropriate for your simulation and 

geographic region.  While the functional groups presented here are relevant for semi-arid 

environments, the methodology can be applied universally.   

 

1.2.2. What is a PFSG Curve? 

Traditional approaches to modeling ET processes assume a piecewise linear relationship 

between ET flux rate and hydraulic head.  RIP- ET replaces the traditional relationship 

with a segmented, nonlinear dimensionless ET flux rate curve, or PFSG curve, that 

reflects the eco-physiology of riparian and wetland ecosystems (Figure 1-2).  

Development of eco-physiologically based ET curves results in more accurate 

determinations of riparian ET, improved basin scale water budgets, and allows for the 

quantification of riparian water requirements.  The PFSG curves are developed from a 

common set of descriptive parameters determined for each plant functional subgroup. 

 

1.2.3. What are the PFSG Parameters? 

Figure 1-2 illustrates a representative ET flux rate or PFSG curve.  For each plant 

functional subgroup there is a water table elevation or extinction depth elevation (Hxd in 

Figure 1- 2) below which the roots cannot obtain water and ET is nonexistent.  When the 

water table rises and water becomes available to the root system, the ET rates rise until 

 
Figure 1- 2: Generic PFSG curve 
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they reach an average maximum ET flux (Rmax).  At higher water table elevations, the 

root systems in plants other than obligate wetland species, become oxygen deficient and 

ET rates decline until the plants die of anoxia.  In obligate wetland plants, the upper limit 

of water depth tolerance is determined by additional factors such as light availability.  

The water table elevation associated with plant death is the saturated extinction depth 

elevation (Hsxd in Figure 1-2).  Although Figure 1-2 shows Hsxd to be below the land 

surface elevation, it need not be.  It can be at, or even above, the ground surface elevation 

as some wetland species tolerate as much as a meter of standing water.    

 
For modeling purposes, the PFSG parameters in RIP-ET are defined as depths or 

distances [L].  The distance between the two extinction depths is called the active root 

zone depth (Ard).  The saturated extinction depth (Sxd) is measured with respect to the 

land surface elevation, HSURF.  If Hsxd is below the land surface elevation, Sxd is 

positive; if it is above, Sxd is negative.  Rsxd, the ET flux rate at the saturated extinction 

depth equals zero for all plant groups.  In creating the evaporation curve for bare ground 

or open water, Hsxd is set to the traditional MODFLOW maximum ET surface elevation 

and Rsxd is equal to Rmax.   
 

How Does RIPGIS-NET Process Parameters? 
 
The RIPGIS-NET program requires two main dataset to generate the RIP-ET input file:  

• PFSG curve file which has the information about the relationship between the 

groundwater head and ET rate 

•  PFSG coverage file which has the information about the areal extent and 

distribution of riparian vegetation in MODFLOW grid and average surface 

elevation of riparian polygons. 
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1.3. What is a PFSG Curve File? 

The MODFLOW RIP-ET Package does not use the continuous curve of Figure 1-2, but 

instead uses an approximation based on linear segments as illustrated in Figure 1-3.  The 

segments for the approximation to the curve are based on the PFSG raw-date set (Raw 

data set file format is explained in Chapter 3). 

 

 
Figure 1- 3: Segmented PFSG curve from PFSG raw-data set showing linear interpolation of head 
(d’s) and linear interpolation of ET flux (dR’s) 
 
 
The curve segments are defined by vertices h(k), and R(k).   In Figure 1-3, d(1), 

d(2)…d(n), are in length units and represent the change in head over a segment, 

while dR(1), dR(2)… dR(n) are in flux rate units and represent the change in flux 

over a segment.  In general, for N segments and 1 ≤ k ≤ N, where the numbering 
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of k starts at the extinction depth and moves upward toward the saturated 

extinction depth, 
( ) ( 1) ( )d k h k h k= + −  

and 

( ) ( 1) ( )dR k R k R k= + −  

For a functional subgroup the following dimensionless segment variables are 

defined, 

=
( )( ) d kfdh k

Ard
 

and 

=
( )( )

max
dR kfdR k
R

 

You will note that for the N segments, 

=

=∑
1

( ) 1
N

i
fdh i  

and     

=

=∑
1

( )
max

N

i

RsxdfdR i
R

 

 

Within a simulation, fdh(k) and fdR(k) are known constants for each plant functional 

subgroup, and when multiplied by Ard and Rmax in their appropriate units, the segment 

variables d(k) and dR(k) are recovered.  For the evaporation curve (bare ground/open 

water), Rsxd equals Rmax and is non-zero. 

 

In RIPGIS-NET a PFSG curve file will be generated from a PFSG raw data set which 

includes the relationship between head and ET flux rate. 

  

The PFSG Curve File for the obligate wetlands is shown in Figure 1-4. The first line of the file 

contains the name of the plant functional subgroup.  The names can be up to 24 characters in 

length but apostrophes must appear as the first character and the 24th character.  For the 
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example curve file in Figure 1-4, the name is ‘Wetland’. The second line of the file contains 

the distance and time units for this PFSG curve file.  For our example, the distance unit is feet 

and the time unit is seconds. The third line reports the saturated extinction depth (Sxd = -

0.6562), the active root depth (Ard = 3.1168), the maximum ET flux (Rmax = 0.1367X10-6), 

the ET flux at the saturated extinction depth (Rsxd = 0), and the number of segments (NuSeg = 

7).  Lines 5 and 6 contain the dimensionless segment variables, fdh(k)’s and fdR(k)’s.  The 

fdh(k)’s are listed in line 5, and the fdR(k) are listed in line 6.  The listing from left to right 

proceeds from extinction depth to saturated extinction depth.  You should note the fdh(k)’s and 

fdR(k)’s will be the same regardless of how the units of Sxd, Ard, Rmax, and Rsxd are 

reported. 
 

 
Figure 1- 4: PFSG curve file for obligate wetlands 

 
 

1.3.1. How Many PFSG Curve Files in a Simulation? 

You will need a PFSG Curve file for every plant functional subgroup present in the 

modeled region.  The maximum number of plant functional subgroup present over the 

whole region is contained in the variable MAXTS.  It is quite possible that a single 

modeling cell within a riparian region contains only one or two plant functional 

subgroups, but over all of the riparian cells many more plant functional subgroup will be 

present.   

 

1.3.2. How Are the Curves Applied?  

The ET flux rate curves discussed in previous sections provide the discharge/area for the 

evapotranspiration processes in a cell.  To determine the discharge for each plant 

functional subgroup, the ET flux rate is multiplied by the area covered by that plant 
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functional subgroup.  This area is referred to as the plant functional subgroup coverage 

area, or more simply, as PFSG coverage. 

 

1.4. What is a PFSG Coverage File? 

RIPGIS-NET requires having information about the distribution of the plant functional 

subgroups within the active modeling areas.  Not all of the MODFLOW cell is likely to 

contain active riparian or wetland habitat, nor is a cell likely to contain all of the possible 

plant functional subgroups.  Furthermore, the number of PFSGs may change from cell to 

cell.  RIPGIS-NET requires a fractional coverage value for each of the plant functional 

subgroups present in a cell to simulate the mixture.  Each fractional coverage value is 

then multiplied by the surface area of the cell to provide the cell discharge area for that 

plant functional subgroup.  Bare ground areas not supported by shallow water tables (e.g. 

the non-habitat area in Figure 1-5) can be excluded from the cell area by not being 

incorporated into a polygon.   

 

Plant coverage information is organized by polygons.  A polygon with an approximately 

uniform land surface elevation throughout consists of a single or mixture of plant 

functional subgroups. Aerial photographs, digital elevation models (DEMs) and field 

studies can be used to delineate the polygon properties.  Polygon formulation and plant 

coverage determination is an operational procedure and is somewhat subjective, 

dependent on local conditions and the skill of the modeler.  Assistance from a plant 

ecologist about local conditions may prove highly beneficial.   
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Figure 1- 5 : Riparian polygons defined for a portion of the South Fork of the Kern River, 
California. 
 
 
Figure 1-5 shows a set of polygons defined for a portion of the riparian area along the 

South Fork of the Kern River in California.  The MODFLOW grid is superimposed over 

the mosaic of photographs that constitute the visual representation of the riparian area.  

The grid and the mosaic must be properly aligned and registered.  The superposition of 

the grid defines a new set of polygons that may have MODFLOW cell boundaries 

delimiting them.  As shown in Figure 1-6, each cell with riparian habitat contains one or 

more of the new polygons. The highlighted green polygon is an example of one of the 

new polygons. 
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Figure 1- 6: A portion of the MODFLOW grid superimposed over the photo-mosaic of the South 
Fork of the Kern River, California that creates new sets of polygons, one of which is highlighted 
and labeled ith cell. 
 

 

For each cell that contains riparian habitat, the number of polygons are recorded in the 

variable NPOLY(i), indexed by a cell number.  For example, for the ith cell in Figure 1-6, 

there are six polygons.  

 

The PFSG coverage file consists of four main inputs: 

1. MODFLOW cell location (layer, row, number) 

2. Number of polygons in a MODFLOW cell 

3. Fractional coverage (fCOV) area of a PFSG in a MODFLOW Cell 

4.Average surface elevation per riparian polygon 

 

RIPGIS-NET provides a user interface to attribute riparian polygon, create MODFLOW 

cells, calculates PFSG fractional coverage area and average surface elevation per 

polygon. 
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1.4.1. What is the Fractional Coverage? 

The fractional coverage of the plant functional subgroup k in polygon j for cell i 

(fCov(i,j,k)) is given by the equation, 
= ×( , , ) ( , ) ( , , )fCov i j k fPA i j fCA i j k  

The components of fractional cover can be determined using a combination of GIS 

techniques, aerial photography and ground verification. The fractional covers (fCov) are 

input into RIPGIS-NET for each plant functional subgroup in each polygon for each cell.  

If a plant functional subgroup is not present in a polygon, its fraction is entered as zero. 

The fractional coverage values can be calculated outside of RIPGIS-NET program and 

then loaded to the interface, or using spatial dataset such as riparian polygon areas and 

MODFLOW (.dis) and (.ba6) files, RIPGIS-NET will calculate the fCov values. 

 

What is the polygonal fraction of active habitat in a cell (fPA) 
The polygonal fraction of active habitat in a cell refers to the ratio of the area of a 

polygon in a cell to the total area of the cell.  Since cell sizes in MODFLOW may be 

quite large (e.g., square kilometer), there may be numerous polygon containing riparian 

habitat (see Figure 1-7).  The fraction of active habitat in polygon j for cell i (fPA(i,j)) is 

defined as, 

=( , ) area of polygon j for cell ifPA i j
area of cell i

 

 
 
What is the fraction of plant flux area in a polygon (fCA) 

Within any riparian habitat polygon, the area associated with each of the ET flux rate 

curves rarely equals 100 percent (Figure 1-7), although for multi-layered environments, 

the total percent plant or canopy cover within a polygon can exceed 100 percent.  At 

issue is: what are the actual flux areas that are contributing to each type of transpiration 

or evaporation?  Most often this is associated with canopy cover for trees and shrubs and 

plant cover for herbaceous plants.  Percent canopy or plant cover may vary, depending on 

habitat type and resource availability.  To accurately determine ET, the area of canopy 
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cover or plant cover is required, as most flux rates are evaluated on canopy or plant 

cover.  Note that for open water areas the fraction of plant coverage is equal to one.  The 

fraction of plant flux area in a polygon is defined as, 

=( , , ) Canopy flux area for subgroup k in polygon j for cell ifCA k j i
area of polygon j for cell i

 

 

 
Figure 1- 7: Cover area associated with canopy for three PFSG in the jth polygon for the ith cell. 
 

 

1.4.2. How does Land Surface Elevation Affect the Coverage? 

Within the model area, the land surface elevation (HSURF) will vary from cell to cell.  It 

may also vary within a cell.  Because HSURF is one of the parameters used to calculate 

extinction depths for the plant functional groups, the magnitude of the within-cell 

variability of HSURF is important.  If HSURF varies on the same order of magnitude as 

the extinction depths within the cell, the ET calculations will be affected.  A single value 

of HSURF is assigned to a polygon within a cell.  If terrain relief is small, the polygons 

may be large; however, where there is considerable terrain relief within cells (as in Figure 

1-8), the user should consider using smaller polygons. You should be noted that the 

MODFLOW model assumes that the water table elevation is constant within the cell 

boundary.   
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Figure 1- 8: Average surface elevation and actual habitat surface elevation 

 
 
1.5. Visualizing MODFLOW Simulation Results in  

RIPGIS-NET 

The post processor component of the RIPGIS-NET program is designed to create head 

maps, depth to water maps and plot PFSG depth to water graph based on the MODFLOW 

results. Head files are generated during the MODFLOW simulation. RIPGIS-NET creates 

a MODFLOW grid in ArcGIS, and directly reads a MODFLOW head file to create head 

maps for a specific stress period and time step. Using the DEM and a head file, RIPGIS-

NET generates the depth to water map.  It also generates a graph that shows the status of 

current groundwater head relative to a PFSG ET curve as shown in Figure 1-9.    

 

RIPGIS-NET also creates MODFLOW cell average surface elevation based on high 

resolution DEM. 
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Figure 1- 9: Depth to water for current stress period for deep rooted large riparian vegetation. 

 

 

So What Have We Learned 

Traditional approaches to modeling ET processes within a groundwater model assume a 

monotonically increasing piecewise quazi-linear relationship between the ET flux rate 

and hydraulic head (McDonald and Harbaugh 1988, Banta 2000, Harbaugh et al. 2000, 

Harbaugh 2005). These approaches are problematic in several ways.  First, ET flux rates 

in plant species or PFSG vary with groundwater depths due to differences in rooting 

depths and plant physiology.  Second, no allowance is made for a reduction in ET due to 

prolonged anoxic conditions.  Third, a single flux rate is applied to the entire area of the 

designated cell making it difficult to deal with fractional habitat coverage.   

RIPGIS-NET produces a data set for the RIP-ET Package that replaces the traditional 

relationship with a set of nonlinear dimensionless curves that reflects the eco-physiology 

and distribution of riparian and wetland plants. 
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 RIPGIS-NET produces a RIP-ET data set for a MODFLOW package that simplifies the 

complex structure of wetland and riparian plant communities into a workable set of plant 

functional groups.  While the groups presented here are for semi-arid environments, the 

methodology can be applied universally.  The five plant functional groups presented in 

this manual are: obligate wetlands, shallow-rooted riparian, deep-rooted riparian, 

transitional riparian and bare soil and open water.  The groups can be further divided into 

subgroups based on plant size or density. Each subgroup has an ET flux curve that relates 

ET flux to water table elevation.  A key characteristic of these flux curves is the existence 

of a saturated extinction depth along with the more traditional MODFLOW extinction 

depth, with the distance between them referred to as the active root depth.  The ET flux 

curves are represented by a series of dimensionless, linear segments based on measured 

or approximated ET values. 

 
RIPGIS-NET produces fractional coverage of a polygon within a cell for each plant 

functional subgroups present within the polygon. A MODFLOW cell from the finite 

difference formulation may contain several polygons that contain several plant functional 

subgroups within these polygon boundaries.  Typically, not all of a cell contains habitat 

and only a portion of the habitat area has canopy or flux coverage.   

 

The polygonal fraction of active habitat in a cell and the fraction of PFSG flux areas in a 

polygon constitute the fractional plant coverage within a cell.  The product of PFSG’s ET 

flux rate times the plant coverage times the surface area of the cell gives the PFSG’s 

volumetric ET rate for the cell.  Summing over the PFSG in the cell gives the volumetric 

ET rate for that cell; summing over all the riparian cells gives the global ET rate for the 

modeled region.  The combination of physically based ET curves and plant coverage 

estimates provides more accurate estimates of riparian evapotranspiration and improves 

the modeling results.   
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RIPGIS-NET also visualizes MODFLOW simulation results including: drawing head 

maps, draw depth to water maps and plot PFSG depth to water. 
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2. Installing the RIPGIS-NET Interface 
In this chapter, RIPGIS-NET hardware and software requirements and program 

installation are discussed. 

 

2.1. System Requirements 

To use RIPGIS-NET Interface, you need the following, 

 

2.1.1. Hardware Requirements 

• Personal computer using a Pentium IV processor or higher, which runs at 2 GHz 
or faster  

 
• 1 GB RAM minimum 

 
 

2.1.2. Software Requirements 

• Microsoft Windows XP or Windows 2000 operating system with most recent 

kernel patch. 

• Microsoft .Net Framework 2.0 

 NOTE: If you do not have Visual Studio 2005 installed in your computer, 

install free version of Visual Studio 2005 Express Edition from the Microsoft 

website: http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/express/ 

• ArcGIS 9.2 with ArcInfo license and service pack 5 

 NOTE: You can install ArcGIS service packs directly from the ESRI website:  
http://www.esri.com 

• ArcGIS Spatial Analyst 9.2 extension 

• ArcGIS developer Kit for .NET 

 NOTE: ArcGIS will automatically install DotNet support if the .Net 

Framework 2.0 is installed prior to ArcGIS installation. If the .Net Framework 
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2.0 is not installed prior to ArcGIS installation, then ArcGIS DotNet support 

will not be installed. If DotNet is not installed, you must: 

1. Install the .Net Framework 2.0 

2. Install ArcGIS developer Kit for .NET framework from ArcGIS DVD 

For further information about the .NET framework, refer to the ESRI Developer   

Network site: http://edn.esri.com/ 

 

2.2. Code Information 

The RIPGIS-NET is written in Visual Basic 2005, .NET framework 2.0 and ESRI‘s 

ArcObjects. 

 

2.3. CD Information 

The RIPGIS-NET program arrives on a CD containing three folders including 

Documentation, Programs, and Tutorial Dataset folders. 

 

2.3.1. Documentation Folder 

The Documentation folder contains this manual and the RIP-ET documentation manual 

as Adobe PDF file.  

 

2.3.2. Program Folder 

The Program folder contains the RIPGIS-NET installation file (RIPGIS-NETsetup.msi), 

MODFLOW2000 and MODFLOW2005 executable files (MF2k.exe and MF2005.exe).  

 

2.3.3. Tutorial Dataset Folder 

The Tutorial Dataset folder contains six subdirectories including: 

1. PFSG Raw Data Folder 

2. CRV Data Folder 
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3. Coverage Data Folder 

4. GIS Data Folder  

5. MODFLOW Files Folder  

6. RIP Files Folder 

 

The first 5 directories include datasets that you need to create RIP-ET input file (.rip). 

The RIP Files directory includes intermediate data files that are created during creation of 

the (.rip) file including ETC, ETV, ETO files and a sample (.rip) file for the project. 

 

PFSG Raw Data Folder 

The PFSG Raw Data folder contains nine data files used in Excel spreadsheet type format 

(.xls) and dbf IV format (.dbf). These data files contain head (cm) and ET flux rate 

(cm/day) information for eight riparian plant functional subgroups and evaporation. 

These files were developed by Baird and Maddock (2002) for the Kern River in 

California. The raw dataset consists of the following plant functional subgroups: Obligate 

Wetlands (Wetlands.xls), Shallow-rooted Riparian (SRRiparian.xls), Small Deep-rooted 

Riparian (DRRipSmall.xls), Medium Deep-rooted Riparian (DRRipMedium.xls), Large 

Deep-rooted Riparian (DRRipLarge.xls), Extra Large Deep-rooted Riparian 

(DRRipXLarge.xls), Average Deep-rooted Riparian (RRipAvg.xls), Transitional Riparian 

(TransRip.xls), and Evaporation (Evaporation.xls). 

The dbf format of the above files is used for the post processing component of RIPGIS-

NET. In Chapter 5, you will be instructed on how to convert these data into PFSG curve 

files.  

 

CRV Data Folder 

The CRV Data folder contains ten PFSG curve files. Only four of these files are required 

for the tutorial presented in Chapter 8. The units in nine of these curves files are reported 
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in feet/sec while the tenth is in cm/day. These files allow you to complete the tutorial 

without using the PFSG Curve Data utility presented in Chapter 5.   

The nine example PFSG Curve Files include:  

            Obligate Wetlands                  Wetlands.crv 

 Shallow-rooted Riparian                   SRRiparian.crv 

 Average Deep-rooted Riparian                    DRRipAvg.crv 

 Small Deep-rooted Riparian                           DRRipSmall.crv 

 Medium Deep-rooted Riparian  DRRipMedium.crv 

 Large Deep-rooted Riparian              DRRipLarge.crv 

 Extra Large Deep-rooted Riparian  DRRipXLarge.crv 

 Transitional Riparian              TransRip.crv 

     Evaporation               Evaporation.crv 

 

For these datasets, the units of distance are in feet and the units of ET flux are in feet/sec.  

These units were chosen because they match the units used in our example.  Within these 

plant functional subgroup curves, the maximum number of segments is seven.  The small 

deep-rooted riparian curve has six segments, evaporation has one segment, and the rest of 

the plant functional subgroups curves all have seven.   

 

Coverage Data Folder 

The Coverage Data folder contains four Microsoft Excel files required for the tutorial 

presented in Chapter 8. These files include cell information file, two polygon information 

files and an ITMP file.  
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GIS Data Folder  

The GIS Data folder contains two subdirectories “GIS Input” and “GIS Output”. The GIS 

Input folder contains example DEM (ESRI grid format), RiparianPolys.shp file and 

PFSGNameFile.inx file. Two attributed riparian polygon shapefiles are also provided if 

the user wants to skip attributing riparian polygon tutorial (RiparianPolysWinter and 

RiparianPolysSummer). 

The GIS Output folder contains MODFLOWGrid.shp, RipGisSeason1.shp and 

RipGisSeason2.shp files. 

 

MODFLOW Files Folder  

The MODFLOW Files folder contains all the required data files for the MODFLOW run. 

 

RIP Files Folder  

The RIP Files folder contains sample (.etc), (.etv) and (.eto) files and a sample of 

completed (.rip) file for the tutorial example in Chapter 8. 

 

2.4. Installing RIPGIS-NET 

RIPGIS-NET set up program (RIPGIS-NETsetup.msi) will install the RIPGIS-NET 

program in C:\Program Files\HWR\RIPGIS-NET directory of your computer. It also 

creates a RIPGIS-NET directory in your hard drive (C:\ RIPGIS-NET) to create and store 

project files. 

 

In order to install the RIPGIS-NET program, double click on the RIPGIS-NETsetup.msi 

file and follow the on screen instructions.  

 

When the RIPGIS-NET installation is completed, start ArcMap and open a new map 

document. Click on Tools > Customize.  
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Figure 2- 1 : Customize command in ArcMap 

 
 
In Customize dialog box, choose the “Commands” option. Scroll down through the 

commands in the dialog box, and select the “RIPGIS-NET” category. In the right-hand 

pane, select the RIPGIS-NET command and drag it on to one of the ArcMap toolbars.  
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Figure 2- 2 : Locate RIPGIS-NET command in RIPGIS-NET category. 

 

 

In Figure 2-3, RIPGIS-NET command button is added to the Tools toolbar in ArcMap 

application. 
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Figure 2- 3: RIPGIS-NET program in ArcMap. 

 

 

 NOTE: Before you start using the RIPGIS-NET program, make sure that the 

Spatial Analyst extension is checked. You can enable the Spatial Analyst 

extension by clicking on Tools > Extensions and selecting the Spatial Analyst 

extension. 
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Figure 2- 4: Activate Spatial Analyst Extension 

 

2.5. Uninstalling RIPGIS-NET Program 

If you need to uninstall the RIPGIS-NET program, you need to double click on the 

RIPGIS-NETsetup.msi program and choose the uninstall option. 

Manual Organization 

The manual is composed of eight chapters.  Chapter 1 presents the concepts of plant 

functional subgroups (PFSG) and fractional coverage.  Chapter 2 presents the system 

requirements and chapter organization.  Chapter 3 presents RIPGIS-NET conceptual 

framework and input data requirements.  Chapter 4 presents RIPGIS-NET menus and 

tools.  Chapter 5 presents plant functional sub group curve file Chapter 6 presents a 

utility module that reads an existing MODFLOW RIP-ET file and produces a PFSG 

Data File, a Fractional Coverage File and an Output Control File.  Chapter 7 presents 

MODFLOW visualization tools. Chapter 8 presents a tutorial to use RIPGIS-NET., and 

Chapter 9 contains references. 
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3. RIPGIS-NET Conceptual Framework and Input 

Data Requirements 
In this chapter first, conceptual framework of RIPGIS-NET is discussed. Second, 

RIPGIS-NET input data requirements and format will be discussed.  

 

3.1. RIPGIS-NET Conceptual Framework 

The RIPGIS-NET program has two main components: 1) Creating RIP-ET input file and 

2) Visualizing MODFLOW results. Describing conceptual framework of RIPGIS-NET 

program provides an overview of general processes and procedures of the program. 

Creating RIP-ET input file requires multiple steps. RIPGIS-NET conceptual model 

shows how the input dataset is processed in different stages of the program (Figure 3-1).  

 

There are five main steps to create the RIP-ET input files including: 

 

1. Construct CRV file (.crv). The CRV file which is generated from the Plant 

Functional Subgroup (PFSG) raw dataset has the relation between the depth to 

water and ET rate for each PFSG in a project.  

 

2. Construct ETC file (.etc). The ETC file is created based on all the PFSG curve 

files in a project. The ETC file has the information about the ET curve segments 

for all the PFSGs in a project. 

 

3. Construct ETV file (.etv). The ETV file has the fractional coverage area for each 

PFSG in a cell, and average surface elevation for each riparian polygon. There are 

two options in RIPGIS-NET for creating the ETV file. The user can either use 

spatial dataset to create the ETV file, or they can use tables in Excel format.   
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4. Construct ETO file (.eto). The ETO file has the information about the output 

presentation of RIP-ET in MODFLOW, and it defines the fractional coverages 

present in each stress period. 

 

5. Construct RIP-ET input file (.rip). The RIP file is generated based on three input 

files: ETC, ETV and ETO files. 

 

 
Figure 3- 1: RIPGIS-NET Conceptual Model Structure 

 

 

MODFLOW visualization tool includes series of three commands for visualizing 

MODFLOW and RIP-ET results.  These commands include draw head maps, draw depth 

to water map and plot depth to water for PFSG polygons. A command is also developed 

to create MODFLOW cell surface elevation based on high resolution DEM. 
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Figure 3- 2: RIPGIS-NET post-processing Component 

 

 

3.2. RIPGIS-NET Input Dataset 

RIPGIS-NET input dataset includes series of tables and text files and/or spatial dataset. 

Application of spatial dataset in RIPGIS-NET depends on the method that a user uses to 

create Plant Functional Subgroup (PFSG) Fractional Coverage file (ETV). If you have a 

large study site, application of spatial dataset in generating the ETV file is highly 

recommended.  

 

3.2.1. RIPGIS-NET Spatial Dataset 

If you have the following spatial dataset, you can create the PFSG Fractional Coverage 

file (ETV) using RIPGIS-NET custom commands.  

 

• Riparian polygon file in a shapefile format (.shp) 
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• Digital Elevation Model (DEM), (ESRI Grid) 

 

 NOTE: If you do not have these dataset, you can still use RIPGIS-NET to create 

the ETV file. You can load the data in Excel format instead. 

 

Riparian polygon shapefile 

A riparian polygon shapefile consists of series of polygons in which within each polygon 

a single or mixture of Plant Functional Subgroups (PFSGs) coexist, and each riparian 

polygon has an approximately uniform land surface elevation throughout. Riparian 

polygons are often digitized using aerial photography, or can be delineated in the field 

using Global Positioning System (GPS) and relevant software products such as ArcPad.  

 

In RIPGIS-NET, we assume that you have already delineated the boundary of your 

riparian polygons.  The RIPGIS-NET program will guide you to add the PFSG names to 

riparian polygons attribute table, and attribute each polygon based on the percentage 

cover of each PFSG in a polygon.     

 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

A digital elevation model must be available for your study site to get the average 

elevation for each polygon and visualize MODFLOW results. If your study site is located 

in the United States, you can download a DEM from the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS) website:  http://seamless.usgs.gov/ 

 

The USGS DEMs are generally available at 10 to 30 meter resolutions. It is 

recommended to use the highest DEM resolution that is available.  

 

Depending on the location and size of your study site, you may need to download 

multiple DEM tiles. If multiple DEMs cover your study site, you need to mosaic them 
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into one layer for processing in the RIPGIS-NET program. You can use the “Mosaic 

tool” in ArcGIS to perform this task. 

 

3.2.2. RIPGIS-NET Tables and Text Files 

Series of tables and text files are required to run RIPGIS-NET program including: 

 

• PFSG raw data table (RIPGIS-NET also allows you to create PFSG raw dataset).  

• Plant Functional Subgroup Name File (.inx) only if you are using Creating ETV 

File-GIS module. 

• MODFLOW (.dis) and (.ba6) files  

• MODFLOW head file (.hds) to visualize MODFLOW output 

 

PFSG raw data table in both (xls) and (dBase) 

The PFSG raw data should be saved in XLS and dbf IV format. The raw data table should 

be in the following format: 

 

Table 3- 1: XLS or dBase Table Format: 3 Fields only in the following order: 
Field Name Field format Definition 
Vertex Integer Segment ID 
Head Floating point Head relative to land surface 

ET_Rate Floating point Evapotranspiration rate at a specified depth 
 

 

 

A typical PFSG raw-data set is shown in Table 3-2.  Note that the vertices must be 

labeled from the extinction depth upwards to the saturated extinction depth.  This 

example raw-data set happens to be for Obligate Wetlands in the Southwestern United 

States.  The RIPGIS-NET program assumes that the head at land surface elevation is 

zero, above land surface head is positive, and below land surface is negative.  Therefore, 

a positive head indicates standing water.   
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Table 3- 2: PFSG data set for Obligate Wetlands in Southwestern United States 
Vertices Head 

(cm) 
ET Flux 
(cm/day) 

8 20 0 
7 0 0.23 
6 -4 0.32 
5 -7 0.35 
4 -10 0.36 
3 -15 0.32 
2 -33 0.2 
1 -75 0 

 

 

From the PFSG raw-data sets for each plant functional subgroup, RIPGIS-NET inputs the 

name (RIPNM), and determines the values of Sxd, Ard, maximum ET flux rate (Rmax), 

and ET flux rate at saturated extinction depth (Rsxd) (Refer to Chapter 1 for definition of 

the above parameters).  

 

ET flux rate curves for the major plant functional groups are illustrated in Figure 3-3.  

RIPGIS-NET ensures that the distance and ET flux units are consistent with the 

MODFLOW simulation.  All the PFSG raw-data sets included with this manual have 

distance units of cm and ET flux units of cm/day.  However, the Construct Curve File 

menu module can set the unit dimension of Ard, Sxd, Rmax and Rsxd consistent with the 

units of your MODFLOW simulation producing a PFSG Curve file in the appropriate 

units.   
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Figure 3- 3:  PFSG curves for Wetlands, Shallow-rooted Riparian, Deep-rooted Riparian, 
Transitional Riparian and Bare ground/Open water Evaporation 

 

 

The PFSG raw dataset in XLS file format is required for creating CRV files while the dbf 

format is required for plotting depth to water for PFSG polygons. 

 

Plant Functional Sub Group Name File (.inx) 

The Plant Functional Subgroup (PFSG) name file contains the names of all PFSGs in the 

project. This file can be generated in the text editor with the (.inx) extension. This file is 

only required if you are using Creating ETV File-GIS module. 

 

 NOTE: The name of the PFSGs in the (.inx) file should not exceed 8 characters. 

Because the length of attribute names in a shapefile cannot exceed a certain 

number of characters. 

  

A typical (.inx) file is shown in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3- 4: Sample (.inx) file 

 

 

MODFLOW (.dis) and (.ba6) files 

In order to use the RIPGIS-NET program, MODFLOW discretization (.dis) and basic 

package (.ba6) files must be completed and available. RIPGIS-NET program can read 

CONSTANT and INTERNAL arrays. EXTERNAL arrays are not currently supported by 

the RIPGIS-NET program. 

 

MODFLOW head file (.hds)- For MODFLOW Visualization tool only 

In order to generate a MODFLOW head file and depth to water map in ArcGIS, RIPGIS-

NET requires the MODFLOW head file (.hds). The format of MODFLOW head file 

should be as follows. In MODFLOW output control file, set the settings to save heads in 

a separate file. Please see the documentation for the MODFLOW 2000 and 2005 for 

creating a head file.  

 

 NOTE: To save MODFLOW heads in a separate file, use the “SAVE HEAD 

FORMAT (CHEDFM) LABEL option in the output control file. For the 

CHEDFM format, set the repeat factor equal to the number of columns in a 

MODFLOW grid. 
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3.2.3. Optional RIPGIS-NET Tables 

If you create PFSG Fractional Coverage file (.etv) using the keyboard, you need to have 

at least three tables in XLS format. You are also able to create these files directly inside 

RIPGIS-NET.  

 

ITMP File (.xls) 

The ITMP file has the information about the number of unique coverages in a simulation 

and total number of MODFLOW cells with riparian polygons in a unique coverage.  

 

Table 3- 3: XLS Table Format: 2 Fields only in the following order: 
Field Name Field format Definition 
Unique 
Coverage Integer Unique coverage number 
Number of 
cells Integer Total number of MODFLOW cells with riparian polygons 

 

 

Cell Information File (.xls) 

This file has the information about the MODFLOW cells with riparian polygons. The file 

has 5 fields as described in Table 3-4. 

 

Table 3- 4: XLS Table Format: 5 Fields only in the following order: 
Field Name Field format Definition 

Cell Integer 
Unique ID number for each MODFLOW cell that has 
polygons 

Layer Integer MODFLOW layer number  
Row Integer MODFLOW row number 
Column Integer MODFLOW column number 
Poly# Integer Maximum number of polygons in a given cell 

 

Polygon Information File (.xls) 

This file has the information about the PFSG fractional coverage area and average 

surface elevation for each polygon within a cell. This file has at least four columns 

depending on the number of PFSGs in a project. 
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Table 3- 5: XLS Table Format: at least 4 Fields in the following order: 
Field Name Field format Definition 
Cell Integer ID number for each MODFLOW cell that has polygons1 
Poly# Integer Polygon number in a cell  
Hsurf Double Average surface elevation for each polygon in a cell 
PFSGName1 Double Fractional coverage area for PFSG1 (fcov) 
PFSGName2 Double Fractional coverage area for PFSG2 (fcov) 
PFSGName# Double Fractional coverage area for PFSG# (fcov) 

1If you have multiple polygons within a cell, the value for the cell field will be the same. For example 

if you have four polygons in cell 1, you are going to have four rows with the same cell ID number).  

 

A typical polygon information table is shown for a cell with four polygons and four 

PFSGs (Table 3-6). 

 

Table 3- 6: Sample polygon information table. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cell 
# 

Poly 
# Hsurf DRRipLarge DRRipMedium DRRipSmall Evaporation 

1 1 3796 0.0136368 0.0090912 0 0.015152 
1 2 3791 0.00304934 0.00450772 0.00513274 0.0062502 
1 3 3791 0.00304934 0.00450772 0.00513274 0.0062502 
1 4 3796 0.0136368 0.0090912 0 0.015152 
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4. Getting Started With RIPGIS-NET 

This chapter contains a tutorial that is designed to teach you all about the RIPGIS-NET 

menus and modules, inputs and outputs. This tutorial is divided into three main parts: 

1) Load RIPGIS-NET program 

2)  RIPGIS-NET menus and tools 

3) Creating RIP-ET input file  

 

Part one shows how to load RIPGIS-NET in ArcGIS. Part two provides a quick overview 

of RIPGIS-NET tools and menus. The required steps for creating a RIP-ET input file is 

presented in three parts. The Create RIP-ET input file section will teach you how to 

develop the PFSG Data File (ETC File), the second how to develop the Fractional 

Coverage File (ETV File), and the third how to use output control and time parameters to 

develop the Output Control File (ETO Data).  

 

Commands related to visualizing RIP-ET and MODFLOW results are explained in 

Chapter 7. 

 

4.1. Load the RIPGIS-NET Program 

To start the RIPGIS-NET interface: 

1. Start ArcMap and open an empty document 

2. Make sure that the Spatial Analyst Extension is active. 

3. Click on the RIPGIS-NET command button (Figure 4-1) to load the RIPGIS-NET 

form. A splash form will be loaded (Figure 4-2). 
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Figure 4- 1: RIPGIS-NET command in ArcMap 

 

 

 
Figure 4- 2: RIPGIS-NET Splash form 
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4. As you click on Next>> button, the “Project Startup Wizard” form will be 

opened: 

 

 
Figure 4- 3: Project Startup Wizard 

 

 

If this is a new project, check the check box next to “yes” and type the project name 

(Figure 4-4). With this option a new folder will be created in the RIPGIS-NET directory 

on your “C:\” drive with the file structure shown in Figure 4-5. 

 

 
Figure 4- 4: Creating a new project file system 
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Figure 4- 5 : Example project file structure 

 

 

You should move all of your project input data to this file structure.  Some of the 

RIPGIS-NET commands directly access these folders to process data. 

 

If you are working on an existing project, you should choose the “No” option to navigate 

to your project (Figure 4-6) which is stored in the RIPGIS-NET directory. 
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Figure 4- 6: Project Startup Wizard for an existing project 

 
 

5. As you click on OK button the main RIPGIS-NET form will be loaded. The 

RIPGIS-NET main menu contains a menu bar, a toolbar, and four file windows.  

File windows are designed for reading and visualizing ETC, ETV, ETO and RIP 

files. 

 

4.2. Overview of RIPGIS-NET Menus and Tools 

The RIPGIS-NET program consists of series of menus and tools for creating the RIP-ET 

input file (.rip), and visualizing MODFLOW results (head map, depth to water map, and 

depth to water for PFSG polygons).  

 

4.2.1. Getting to Know the RIPGIS-NET Main Menu 

The RIPGIS-NET main menu contains a menu bar, a toolbar, and four file windows 

(Figure 4-7).  File windows are designed for reading and visualizing ETC, ETV, ETO 

and RIP files. 
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Figure 4- 7: RIPGIS-NET Main Form 

 

 

Here is a brief description of the components you see on the screen: 

 

Title bar          Gives you the title and version of RIPGIS-NET. 
 

Menu bar Contains the nine major menus: Exit, Construct CRV 
Files, ETC File, Spatial Coverage, Output Control, 
Build a Rip-ET File, Read Existing RIP-ET File, 
Utilities, Create Head Maps  

 
Toolbar         Contains shortcut buttons to the submenus of the nine 

                                                major menus. 
 
Curve Data File (ETC)       Displays project PFSG data, and is a file with an (.etc)                           
                                                      extension.   
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Coverage Data File (ETV) Displays fractional coverage data, and is a file with an      
(.etv) extension. 

 
Output Control File (ETO) Displays output control and stress period data, and      

is a file with an (.eto) extension. 
 

RIP-ET Data File (RIP)                 Displays the RIP-ET input file, and is a file with an 

(.rip) extension. 

 

4.2.2. RIPGIS-NET Menu Bar  

The RIPGIS-NET menu bar contains the following menu and sub-menu items (Figure 4-

8). 

 

 

Figure 4- 8: RIPGIS-NET menu bar 
 
 

• Exit 

This command will exit the program. As you click on Exit command a message box 

will open asking if you wish to exit the program: 

 

 
Figure 4- 9: Exit message box 

 
 

• Construct CRV Files  

      This command will open a form to create the CRV files from the PFSG raw  

dataset. 
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• ETC File (two options)                                 

This menu has two commands to either construct a new    

ETC file, or read an existing ETC file. 

 

 

• Spatial Coverage        

            This menu has three commands. The user either can 

create an (ETV) file using keyboard or using custom 

ArcGIS spatial analysis tools to create the ETV file. 

The third command allows user to read an existing 

ETV file.                

                                        

• Output Control  

            This menu has two commands. The first 

command is used for constructing an ETO file. 

The second command is used for reading an 

existing ETO file. 

 

 

• Build a Rip-ET File 

            This command will create a new RIP-ET file 

(.rip), and generate ETC, ETV and ETO files. 

 

 

• Read Existing RIP-ET File 

           This command opens a dialog to read an existing (.rip) file. 
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• Utilities 

         This menu has two commands. The first 

command creates a cell information file. 

The second command creates a PFSG 

Coverage file. Both files have (.xls) extension. This menu will be activated after 

reading an existing RIP file. This menu allows user to make changes to ETV file. 

 

 

• Create Head Maps 

This menu has three commands for   

visualizing MODFLOW results including 

Draw Heads, Draw Depth to Water, and 

Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons. 

It also has a command for creating MODFLOW cell surface elevation based on high 

resolution DEM. 

 

 

4.2.3. A Quick Look at the Toolbar Items 

RIPGIS-NET toolbar includes list of tools that are also available on the menu bar.  
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Figure 4- 10: RIPGIS-NET tools 

 

 

4.3. Create RIP-ET Input File 

In order to create RIP-ET input file (.rip) file, the RIPGIS-NET program generates four 

intermediate files from the input datasets:  

 

1. The CRV file (.crv) which has the relation between the depth to water and ET rate 

for a Plant Functional Subgroup (PFSG). 

2. The ETC file (.etc) which has the ET curve segment information for all the 

PFSGs in the project. 

3. The ETV file (.etv) which has the fractional coverage area for each PFSG, and 

average surface elevation for each riparian polygon.  

4. The ETO file (.eto) which has the information about the output presentation of 

RIP-ET in MODFLOW, and it defines the fractional coverages present in each 

stress period. 
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4.3.1. Construct CRV Files  

The Construct Curve Files menu creates a curve file for a Plant Functional Subgroup 

(PFSG) based on a PFSG raw dataset. The curve file has the information about the curve 

segments and other RIP-ET parameters derived from a curve file (See Chapter 1 for more 

detail). Detailed information about constructing the CRV files is provided in Chapter 5. 

 

To construct a CRV file for a given PFSG, follow the subsequent steps: 

 

1) First load the RIPGIS-NET program as explained in section 4.1.  

  

2) Click on the Construct CRV Files menu, “Construct CRV File” form will open 

that walks you through generating the CRV files (Figure 4-11).  

 

 

 
Figure 4- 11: Construct CRV File form 
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The primary input for this command is: 

1) Excel file that consists of three fields: “Vertex”, “Head” and “ET_Rate” 

(See Chapter 3 for input data format). 

 

Output: 

1) Constructed CRV files for each PFSG in the project 

 

Required steps for creating the CRV file is explained in chapter 5. 

 

4.3.2. Creating the ETC File  

The ETC file has the evapotranspiration curves parameters for all the Plant Functional 

Subgroups (PFSGs) in a project. The ETC File menu item has two commands for either 

constructing a new ETC file, or reading an existing ETC file for the current project. 

 

 

ETC File > Construct ETC  

This command will construct the ETC file for a 

project based on existing PFSG curve files (.crv) for 

plant functional subgroups in a project.  

 

The primary inputs for this command are: 

• Maximum number of PFSGs in current project 

1) Maximum number of ET curve segments for all PFSGs in a project 

 

Output: 

• An (.ETC) file for the project 
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 NOTE: To use this command, you need to have access to the PFSG Curve 

Files (.crv) for all of the plant functional subgroups present in your simulated 

area. Make sure that you store all the CRV files created in the previous step in 

a folder called (C:\RIP-GIS-NET\ProjectName\CRV_Files). The PFSG Curve 

Files are prepared by the “Construct CRV” command described in Chapter 5 

of this manual, and must be completed prior to constructing the data files.  

 

To construct the (.etc) file use the following instructions: 

 

1. Load the RIPGIS-NET program as explained in section 4.1.  

 

2. Click on either the ETC File menu and then the “Construct ETC” command, or 

click on the toolbar button .   Upon performing either of these tasks, a new 

form appears entitled “Construct ETC File” (see Figure 4-12). Enter the 

maximum number of plant functional subgroups and the maximum number of ET 

curve segments. You may use the spinner or simply write over the existing values 

to enter the data into the dialog box.  Then click on  
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Figure 4- 12: Plant Functional Subgroup Dimension Data dialog box. 

 
 

3. As the form loads, it automatically adds all the CRV data files that exit in the 

(C:\RIP-GIS-NET\ProjectName\CRV_Files) folder. Select a PFSG curve file that 

exist in your project from the Source list box (Figure 4-13) and drag it to the 

Target box. Repeat this step until you move all PFSGs in your project to the 

Target box. Select all the curves in the Target box and click on    
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Figure 4- 13: Selected PFSG curve files for the project 

 

 

If you select the write number of PFSGs as you indicated on the form, the OK 

button will be enabled, and on the right-hand side of the dialog box, the distance 

and ET flux units are reported (Figure 4-14).   

 

 

 NOTE: Order of the PFSG curve files in the Target box is important. 

This order should be consistent with the ETV file. For example if the 

Small Deep-rooted riparian vegetation is the first PFSG in the ETC file, 
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the first fractional coverage value for a PFSG in an ETV file should be 

written for Small Deep-rooted riparian vegetation. 

 

 

 
Figure 4- 14: Selected curve files for creating an ETC file. Order of PFSG should be consistent 

with the ETV file. 
 
 

4. After entering all the PFSGs in your project, click on the OK button. The Write 

ETC File dialog box will open (Figure 4-15) to save the ETC file in a proper 

location in the project directory (C:\RIP-GIS-NET\ProjectName\ETC _Files). 

Enter the file name and click Save. 
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Figure 4- 15: ETC save file dialog box 

 

 

Possible Error Messages 

• All curve entries must have the same units as the first data set or an error will 

result. In Figure 4-16, an ET curve file with units of cm for distance and cm/day 

for ET flux has been entered.  Because the units of the first curve file were in ft 

and ft/sec, an error message has appeared on the right side of the dialog box. 

Therefore, you need to enter the PFSG Curve files with the proper units to 

continue with the program.    
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Figure 4- 16: Error message for mixed units. 

 

 

• The second and third error messages are related to the number of selected PFSGs 

in a Target box. If you press “Enter Curves” button before adding all the PFSGs 

in your project as indicated in the simulation dimension section, you will get the 

following error message (Figure 4-17):  
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Figure 4- 17: Insufficient number of curve files is selected for the project. 

 

 

• If you select more PFSGs compare to the number that you indicated in the 

simulation dimension section, you will get the following error message (Figure 4-

18): 
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Figure 4- 18: Too many PFSG curve files are selected for the project. 

 

 

ETC File > Read Existing ETC  

If you have already created your ETC file and want 

to add it to your project, either select “Read Existing 

ETC” command or select the  button from the 

toolbar. The Select Existing ETC File dialog will open. Select the ETC file from the 

project directory (C:\RIP-GIS-NET\ProjectName\ETC _Files) and click Open 

(Figure 4-19). 
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Figure 4- 19: Open an existing ETC file 

 

 

After loading the ETC file to your current project, you can view its content by clicking on 

the button on the main RIPGIS-NET form in the area designated for an ETC 

file (Figure 4-20). You can also make any changes to the ETC file content in this area and 

save the updated file by pressing the  button. 
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Figure 4- 20: RIPGIS-NET form shows content of an ETC file 

 

 

4.3.3. Creating the Fractional Coverage File (.ETV) 

A Fractional Coverage File (ETV) contains the set of data detailing the physical layout 

of the riparian and wetland habitat conditions.  Each time this condition changes a new 

coverage needs to be created. The fractional coverage file requires a significant amount 

of data. There are two ways to create the ETV file in the RIPGIS-NET program: 

• Create ETV file using the keyboard. In this option all the dataset is entered 

during run time in the designated spreadsheets and saved as a (.xls) file or 

existing (.xls) files are loaded during runtime.  

• Create ETV file in ArcGIS using spatial dataset  

It is unlikely that a user will enter the data into RIPGIS-NET from a keyboard unless 

there are only a small number of riparian cells in a project. The most likely way to 

construct the Fractional Coverage File (ETV) is using spatial dataset in ArcGIS 

environment.  Depending on the method that users use to create the ETV file, different 
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sets of input files is required. Instructions on how to create ETV file using either options 

are explained in this section.  

 

Commands for creating an ETV file are located on the 

Spatial Coverage menu. This menu item has three 

commands. The user either can create an (ETV) file 

using keyboard or using ArcGIS spatial analysis tools to 

create an ETV file. The third command in this menu allows the user to read an existing 

ETV file to a project.                

 

Create ETV File Using the Keyboard 

To construct the Fractional Coverage File (ETV) using the keyboard, you will need 

to know the maximum number of riparian cells in your simulation, and the percent 

cover for each plant functional subgroup within a polygon.  You will also need to 

know the number of unique fractional coverages. In general, every stress period will 

not require a unique fractional coverage.  In all likelihood, there will be a unique 

coverage for each season that will be repeated annually. For example, a two-season 

model would have two unique fractional coverages.  Even with two seasons there 

may be coverage changes in the later stress periods.  If for example, development 

removed riparian areas, the simulation would require more than two unique 

coverages.   

Another necessary input is land surface elevation for each riparian cell.  You have to 

specify a land surface elevation for each riparian polygon within a cell. 

 

The Primary Inputs for this command are: 

• Maximum number of riparian cells in a simulation 

• Maximum number of riparian polygons within a MODFLOW cell 

• Number of unique fractional coverages files  
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• For each MODFLOW cell with a riparian polygon: layer, row, column 

numbers and cell area of MODFLOW cell (cell area is automatically 

calculated using the MODFLOW (.dis) file). 

• For each riparian polygon: polygon area, percent canopy cover for all PFSGs 

in a polygon, percent cover for each plant functional subgroup within a 

canopy flux area 

•  

Output: 

• Project ETV file 

You can enter the above raw dataset in the designated forms and generate the ETV file, 

or you can generate the dataset in Microsoft Excel. For the latter case, you need to 

generate three Excel files, ITMP, cell information file and polygon information file. The 

format of these dataset is explained in Chapter 3. 

 

Before start creating the fractional coverage data, you need to become familiar with three 

sets of variables: MODFLOW Cell number, Riparian Cell Number and Polygon Number.   

 
MODFLOW Cell Number: is a unique identifier for each MODFLOW cell. The 
numbering scheme starts from the upper left corner of the MODFLOW grid. 
 
Riparian Cell Number: is a unique identifier for MODFLOW cells that have 
riparian polygons. This number is different from MODFLOW cell number.  
 
Polygon Number: is a unique identifier for a series of polygon in a MODFLOW cell. 
In every MODFLOW cell with the riparian polygon, polygon number starts from 1 in 
each cell (Figure 4-21). 
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Figure 4- 21: Numbering scheme for cell information and coverage information files 

 

 

To create an ETV file using keyboard follow the instructions below: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Select your working project as explained in section 4.1.  

 

2. Load the PFSG data file (ETC) using the  button.  You must complete or load 

the plant functional subgroup curve data file (ETC) before beginning to construct 

the fractional coverage file.  Once the plant functional subgroup data file has been 

loaded, the Spatial Coverage menu will be enabled on the main menu and the tool 

bar will be enabled as well.  

 

3. Click on the Spatial Coverage menu and then on 

the  “Keyboard ETV” command, or click on the 

 icon. The “Coverage Dimensions” form will 
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be loaded (Figure 4-22). The “Keyboard ETV” command will open a series of 

three forms. For each form you have an option to save the data files. It is better to 

save the data files in each step, so if you need to stop the program in the middle, 

you can load the already saved data files in the next trial. You will not be able to 

save the Fractional Coverage File (ETV) till the last “Cell Coverage Data” form 

is completed and its OK button clicked.  

 

 
Figure 4- 22: Coverage Dimensions form for constructing ETV file 

 

 

Primary Inputs for the “Coverage Dimensions” form are: 

• Maximum number of riparian cells in a simulation 

• Maximum number of riparian polygons within a MODFLOW cell 

• Number of unique fractional coverages files  
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• Number of MODFLOW cells with riparian polygons in each unique coverage 

(ITMP) 

 

Output:  

• Coverage dimensions for the ETV file 

 

4. In the “Coverage Dimensions” form enter the following variables in the 

designated spaces in Coverage Dimensions group box: 

• Maximum number of riparian cells in a simulation 

• Maximum number of riparian polygons within a MODFLOW cell 

• Number of unique fractional coverages files  

 

5. After entering the coverage dimension variables, click on the 

  button. This will enable the ITMP data box (Figure 4-23).  
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Figure 4- 23: Enabled ITMP data box after entering coverage dimension data 

 
 

6. The ITMP data include Unique Coverage ID and the number of MODFLOW cells 

with riparian polygons in a riparian coverage. To enter the ITMP data, you can 

either start typing in values in the grid, or read in a spreadsheet (.xls) file.  The 

ability to load a (.xls) file was activated when the Enter Dimensions button was 

clicked.   
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7. After entering the ITMP data, you can save the ITMP data as a (.xls) file by 

clicking on  button. The Export ITMP to Excel dialog will 

open. Write the file name and click Save (Figure 4-24).   

 

 

 
Figure 4- 24: Export to Excel dialog box for ITMP variables 

 

 

8. Click on  button to activate the Next >> button (Figure 4-

25). 
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Figure 4- 25: After storing ITMP data as variable, Next >> button will be enabled. 

 
 

9. Click on the Next>> button to load the “Cell Information” form (Figure 4-26). 

The data for this form, can be either entered cell by cell using the tools and 

buttons on the form (option 1) or it can be loaded as an Excel file (option 2). 
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Figure 4- 26: Cell Information form 

 
 
Primary Inputs to the “Cell Information” form are: 
 

• Unique cover number 
• For each MODFLOW cell with a riparian polygon: layer, row, column 

numbers and number of riparian polygons in a cell  

Output: 

• Cell information file  

 
10. If you choose Option 1 to Record line on a cell by cell basis: 
 
• First enter the Unique Coverage Number in the spinner box.  

 
• Enter the Riparian Cell Number in the spinner box. 

 
• Enter the location information of a MODFLOW cell with riparian polygons. For 

each MODFLOW cell, assign the cell number from the spinner. Enter the location 
of MODFLOW grid cell (Layer, Row and Column). 
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• Enter number of riparian polygons in current MODFLOW cell in the Number of 
Polygons in Cell spinner box. 

• Click on . This command will enter the data to the data grid. For 
example in Figure (4-27), we have 2 polygons in a MODFLOW cell in layer 1, 
row 4 and column 3.  

 
 

 
Figure 4- 27: Record Line in Cell information form 

 
 
 

• Repeat steps 2 to 5, until you enter all the cell information data for a riparian 
coverage (Figure 4-28). After entering all the data, you can save the data in (.xls) 

format by clicking on  . The Export Cell Information to 
Excel dialog box will open. Type the file name and click Save (Figure 4-29).  
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Figure 4- 28: Cell information form after entering cell information data for a coverage 
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Figure 4- 29: Export cell information to Excel, dialog box. 

 
 

•  Click on  button. Since we have two unique riparian 
coverages in our project, the Next>> button will not be activated until we enter all 
the coverage data.    

 
• Enter the unique coverage number in the designated place for the second unique 

coverage and follow all the previous steps above.  
 

• Click on  button. Since we have entered the data for all the 
unique coverages in the project, the Next>> button will be activated. 

 
 
11. If you choose Option 2 to Import from Excel: 
 
• First enter the unique coverage number  
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• Click on the  button. The Import Cell Information Excel File 
dialog box will open to load the Excel file from the folder (C:\RIPGIS-
NET\ProjectName \Coverage_Data). The interface will automatically will go to 
this directory (Figure 4-30). If you have stored your data in another location, you 
can browse through open file dialog box to load your data. Click on Open and 
load the data to “Cell information” form. 

 
 

 
Figure 4- 30: Import cell information dialog box 

 
 

• Click on  button. 
 
• Enter the unique coverage number for the second coverage file. 

 
 

• Click on the  button to load the Excel file from the folder 
(C:\RIPGIS-NET\ProjectName \Coverage_Data). 
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• Click on  button. This will activate the  
button. 

 
 

12. Click on  button to load the “Cell Coverage Data” form (Figure 4-

31). This form has two main entry group boxes for Polygons and Plant Functional 

Subgroups (PFSG). The data for this form, can be either entered polygon by 

polygon basis using the tools and buttons on the form (option 1), or it can be 

loaded as an Excel file (option 2). 

 
 

 
Figure 4- 31: Cell Coverage Data form 

 
 
Primary Inputs to “Cell Coverage Data” form are: 
 

• Unique Coverage Number 
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For a Polygon: 
 
• MODFLOW (.dis) file 
 
• MODFLOW cell number (Figure 4-21). The cell assignment number starts 

from the upper left corner of MODFLOW grid. You can create MODFLOW 
grid using Create MODFLOW Grid Module in RIPGIS-NET. 

 
• Cell area (This will be calculated by RIPGIS-NET using (.dis) file). 
• Cell Number (This is a number for a MODFLOW cell with riparian 

polygons). This number is different from the MODFLOW cell number. Cell 
number is related to the MODFLOW cells with riparian polygons (Figure 4-
21). 

• Polygon Number  
• Polygon area. For the area of a riparian polygon, either enter polygon area or 

enter the fractional polygon area (fPA)). If you enter polygon area, the 
software will calculate the fPA. 

• Land surface elevation for a polygon (Hsurf) 
 
For a PFSG 
• Percent Polygon area covered with canopies of all PFSGs 
• PFSG number (This is a PFSG unique ID number). The PFSG number does 

not exceed the total number of PFSGs in a project. 
• Percent canopy flux area for a specific PFSG canopy 
 
Output: 
 
• fCA which is a fractional canopy flux area calculated by RIPGIS-NET 
• fCov which is a fractional coverage area for a given PFSG in a polygon within 

a MODFLOW cell 
• Completed ETV file for a project 
 
  

13. If you choose Option 1 to enter data on a polygon basis using keyboard: 
 

• First enter the unique coverage number  
 
 

In Polygon Group box: 

• Load the MODFLOW (.dis) file by clicking on the  button. This 
will open the Select the .dis File dialog box to load the MODFLOW (.dis) file 
(Figure 4-32). 
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Figure 4- 32: Load MODFLOW (.dis) file dialog box 

 
 

• Set the MODFLOW unique cell number (Cell_ID) in the spinner box for a 
cell with riparian polygons. When you select a MODFLOW cell, RIPGIS-
NET automatically calculates cell area (Figure 4-33). 
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Figure 4- 33: Calculate cell area for a selected MODFLOW cell 

 
 

• Select the Cell Number in the spinner box for a cell with riparian polygons. 
• Select the Polygon Number in a cell in the spinner box. 
• Enter Polygon Area or enter the fPA. 
• Enter  Land Surface Elevation for a given riparian polygon 
 
In PFSG Group box: 
• Enter percent polygon area covered with canopies of all PFSGs in a cell 
• Enter PFSG number (This is PFSG unique ID number). The PFSG number 

does not exceed the total number of PFSGs in a project. 
• Enter percent canopy flux area for a specific PFSG canopy 
 

• Click on  button to enter the data for the second PFSG in the 
project (Figure 4-34). Repeat the above steps until you enter the data for all 
the PFSGs in a cell. 

 
•  
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Figure 4- 34: Cell coverage data after entering the data for a PFSG in a polygon 

 
 

• Now go back to the Polygon group box to enter the data for the second 
polygon if exists in a cell. If there is no other polygon on a given cell, proceed 
to the next MODFLOW cell that has riparian polygons. 

 
• Finish entering the data for all the polygons in the first unique coverage. Click 

on  button and save the file as an Excel file by clicking 
on Export to Excel button. The Export PFSG Coverage to Excel dialog box 
will open. Type the file name and click Save (Figure 4-35). 

 
•  
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Figure 4- 35: Export PFSG coverage data dialog box 

 
 

• If you have more then one unique riparian coverage in your project, enter the 
unique coverage number for the second file. 

 
• Repeat all the above steps to enter polygon and PFSG data. When you finish 

entering all the data, click on  button and save the file in 
(.xls) format by clicking on Export to Excel button (Figure 4-35). 

 
 
 

• Click on OK button to save the ETV file. The Write ETV File dialog box will 
open to save the file in the folder (C:\RIPGIS-NET\ProjectName\ETV_Files). 
Type the file name and click Save (See Figure 4-36). 

•  
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Figure 4- 36: Write ETV file dialog box 

 
 

14. If you choose Option 2 to Import from Excel 
 

• First enter the unique coverage number  
 

• Load the Excel file that has cell information data by clicking on the 

 button. The Import PFSG Coverage Excel File will open. 
Select the file and click Open (Figure 4-37). 
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Figure 4- 37: Import Excel file dialog box 

 
 

 

• Click on  button (Figure 4-38). If you want to make any 
changes, you can change the file and save it using Export to Excel button. 
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Figure 4- 38: Imported polygon information file to Cell Coverage Data form for coverage 1. 

 
 

• If you have more than one unique coverage, enter the unique coverage number 
for the second unique coverage. 

 

• Load the Excel file with cell coverage data by clicking on  
button. 

 

• Click on  button to store the variables for the second 
coverage. Click on OK button to save the ETV file (Figure 4-39). 
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Figure 4- 39: Filled coverage data form. Ready to create an ETV file 

 
 
You now have entered and saved all the fractional coverage data.  You may now exit the 

program without losing data.   

 

Create ETV File Using Create ETV-GIS Module 

Create ETV-GIS module uses riparian polygon shapefile, MODFLOW (.dis) and 

(.ba6) files and DEM to construct the Fractional Coverage File (ETV). Boundaries of 

riparian polygons should be already delineated by the user, but RIPGIS-NET helps 

the user to attribute riparian polygons. MODFLOW grid will be generated in 

shapefile format using (.dis) and (.ba6) files. Average surface elevation for each 

riparian polygon in a MODFLOW cell will be derived using zonal statistic function in 

ArcGIS Spatial Analyst Extension.  

As you will see later, the input parameters for the GIS module is slightly different 

compared to keyboard option. This is due to the fact that some of the ETV variables 
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will be extracted form the spatial dataset and users do not need to enter the data 

directly. 

 

Primary Inputs for Create ETV-GIS Module are: 

• Plant functional subgroup name file (.inx) 

• Riparian polygon shapefile 

• DEM (ESRI Grid) 

• MODFLOW (.dis) and (.ba6) files 

Output: 

• Attributed riparian polygon 

• MODFLOW grid in shapefile format 

• ETV file 

 

Creating an ETV file using the GIS module requires multiple steps including: 

• Adding elevation and Elev_SD field to riparian polygon shapefile 

• Attributing riparian polygon 

• Creating MODFLOW grid in shapefile format 

• Create ETV file 

Each of the above processes along with required inputs are explained below. 

 

To create an ETV file using GIS module follow the instructions below: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Select your working project as explained in section 4.1.  
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2. Load the PFSG data file (ETC) using the  button.  You must complete or load 

the plant functional subgroup curve data file (ETC) before beginning to construct 

the fractional coverage file.  Once the plant functional subgroup data file has been 

loaded, the Spatial Coverage menu will be enabled on the main menu and the tool 

bar will be enabled.  

 

3. Click on the Spatial Coverage menu and then on 

the “ArcGIS ETV” command, or click on the  

icon. The “Create ETV-GIS Module” form will 

be loaded (Figure 4-40). 

 
Figure 4- 40: Create ETV-GIS Module form 
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The “Create ETV-GIS Module” form has three sub modules: 

• Riparian Layer 

• MODFLOW Grid 

• Create ETV File 

 

Each sub module in “Create ETV-GIS Module” consists of multiple buttons. Some of 

the sub modules in “Create ETV-GIS Module” form can be used independent of RIP-ET 

program for other modeling tasks. For example, if a modeler is interested in creating a 

MODFLOW grid in a shapefile format, he/she only needs to use the MODFLOW grid 

module and only provides required input files for this module. Attributing riparian 

polygon module can also be used for attributing any shapefile as far as you can provide 

the name of attributes of interest in the (.inx) file. 

 

 

Sub Module 1:  Riparian Layer  

The Riparian Layer sub module is designed to add 

required fields to the riparian polygon attribute 

table and helps the user attributing riparian 

polygons based on the percentage of each plant 

functional subgroup in a polygon. 

 

The Riparian Layer sub module consists of three buttons entitled: 

1) Add Riparian Layer 

2) Add Riparian Name File (.inx) and  

3) Attribute Riparian Polygons 

 

The primary inputs for this sub module are: 

• Riparian polygon shapefile and 

•  PFSG name file (.inx) 
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In this sub module the riparian layer will be added to the ArcMap along with the 

following attributes: Elevation, Elev_SD and PFSG names. 

 

Sub Module 1-Add Riparian Layer_________________________________________                      

In this step the riparian layer will be added to the ArcMap along with the following 

attributes: Elevation and Elev_SD. 

 

Input parameters: 

1) Riparian Polygon shapefile 

 

Output: 

1. Elevation and Elev_SD fields added to the riparian shapefile attribute table. 

These fields will later be filled during the modeling process. 

 

Elevation: stores the mean elevation for each riparian polygon in a MODFLOW cell. 

Elev_SD: stores the standard deviation of elevation values in each riparian polygon in a 

MODFLOW cell. Since there may be multiple elevation pixels existing in each riparian 

polygon, the standard deviation helps to identify topographically homogenous polygons. 

 

To add the riparian layer to the ArcMap document, follow the steps below: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on ArcGIS 

ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form. 

 
 

2) Click on the “Add Riparian Layer” button.             
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This button opens Add Riparian Shapefile dialog to add a Riparian polygon 

shapefile to ArcMap Table of Contents (Figure 4-41).  

 

 

 
Figure 4- 41: Add riparian shapefile dialog box 

 

 

As the tool adds the Riparian polygon shapefile to the ArcMap document, it 

automatically adds two new fields to the riparian shapefile attribute table:  Elevation and 

Elev_SD. 

 

Sub Module 1 - Add Riparian Name File (.inx)                         

In this step the name of the Plant Functional Subgroups (PFSG) will be added to the 

riparian shapefile attribute table.  
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Input parameters: 

• A riparian polygon shapefile must be present as a first layer in the ArcMap 

document. 

• Plant Functional Subgroup name file (.inx). 

 

 NOTE: The name of the PFSG should not exceed 8 characters. This is due the 

limitation of attribute character length in shapefiles. 

Output: 

• PFSG names will be added to the riparian shapefile attribute table. 

 

NOTE: Before using this tool, make sure that, the riparian shapefile is added to the 

ArcMap document and it is selected. Use ArcMap “Add” button to add 

riparian shapefile to ArcMap.  

 

 If ArcMap Table of Contents is empty, the following error message will be appeared 

(Figure 4-42). 

 

 
Figure 4- 42: Error message for empty Table of Content 

 

 

To add the PFSG names to the riparian shapefile attribute table, follow the instructions 

below: 

 

1) Create the PFSG name file (.inx) using a text editor such as Notepad or Textpad.  
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            To check the format of (.inx) file, see Chapter 3. Make sure the number of 

characters in (.inx) file for each PFSG does not exceed 8 characters.  

 

2) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on the 

ArcGIS ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form.  

 

3) Click on the “Add Riparian Name File” 

button. This button opens the Select a PFSG Name File dialog to add a PFSG 

name file to a project (Figure 4-43).  

 

 
Figure 4- 43: Add PFSG name file dialog box 
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Sub Module 1-Attribute Riparian Polygons_________________________________                    

The percentage cover of each plant functional subgroup within each riparian polygon 

should be added to the riparian polygon shapefile attribute table. In this sub module a 

user entry form will be generated to facilitate polygon attributing process.   

 

Input parameters: 

• Riparian polygon shapefile needs to be added to the ArcMap document, and it 

should be the first layer. 

• Plant Functional SubGroup name file (.inx). 

 

Output: 

• A riparian polygon shapefile that has the percent cover of each PFSG in a polygon 

in its attribute table. 

 

 To use this tool follow the instructions below: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on the 

ArcGIS ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form.  

 

2) Add the riparian shapefile to the ArcMap document. If the riparian shapefile is 

already added, make sure that the layer is the first layer in Table of Content, and it 

is already selected (Figure 4-44). 
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Figure 4- 44: Selected riparian polygon layer in ArcMap Table of Contents 

 

 

3) Click on the “Attribute Riparian Polygons” 

button. Select the PFSG Name File dialog will open to add the plant functional 

subgroup name file to the project. Select the (.inx) file and press Open (Figure 4-

45). Following adding the file to the project, the “PFSG Attribute Dialog” form 

will be loaded (Figure 4-46). 
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Figure 4- 45: A dialog box to add PFSG name file to ArcMap 

 

 

4) The “PFSG Attribute Dialog” form has two buttons: “Select Polygon” and 

“Save” (Figure 4-46). If you can not see the name of all the plant functional 

subgroups in the form, resize the form by dragging the right corner of the “PFSG 

Attribute Dialog” form. 
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Figure 4- 46: PFSG Attribute Dialog shows four PFSGs existed in the PFSG name file 

 

 

5) To attribute each polygon, first click on the “Select Polygon” button on the 

“PFSG Attribute Dialog” form, and then select the polygon that you would like 

to attribute.  

 

6) For a selected polygon, enter the percent cover of each PFSG in a polygon in the 

associated textbox. 

 

7) Press the “Save” button.  

 

 NOTE: Make sure to press the “Save” button on the “PFSG Attribute Dialog” 

form each time that you are selecting a new polygon and entering the PFSG 

percent cover on the form. Otherwise, the polygon attributes will not be saved. 

 

8) Repeat steps 5 to 7 to attribute all the riparian polygons.  
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Sub Module 2: MODFLOW Grid  

This module consists of three buttons entitled:  

• Draw MODFLOW Grid 

• Activate Grid 

• Rotate Grid 

                                                                                                 

In this sub module, a MODFLOW grid will be created in a shapefile format. The grid 

shapefile constructed here must match the 3-dimensional grid in MODFLOW simulation. 

Therefore, the MODFLOW grid dimensions must be imported to the RIPGIS-NET 

program from the MODFLOW (.dis) file.  MODFLOW (.ba6) file will be used to define 

the active cells in a layer.  

 

The (.dis) and (.ba6) files contain all the necessary information for constructing the 

MODFLOW grid except the coordinates of the upper left corner of the grid. The user 

must enter the coordinates of the upper left corner of the grid in the associated textbox. 

 

The primary inputs for this sub module are: 

• MODFLOW (.dis) file 

• MODFLOW (.ba6) file 

• Coordinates of the upper left corner of the MODFLOW grid 

• Rotation angle (if it is necessary) 

 

The output from this module is: 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile with the following attributes: 

Cell_ID: Unique identifier for each model cell 

Layer: Layer number associated with the active layer 

Row: Row number 

Column: Column number 
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ActiveCell: Active cell identifier (active cell = 1, non-active cells = 0). 

 

Sub Module 2- Draw MODFLOW Grid______________________________________                      

In this step, the MODFLOW grid file will be generated in a shapefile format. The 

MODFLOW (.dis) file will be used to define the grid dimensions. Currently the 

CONSTANT and INTERNAL arrays are supported by the program. EXTERNAL array is 

not supported in this version of the RIPGIS-NET. 

 

Input parameters: 

• MODFLOW (.dis) file 

• Coordinates of the upper left corner of the grid 

 

Output 

• MODFLOW grid in a shapefile format with the following attributes: Cell_ID, 

Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell. 

 

In order to create MODFLOW grid shapefile use the following steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on the 

ArcGIS ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form.  

 

2) Click on “Draw MODFLOW Grid” button.  

    “Draw MODFLOW Grid” form will load up          

(Figure 4-47). 
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Figure 4- 47: Draw MODFLOW Grid form 

 

 

3) In the “Draw MODFLOW Grid” form, click on the “Browse” button next to the 

“Add MODFLOW file (.dis)” textbox. Select the .dis File dialog will open to load 

the (.dis) file. Select the (.dis) file and click Open. 

 

4) Click on the “Save” button next to “New theme to create (.shp) “textbox to create 

and save an empty shapefile in any directory that you want. Upon clicking on the 

Save button, Save Shapefile dialog box will open. Enter a name for your shapefile 

and click Save to save the file. 

 

5) Enter the coordinates of the upper left corner of the MODFLOW grid into the X 

and Y textboxes. 

 

6) Click on the “Draw Grid” button  

This tool will generate the MODFLOW grid shapefile. 
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 When you click on the “Draw Grid” button, you will get the message regarding the 

processing time (Figure 4-48). You can also look at the progress bar at the button of 

the ArcMap document to check the program progress. 

 

 

 
Figure 4- 48: Message about Draw Grid processing time 

 

 

7) After generating the grid, the program will give you the following message about 

defining the projection and coordinate system of the MODFLOW grid (Figure 4-

49). 

 

 
Figure 4- 49: A message box for defining projection of a created shapefile 

 
 

 NOTE: You MUST define the projection and coordinate system for your 

shapefile. You can use the “Define Projection Tool” in ArcToolBox to define 

the projection for your shapefile. The MODFLOW grid shapefile and the riparian 

polygon shapefile MUST have the same projection and coordinate systems.  
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8) The “Cancel” button on the “Draw MODFLOW Grid” form, will Delete the 

MODFLOW grid. If you want to stop the process and delete the grid, click on the 

“Cancel” button. 

The output of this step is a new shapefile that presents the MODFLOW grid. This 

shapefile has the following attributes: Cell_ID, Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell.  

The associated number related to each field will be assigned in the “Activate Grid” 

process. 

 

Sub Module 2- Activate Grid_______________________________________________                      

This sub module identifies the MODFLOW active cells that were generated in the “Draw 

MODFLOW Grid” step. Activating MODFLOW cells is being done by reading the 

MODFLOW (.ba6) and (.dis) files. Cell_ID, Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell fields 

will be assigned in this step. 

 

Activating MODFLOW cells is being performed by reading the IBOUND array for all 

the MODFLOW model layers. If a cell is active the value of the ActiveCell field will be 

set to 1, otherwise it will be set to zero.  

 

Layer field value identifies the model layer that the active cell belongs to. For example in 

a three layer groundwater model, if a cell in row 2 column 3 (2, 3) is not active in either 

layer 1 or 2, but it is active in layer 3, the Layer field will be assigned the value of 3, and 

the ActiveCell field will be assigned the value of 1. If a cell is active in all model layers, 

the Layer field will be assigned the value of 1. 

 

Input parameters: 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile 

• MODFLOW (.dis) file  

• MODFLOW (.ba6) file 
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Output: 

• Updated MODFLOW shapefile with a new field called Cell_Area. Values of 

Cell_ID, Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell fields will be assigned in this 

step accordingly. 

 

In order to activate the MODFLOW cells use the following steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on the 

ArcGIS ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form.  

 

 

2) Click on the “Activate Grid” button on 

the “Create ETV-GIS Module” form. This action will load up the “Activate 

MODFLOW Grid” form (Figure 4-50). 

 

 
Figure 4- 50: Activate MODFLOW grid form 
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3) In the “Activate MODFLOW Grid” form, click on the “Browse” button next to 

the “Add MODFLOW Grid (.shp)” textbox to add the MODFLOW grid shapefile 

that is generated in the previous step. In the Add MODFLOW Grid Shapefile 

dialog box select the MODFLOW grid and click Add. If the MODFLOW grid is 

already added to the ArcMap, make sure that the MODFLOW shapefile is the 

first layer in ArcMap Table of Contents. 

 

4) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add MODFLOW File (.dis)”.  Select 

the .dis File dialog will open. Select the MODFLOW (.dis) file and click Open. 

 

5) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add MODFLOW File (.ba6)”. Select 

the .ba6 File dialog will open. Select the MODFLOW (.ba6) file and click Open 

to load the file. 

 

6) Click on “Activate Grid” button.   

 

This process will fill the Cell_ID, Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell fields of the 

MODFLOW grid shapefile. In this process a new field will be added to the 

MODFLOW shapefiles called Cell_Area.  The Cell_Area fields stores the area of 

each cell. 

 

 

Sub Module 2 - Rotate MODFLOW Grid____________________________________                      

The MODFLOW grid that is generated in the “Draw MODFLOW Grid” process is 

oriented parallel to the edge of the page. In some situations the MODFLOW grid needs to 

be oriented in a different direction such as the main direction of flow. 

 

In order to rotate the MODFLOW grid, a “Rotate” tool is developed in RIPGIS-NET. 

The grid will be rotated around the upper left origin of the grid. The user requires adding 
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the coordinates of the upper left corner of the MODFLOW grid and the rotation angle to 

rotate the grid. 

 

Input parameters: 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile 

• The coordinates of the upper left corner of MODFLOW grid 

• Rotation angle in degrees 

 

Output: 

• Rotated MODFLOW grid shapefile 

 NOTE: If you are not sure about the rotation angle, and you need to repeat 

this process a few times, first make sure to save a back up copy of the 

MODFLOW grid shapefile. 

 

In order to rotate the MODFLOW grid use the following instructions: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on the 

ArcGIS ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form. 

 

2) Make sure the MODFLOW shapefile is already added to ArcMap, and it is the 

first layer in the ArcMap Table of Contents (Figure 4-51). 
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Figure 4- 51: MODFLOW grid in ArcMap 

 

 

3) Click on the “Rotate Grid” button on 

the “RIPGIS-NET” form. “Rotate MODFLOW Grid” form will load up (Figure 

4-52). 
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Figure 4- 52: Rotate MODFLOW Grid form 

 

 

4) Enter the coordinates of the upper left corner of the MODFLOW grid in the   

     designated textboxes. 

 

5) Enter the rotation angle in degrees in the designated textbox on the form. 

 

6) Click on the “Rotate Grid” button on the “Rotate MODFLOW Grid” form.  

 

 
This tool will rotate the grid around the upper left corner of the grid (Figure 4-53). 
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Figure 4- 53: Rotated MODFLOW grid 

 

 

Sub Module 3: Create ETV File       

This module consists of two buttons entitled: 

• Step1- Overlay Analysis 

• Step2- Create ETV File 

 

In this sub module, the riparian polygon shapefile that is attributed for the plant 

functional subgroups (PFSG) will be overlaid with the MODFLOW grid shapefile. In this 

sub module, first the fractional coverage of each plant functional subgroup in a 

MODFLOW cell will be calculated, and it will be stored to the associated field that starts 

with Fcov. The number of Fcov fields is equal to the PFSGs in a project. The Fcov value 
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is calculated by multiplying the percent PFSG cover in a polygon by ratio of polygon 

area to cell area. 

 

AreaCell
AreaPolygonpolygonainPFSGFCov ×=

100
%  

 

Second, the mean elevation value for each riparian polygon will be calculated based on 

the DEM. Surface elevation values for each polygon along with the fractional coverage 

values will be written into the ETV file (.etv). A shapefile called RipGisSeason#.shp will 

be generated that has the Elev_SD field. Elev_SD field shows the standard deviation of 

elevation values for each riparian polygon in a current season. The (#) sign will be 

replaced in the program by the current season number. 

 

The primary inputs for this sub module are: 

• Riparian polygon shapefile 

• Plant Functional Subgroup name file (.inx) 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile 

• DEM Grid 

• Total number of seasons 

• Current season 

 

The outputs from this sub module are: 

• The ETV file (.etv) 

• RipGisSeason#.shp shapefile 

 

The ETV file has the PFSG fractional coverage and mean elevation for each riparian 

polygon. RipGisSeason#.shp has the above information for each riparian polygon in a 

shapefile format. 
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Sub Module 3- Step1- Overlay  Analysis    _______________________________                      

In this step, the riparian polygon shapefile that is attributed for the plant functional 

subgroups will be overlaid with the MODFLOW grid shapefile to get the fractional 

coverage of each PFSG per cell. The fractional coverage of each plant functional 

subgroup in a MODFLOW cell will be calculated based on the area of a riparian polygon, 

area of the associated MODFLOW cell, and the percentage of each PFSG in a polygon.  

 

The result of the overlay analysis is a shapefile called Intersect_Layer1.shp. In the 

Intersect_Layer1.shp attribute table fields that start with Fcov store the fractional 

coverage of each PFSG. The number of Fcov fields in the Intersect_layer1.shp is equal to 

the number of PFSGs in the project. 

 

Input parameters: 

• Riparian polygon shapefile 

• Plant Functional Subgroup name file (.inx) 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile 

 

 

Output: 

• Intersect_Layer1.shp shapefile that is saved on the same directory as the 

riparian polygon shapefile. 

 

In order to perform the overlay analysis, follow the subsequent steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on the 

ArcGIS ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form.  
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2) Click on the “Step1-Overlay Analysis” button on the “Create ETV-GIS 

Module” form.  

 
 

This will load the “Overlay Analysis” form (Figure 4-54). 

  

 
Figure 4- 54: Overlay Analysis form 

 

 

3) When the “Overlay Analysis” form is loaded, click on the “Browse” button next 

to the “Add Riparian Shapefile (.shp)” textbox to add the riparian shapefile to the 

ArcMap Table of Contents. In Add Ripairan Shapefile dialog box select the 

riparian shapefile and click Open. 

 

4) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add Riparian Name file (.inx)” 

textbox to add the PFSG name file to the project. In Select a PFSG Name File 

dialog, select the (.inx) file and click Open to add the PFSG name file to the 
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project. This process will add the Fcov# fields to the riparian shapefile attribute 

table. The number of Fcov fields is equal to the number of PFSGs in the project. 

 

5) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add MODLFOW Grid (.shp)” textbox 

to add the MODFLOW grid shapefile to the ArcMap document. In the Add 

MODFLOW Grid Shapefile dialog box, select the  MODFLOW grid shapefile 

and click Open. 

 

 NOTE: Do not change the order of layers in your ArcMap document; 

otherwise you will get the following error messages (Figures 4-55 and 4-56). 

 

  

 
Figure 4- 55: An Error message regarding the order of MODFLOW layer in Table of Contents. 

 
 

 
Figure 4- 56: An Error message regarding the order of riparian shapefile layer in Table of 
Contents. 
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6) Click on the “Overlay” button to create the Intersect_Layer1.shp and calculate 

Fcov fields. Along with calculating the Fcov fields, Shape_area and Shape_leng 

fields will be generated and calculated for the Intersect_Layer1.shp. 

 

7) Open the attribute table of the Intersect_Layer1.shp file, and sort the Shape_area 

field. If there are very small polygons in the layer, you need to delete them before 

proceeds to the next step. You can delete the small polygons by activating the 

Editor Toolbar in ArcMap and deleting the selected polygons. 

 

 NOTE: It is important to delete the small polygons from the 

Intersect_Layer1.shp attribute table.  

 

 

Sub Module 3- Step2-Create ETV File____________________________________                        

In this step, mean elevation will be calculated for each riparian polygon in a MODFLOW 

cell using the DEM that is provided by the user. The standard deviation of the elevation 

pixels in each polygon is also calculated for each riparian polygon, and stored in 

RipGisSeason#.shp. 

 

The result of this step is the ETV file (.etv) that will be used to generate the RIP-ET input 

file (.rip). RipGisSeason#.shp file has all the information for the riparian polygon 

shapefile. 

 

Input parameters: 

• Intersect_Layer1 shapefile 

• Plant Functional Subgroup name file (.inx) 

• DEM 

• Total number of seasons 

• Current season 
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Output: 

• ETV File (.etv) 

• RipGisSeason#.shp shapefile 

 

 NOTE:  The user is required to pay attention to the DEM resolution. The smallest 

polygon in riparian polygon shapefile should be larger than the DEM resolution. 

Otherwise you will get runtime error. 

 

In order to generate the ETV and RipGisSeason#.shp files, you need to follow the 

subsequent steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). Load the project ETC file by clicking on ETC File>Read 

Existing ETC command to enable the Spatial Coverage menu. Click on the 

ArcGIS ETV command to load “Create ETV-GIS Module” form. 

 

 

2) Click on the “Step2-Create ETV File” button on the “Create ETV-GIS 

Module” form. 

 
 

 The “Create ETV File” form will load up (Figure 4-57). 
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Figure 4- 57: Create ETV File form 

 

 

 NOTE: As the “Create ETV File” form is loading, the command will remove all 

the layers in ArcMap Table of Contents. 

 

3) On the “Create ETV File” form click on the “Browse” button next to “Add 

Intersect Layer (.shp) “textbox to load the Intersect_Layer1.shp shapefile. In the 

Add Intersect_Layer1.shp File dialog box, select the Intersect_Layer1.shp, and 

click Open.  

4) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add PFG Name File (.inx)” textbox to 

load the PFSG name file to the project. In the Select a PFSG Name File dialog, 

select the (.inx) file and click Open.  

 

5) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add DEM Grid” textbox to load the 

DEM to the project. Select the DEM grid in the Add DEM dialog box and click 

Open. 
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6) Enter the total number of seasons in your groundwater model in the textbox next 

to “Total number of seasons”.  

 

7) Enter the current season value in the combo box next to the “Current season” 

label. 

 

If the Current season is 1, Create a New ETV File (.ETV) dialog will open to create a 

new ETV file. Enter the file name and click Save to save the (.etv) file in any 

directory that you want preferably in the project workspace for ETV files (Figure 4-

58). 

 

 
Figure 4- 58: The dialog box for creating a new ETV file 
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If the Current season is > 1, Open the Project (.ETV) File dialog box will open to load the 

project’s ETV file (Figure 4-59).  

 

 
Figure 4- 59: A dialog box for opening the ETV file 

 

 

8) Click on the “Export to Text File (.ETV)” button on the “Create ETV” form to 

generate the ETV file. You can use any text editor programs such as Notepad to 

view the contents of the ETV file (Figure 4-60). RipGisSeason#.shp file is also 

created in the same directory that you saved your riparian polygon shapefile. If 

the process finishes sucessfully, the program will give you a confirmation 

message (Figure 4-61). 
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Figure 4- 60: Sample ETV file 

 

 

 
Figure 4- 61: Message box for successfully creating ETV file 

 

 

The ETV file variables are: 

  

                             MAXRIP   MAXPOLY       UNIQCOV 

                             COVNUM       ITMP 

                     Layer            ROW       Column         NPOLY 

                     HSURF  FCOV 

 

 

The first line in the ETV file contains the following information: 

MAXRIP is the maximum number of riparian cells over all stress periods. 
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MAXPOLY is the maximum number of polygons in a cell over all stress periods. 
 
ITMP is a flag or the number of riparian cells. 

 
  ≥ 0, number of riparian cells active during the current stress period. 
 
  < 0, same riparian cells active during last stress period will be active 
                                   during the current stress period. 
 

UNIQCOV is the number of unique riparian coverage. 
 
COVNUM is the current coverage number. 

Layer is the layer number of the riparian cell. 

Row is the row number of the riparian cell. 

Column is the column number of the riparian cell. 

HSURF is the land surface elevation of a polygon in a riparian cell. 

FCov is the fraction of land coverage of a plant functional subgroup for a polygon 

within a cell; for each polygon there maybe multiple plant functional subgroups.  

 

Create ETV file for Multiple Seasons 

RIPGIS-NET allows the user to store multiple seasons data in the same ETV file that 

is generated for the first season. If you want to run the “Create ETV File-GIS 

Module” for multiple seasons, you need to have the riparian polygon shapefile for the 

corresponding season. You need to have the same number of PFSGs in your project 

for each season. If the specific PFSG does not exist in a season, assign the value of 

zero for the percent PFSG cover.  

 

For a new season with new riparian layer, use the Riparian Layer Sub Module in 

the “Create ETV File-GIS Module”, and follow the same steps as explained earlier 

for this sub module.  

 

Skip sub Module 2 instructions (MODFLOW Grid), since you have already created 

the MODFLOW grid for the first season. 
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Follow the same procedures for Sub Module 3. This time, in Step2-Create ETV File 

after entering the current season number, Open the Project (.ETV) File dialog will 

open to add the already created ETV file to the project (Figure 4-62).  

 

 
Figure 4- 62: An open file dialog to load the project ETV file 

 

 

Read an Existing ETV File to a Project 

The third command on the Spatial Coverage menu 

item will allow the user to read an existing ETV file, 

and add it to a project. 

 

1. To read an existing ETV file, you must first load the ETC data (click the  

button or use the main menu) before you can reload the ETV data. 
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2. Click on the Spatial Coverage menu item and then “Read Existing ETV” sub 

menu item. A dialog will open to load the ETV file (Figure 4-63). 

 

 
Figure 4- 63: A dialog box to load an existing ETV file 

 
 

You can view the content of an ETV file by clicking on the View button on Coverage 

Data File (ETV) section on the main RIPGIS-NET form (Figure 4-64).    
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Figure 4- 64: View content of a project ETV file in RIPGIS-NET main form 

 
 

4.3.4. Creating Output Control File (ETO) 

The Output Control File (ETO) is composed of two parts.  The first part contains data for 

the output presentation of RIP-ET within MODFLOW, and the second part contains data 

pertaining to the stress periods and the fractional coverages present for those stress 

periods.  

 

The output presentation part allows users to save or list the total volumetric ET rate for 

each riparian cell (the IRIPCB flag). It also allows users to save for each cell: its location 

((j,I,k) coordinates) ,its land surface elevations and its volumetric ET rate by plant 

functional subgroup (the IRIPCB1 flag).  

 

The stress period part allows users to specify the type of temporal analysis: steady state, 

steady oscillatory, or transient.  A steady oscillatory solution contains stress periods that 

vary by seasons but cycle from year to year with the same seasonal values.  With steady 
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oscillatory and transient simulations users are required to specify the number of seasons 

and the number of years or multiple years.  For each of the stress periods, users will also 

be required to specify a unique coverage that pertains to that time. 

 

The Output Control menu item has two sub menu 

items for either creating an ETO file or reading an 

existing ETO file. 

 

 

Construct an ETO File 

        To start creating an ETO file, follow the instructions below: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Select your working project as explained in section 4.1.  

 

2. Load the PFSG data file (ETC) using the  button and the fractional coverage 

file (ETV) using the  button.  You must complete or load the plant functional 

subgroup curve data file (ETC) and Fractional Coverage File (ETV) before 

beginning to construct the Output Control File.  Once the plant functional 

subgroup data file and the Fractional Coverage file have been loaded, the Output 

Control selections on the main menu and the tool bar will be enabled. 

 

3. Either click on the Output Control menu then 

click on “Construct ETO” command, or simply 

click on the  icon. This will load the “Output 

Control” form (Figure 4-65). 
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Figure 4- 65: Output Control main form 

 
 

Primary Inputs to this command are: 

• IRIPCB flag 

• IRIPCB1 flag 

• Stress periods including simulation type, number of seasons, number of years 

or cycles 

• Order of coverages by stress period  

 

Output: 

• Output Control File (ETO) 

 

4. For the IRIPCB Flag group, you have three options for writing a cell-by-cell flow: 

1. Save total ET rate for each cell when specified 

2. Cell-by-cell terms will not be written 

3. Write total ET rate for each cell to List file 
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You should choose one of the above options. If you choose Save total ET rate for 

each cell when specified, you also need to define a unit number.   

5. The IRIPCB1 Flag group identifies the unit number to where location, land 

surface elevation, ET rates for each PFSG and cell are saved. You have two 

options to either Save value or Don’t save.  

 

6. Click on Next>> button to activate the Stress Period group. 

 

7. In the Stress Periods group box, specify the type of temporal analysis, number of 

seasons and number of years or cycles. If your simulation only includes 1 year or 

cycle after clicking Next>> button, the Write ETO File dialog box will open to 

save the ETO file (Figure 4-66) 

 

 
Figure 4- 66: A dialog box for saving an ETO file 
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8. If you have more than one year or cycle, after clicking on Next >> button, the 

Order of Coverage dialog box will be activated (see Figure 4-67).  You have two 

options to enter the data. You can either type the number of stress period and 

coverages in the grid and then click on Save button to save it in (.xls) format, or 

you can prepare your data in Excel and load it to the form. 

 

 
Figure 4- 67: Output control form with loaded order coverage data 

 
 

9. Click on OK button to save the Output Control file (ETO). The Write ETO File 

dialog box will open to save the file in (C:\RIPGIS-NET\ProjectName\ETO_Files) 

directory (Figure 4-68). 
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Figure 4- 68: A dialog box for saving an ETO file 

 

 

After clicking the OK button and returning to the main menu, you can see the content of 

ETO file by clicking on the View button on the RIPGIS-NET main entry form (Figure 4-

69). The content of ETO includes the output control parameters, the stress period data, 

and the order of coverage data.  
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Figure 4- 69: Completed Output Control File (ETO) is shown in main RIPGIS-NET form      

 

 

Read Existing ETO Data 

If you have already created your ETO data, you 

should use the “Read Existing ETO” command. 

 

1. If you are restarting the RIPGIS-NET program, you must load the ETC data (click 

the  button or use the main menu) and the ETV data (click the  button or use 

the main menu) before you can reload the ETO data.  

2. After loading ETC and ETV data, the Output Control menu will be enabled. 

Click on “Read Existing ETO” command. Select Existing ETO File dialog box 

will open to load the file from (C:\RIPGIS-NET\ProjectName\ETO_Files) 

directory (Figure 4-70). Click on Open and load the ETO file to your project. 
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Figure 4- 70: A dialog box for loading ETO file 

 
 
4.3.5. Building the MODFLOW RIP-ET File 

You now have the three files, PFSG Data File (.etc), Fractional Coverage File (.etv), and 

the Output Control File (.eto) completed.   

 

To build a MODFLOW RIP file: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program (Section 4.1). 
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2. Load PFSG Data File (.etc), Fractional Coverage File (.etv), and the Output 

Control File (.eto). When all three files are loaded, the Build a RIP-ET File menu 

on the main menu and the  button on the toolbar are enabled.  

3. To generate the MODFLOW RIP-ET file simply click on the Build MODFLOW 

RIP-ET File menu or click on the  button on the toolbar.  The MODFLOW 

RIP File dialog will appear (Figure 4-71). 

 

 
Figure 4- 71: MODFLOW RIP-ET File save dialog box 

 
 

Type the file name in the File Name box, and click Save.  The RIP-ET file will be saved 

in the (C:\RIPGIS-NET\ProjectName\RIP _Files) directory. 
 
Congratulations!  You have just completed the tutorial and have created a MODFLOW-

2000 and 2005 RIP-ET file. 
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5. Construct PFSG Curve Files 

This chapter presents the one the RIPGIS-NET menu item that calculates a PFSG Curve 

File.  You will need a PFSG Curve File for each plant functional subgroup used in your 

MODFLOW simulation.  The data set contains the name of the plant functional 

subgroup, and its associated active root depth, saturated extinction depth, max ET flux, 

and ET flux at the saturated extinction depth.  The data set also contains the 

dimensionless curve segment data for reconstructing the actual ET curve.  The PFSG 

Curve Files have a .crv extension and are used in the “Construct ETC File” menu item 

presented in Chapter 4.   

 

5.1. PFSG Raw-Data Sets 

To construct a PFSG Curve File, you must have the raw-data set for the plant functional 

subgroup.  The raw-data set consists of a set of vertices from the ET flux-head curve, and 

the ET flux and head values at those vertices.  There should be sufficient vertices to 

characterize the curve.  The heads are defined relative to the land surface.  Thus the head 

values are set to zero at land surface, negative if below, and positive if above.  In Tutorial 

Dataset Folder that comes with RIPGIS-NET, there is a folder entitled PFSG RawData 

which has nine PFSG data sets.  Eight are for actual plant functional subgroups: obligate 

wetland, shallow-rooted riparian, average deep-rooted riparian, small deep-rooted 

riparian, medium deep-rooted riparian, large deep-rooted riparian, extra large deep-rooted 

riparian and transitional riparian.  The ninth is a summer evaporation data set. These data 

sets, based on extensive literature review and field measurements, represent average daily 

growing season values for Southwestern United States vegetation (Baird and Maddock, 

2005).  All these data sets have a .xls extension, and can be read by Excel.  You are 

encouraged to develop your own raw-ET data sets for the plant functional subgroups in 

your study area through a combination of field studies, literature review and input from 

local plant ecologist or botanists.  
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Table 5-1 presents the PFSG raw-data set for the small deep rooted riparian PFSG.  The 

vertices are points on the PFSG curve shown in Figure 5-1.  As you can see, seven 

vertices adequately describe the ET flux-head curve for the small deep-rooted riparian 

group.  The vertices are numbered from the extinction depth elevation (-400 cm) to the 

saturated extinction elevation (0 cm).  In general, all plant functional groups applicable to 

groundwater modeling should have a saturated extinction depth.  Because the saturated 

extinction depth for this plant subgroup is at the land surface, the head is taken as 0 cm.  

The maximum ET flux ( 0.2003 cm/day) occurs at the elevation –100 cm  

 

The vertices numbering scheme is important.  For vegetation, the numbering 

should start at the extinction depth and should proceed sequentially along the 

curve to the saturated extinction depth.  For traditional MODFLOW evaporation, 

there are only two vertices.  The first is at the extinction depth elevation and the 

second is at the maximum ET surface elevation.  For evaporation, the saturated 

extinction depth is set equal to the maximum ET surface.  
 
 

Table 5- 1. PFSG raw-data set for small deep rooted riparian 
in Southwestern United States (** Maximum ET flux). 

Vertices ET Flux 
(cm/day) 

Head 
(cm) 

7 0 0 
6 0.1742 -75 
5 0.2003 -100 
4 0.1602 -150 
3 0.1001 -200 
2 0.0501 -300 
1 0 -400 
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Figure 5- 1:  PFSG curve for small deep rooted riparian 

 

 
5.2. Construct CRV Files Module  

The PFSG raw-data sets are transformed into PFSG curve files using the Construct CRV 

File menu item.  The command processes the raw data for one PFSG curve file at a time.  

To start Construct CRV File command, click on Construct CRV Files in the main menu, 

or click on the  icon.  The “Construct CRV File” form shown in Figure 5-2 appears.   

 

To quit, you may press the Exit Form button at any time but all data that you entered 

into the PFSG Curve Data dialog box will be lost unless if you save them.   

 

5.2.1. Name and Dimension Group 

Starting in the upper left hand corner of the dialog box, type the name of the plant 

functional subgroup in the text box labeled Enter Name of PFSG. The names can be up to 

22 characters in length, and may contain spaces but no apostrophes.  
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Figure 5- 2: Start of Construct CRV File dialog box with Enter Name of PFSG highlighted. 

 

 

When you press the Enter key on the keyboard the name is written to the Log File and the 

Unit Conversion group is enabled (Figure 5-3). For example, type and enter Wetlands. 

 

5.2.2. Unit Conversion Group 

The Unit Conversion group is divided into two parts, one labeled Input Units, the other, 

Output Units.  The Input Units are the distance and time units associated with the PFSG 

raw-data sets.  For RIPGIS-NET, the units of distance available are centimeters, meters, 

and feet.  The time units are seconds, days and years.  All the nine PFSG raw-data sets 

available with the RIPGIS-NET package (found on the disk in the PFSG RawData 

directory) have the distance units of centimeters and the time units of days.  The Input 

Units list boxes are defaulted to centimeters and days, so if you are supplying your own 

PFSG raw-data set, set the list boxes to the appropriate units if they are different from the 

default.   
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The Output Units are the distance and time units that you want for your MODFLOW 

simulation.  For example, if the units for the MODFLOW simulation were in feet and 

seconds, you would set the list boxes under Output Units accordingly. 

 

 
Figure 5- 3: PFSG Curve Data dialog box with Unit Conversion group enabled. 

 
 
After the units have been set, click on the Enter Input and Output Units button to write 

unit conversion information to the Log File and enable the PFSG Curve Data group. 

 

5.2.3. PFSG Curve Data Group 

This is where you enter the PFSG raw-data values: vertices, heads and ET fluxes.  You 

may enter them directly from the keyboard, or since the PFSG raw-data values are stored 

as .xls files, you may load them clicking on the Load button.  Figure 5-4 illustrates a 

loaded PFSG raw-data set.  If you have entered the numbers by the keyboard, you have 

the option of saving them as a (.xls) file.   
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Figure 5- 4: PFSG Curve Data dialog box with PFSG curve data entered. 

 

 

Although the vertices numbering scheme is important, you may enter the vertex number 

and associated ET flux and head in any order.  RIP-ET will sort the rows internally to the 

proper descending order.  Thus vertex 1 (extinction depth) values could be listed first, 

vertex 2 values second, and so on.  After entering the PFSG raw data, you have 

completed the data entry phase of the utility module.  Click on the Calculate Parameter 

button. 

 

5.2.4. Calculate Parameter Button 

Upon clicking the Calculate Parameter button, RIPGIS-NET performs the following 

calculations and actions on the grid value in the PFSG Curve Data group.  First, the head 

value (in input dimensions) for Vertex 1 is set equal to Hxd, the extinction depth 

elevation relative  to the land surface elevation; and the last vertex (number 7 for small 

deep rooted riparian) is set equal to Hsxd, the saturated extinction depth elevation relative 

to the land surface elevation.  Because it is the referenced elevation, the land surface 
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elevation, HSURF, is zero for the PFSG Curve File module.  Next, the Hsxd and Hxd 

values are translated from the input dimensions to the output dimension (e.g. cm → ft).  

The HSURF remain zero under the transformation.  Note, the process of assigning actual 

land surface elevations is performed in the MODFLOW RIP-ET package.  The saturated 

extinction depth, Sxd, is calculated as, 

Sxd = HSURF - Hsxd  

 

and the active root depth, Ard, is calculated as, 

 

Ard = Hsxd - Hxd  

 

You should note that the saturated extinction depth (Sxd) is positive if Hsxd is below land 

surface (Hsxd<HSURF), zero if Hsxd is at land surface (Hsxd=HSURF), and negative if 

Hsxd is above land surface (Hsxd>HSURF).  The active root depth (Ard) should always 

be positive.  
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Figure 5- 5: PFSG Curve Data dialog box with PFSG parameters and dimensionless segments 
calculated. 
 
 
RIPGIS-NET determines the vertex with the largest ET flux and assigns this value to 

Rmax, the maximum ET flux rate.  Rsxd, the ET flux at the saturated extinction depth, is 

set to the ET flux value for the last vertex, which is usually zero for vegetation.  For 

evaporation, Rsxd is set equal to Rmax.  Both Rmax and Rsxd are transformed into output 

dimensions (e.g. cm/day → ft/sec). 

 

The number of segments is then calculated.  The number of segment will be one 

less than the number of vertices.  The values of these parameters are reported in 

the PFSG Parameter group (see Figure 5-5).  

 

With a click of the Calculate Parameter button, RIPGIS-NET also calculates the set of 

dimensionless segments used by the MODFLOW RIP-ET package to reconstruct the 

PFSG curves in the proper dimensions.  Figure 4-6 will aid in developing the concept of 
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dimensionless segments.  For a thorough discussion of the development of the 

dimensionless segments see Maddock and Baird (2002). 

 

 
Figure 5- 6:  PFSG Curve 

 
 
We define the dimensionless segment variable in the ordinate (X) direction as, 

=fdh k d k Ard( ) ( ) .  Similarly we define the dimensionless segment variable in the 

abscissa (Y) direction as, =fdR k dR Rmax( ) . 

 

You should note that for vegetation, the rising portion of the curve (from the extinction 

depth vertex to the vertex with R = Rmax), the fdR’s are positive, while on the falling 

portion of the curve (from the vertex with R = Rmax to the saturated extinction depth 

vertex) the fdR’s are negative. In fact, for vegetation, summing the fdR values over all the 

segments gives, 
N

k=1

fdR(k) = 0∑  
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For evaporation, there is only one segment, and fdR(1)=1 because at the end of the 

segment, R = Rsxd = Rmax (that is the ET flux value at the maximum ET surface). 

 

The fdh values are always positive and summing the fdh values over all segments gives, 
N

k=1

fdh(k) = 1∑  

 

Once HSURF, Sxd, Ard, and Rmax, are determined, the program can reconstruct the head 

values.   

 

The h and the R values will have the distance and time units the same as Sxd, Ard, Rmax 

and Rsxd.  You will recall from Chapter 4 that the actual land surface elevation HSURF 

(commonly referenced to mean-sea level) is read as a single value for each polygon in a 

cell.  Using the actual land surface elevation referenced to mean-sea level in 

MODFLOW, gives heads, h(k)’s, referenced to mean-sea level in MODFLOW.   

 

The values of fdh’s and fdR’s are reported in the Dimensionless Segment group (see 

Figure 5-5).  The fdh’s and fdR’ do not change when you change the units of Sxd, Ard, 

Rmax and Rsxd.  To see this, return to Unit Conversion Group and change the Output 

Unit values, say from feet and seconds to meters and years, click Enter Input and 

Output Units, and then click on the Calculate Parameter button.  The values reported 

in the PFSG Parameter group will change, but the values in the Dimensionless Segment 

group remain unchanged. 

 

Clicking on the Calculate Parameter button writes the parameter and dimensionless 

segment data to the Log File, and enables the Plot Curve, Create Curve File, Another 

Curve, and Exit Form buttons. 
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5.2.5. Plot Curve Button 

Clicking the Plot Curve button creates a graph of the PFSG curve in output units.  Figure 

5-7 show the curves plotted with data transformed into feet and year unit dimensions. 

 

 
Figure 5- 7: Curve plot for Wetlands in feet and second dimension units. 

 
 
5.2.6. Create Curve File Button 

Clicking the Create Curve File button brings up the request for a file name to save the 

PFSG curve file (see Figure 5-8).  The file name will be given a .xls extension if you do 

not specify one.  
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Figure 5- 8: Dialog box for saving .crv files. 

 
 
The PFSG curve file for wetlands is shown in Figure 5-9 

 
Figure 5- 9: PFSG ET curve data set for wetland vegetation. 

 
 

 

The first line contains the name, and the second contains the output units.  The third line 

contains the saturated extinction depth (Sxd), the active root depth (Ard), the maximum 

ET flux (Rmax), the ET flux at the saturated extinction depth (Rsxd), and the number of 

segments.  The fourth line presents the dimensionless segment component for the X axis 

(the head axis).  The fifth line presents the dimensionless segment for the Y axis (the ET-

flux axis). 
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Once you’ve clicked the Create Curve File button and saved the PFSG Curve file, you 

may start another PFSG curve by clicking on the Another Curve? button or exit the 

form and return to the main menu by clicking the Exit Form button. Once you have 

completed developing your PFSG curve files, you may begin to construct your RIP-ET 

data set. 
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6. Importing An Existing MODFLOW RIP 

ET File  

This chapter presents a utility command that reads an existing MODFLOW RIP-ET file 

and produces a PFSG Data File (.etc), a Fractional Coverage File (.etv) and an Output 

Control File (.eto).  Before you import the RIP-ET file, you must know the time status of 

the data set, that is, is it a steady state, a steady oscillatory or a transient data set.  You 

must also know the number of stress periods, the number of unique fractional coverages 

and the order of the fractional coverages over the stress periods. The benefit of this 

module is you can modify the contents of an existing (.rip) file and make a new file. 

 

Primary Input to this command is: 

1) MODFLOW RIP-ET file (.rip) 

 

Output: 

2) PFSG Data File (.etc),  

3) Fractional Coverage File (.etv)  

4) An Output Control File (.eto) 

 

6.1. Read Existing RIP-ET File 

To import an existing RIP-ET file: 

 

1. Click on Read Existing RIP-ET File menu on the main menu, or click on the  

icon. A file dialog box titled Select Existing RIP File appears (See Figure 6-1) and 

prompts you for a file name with a .rip extension.  Click on the .rip file name you 

wish to load (for example Exmaple.rip), and then click on the Open button. 
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Figure 6- 1: Select Existing RIP File dialog box for file choice. 

 
 

2. As you open the .rip file, a form will be loaded entitled “Importing Existing RIP-

ET File” (Figure 6-2). 
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Figure 6- 2: Import Existing RIP-ET File form 

 
 

Primary Inputs to this “Importing Existing RIP-ET File” form are: 

• Time status, that is, whether you are reading in a steady state, steady oscillatory or 

transient data set.   

• Number of seasons per year  

• Number of years or cycles 

• Number of unique coverages. 
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• Order of coverage data  

 

Output: 

• Saved ETO, ETC and ETV data extracted from the (.rip) file. 

 

3. Let suppose that Example.rip, has a steady oscillatory time status, has two 

seasons and five cycles, and has two unique fractional coverages.  Enter this data 

into the appropriate spinner boxes (see Figure 6-3), and click the Next>> button.   

 

4. As you click on the Next>> button, the order coverage box become enabled. You 

can either type the Order of Coverage data in designated cells, or load it in (.xls) 

format. 
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Figure 6- 3: Enabled order of coverage box in Import Existing RIP-ET form 

 
 

5. After loading the Coverage order file, a dialog box will open to write the ETO file 

in the project designated folder (Figure 6-4). If you want you can browse and save 

the file in your desired workspace. 
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Figure 6- 4: A dialog box for saving an output control file 

 

 

6. Now click on OK button in “Import Existing RIP-ET” form. Two dialog boxes 

will open to write the ETC and ETV files subsequently (Figures 6-5 and 6-6). 
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Figure 6- 5: A dialog box for writing the ETC file based on a RIP file 

 

 
Figure 6- 6: A dialog box for writing the ETV file based on a RIP file 
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After importing an existing RIP-ET file to the project and writing the ETO, ETC and 

ETV files, the Utilities menu will be enabled.  

 

6.2. Utilities 

After Reading the Existing RIP-ET File, the utilities menu will be enabled. Cell 

information and coverage information will be stored in the memory during reading the 

process of importing existing RIP-ET file. The utilities menu commands extract the cell 

information and PFSG fractional coverage information, and load them to data grid views.  

Data grid views allows user to make any changes in these windows and save the Cell 

Information file and Coverage Information file in (.xls) format. From the new updated 

files, the user can make a new ETV file, using the Spatial Coverage>Keyboard ETV. 

 

The Utilities menu has two commands. The 

first command will load cell information 

based on a (.rip) file that is imported to 

project.  The second command is for creating PFSG fractional coverage file. 

 

6.2.1. Create Cell Information xls File 

 

In order to create a cell information file or make any changes to cell Information 

file: 

 

1. Click on “Create Cell Information xls File” command. The “Cell Information 

Utility” Form will be loaded (Figure 6-7). 
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Figure 6- 7: Cell Information Utility form 

 
 

2. Select the Unique Coverage Number in “Cell Information Utility” form to 

visualize cell information content of a given RIP file. 

3. If you want to make any changes to any grid cells, enter your data in a desired 

space. 

4. Click on Save button to save the Cell Information file in (.xls) format. 
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6.2.2. Create PFSG Coverage xls File 

In order to create a PFSG fractional coverage file or make any changes to an 

existing  PFSG fractional coverage file: 

 

1. Click on “Create PFSG Coverage xls File” command. The “PFSG Coverage” 

form will be loaded (Figure 6-8). 

  

 
Figure 6- 8: PFSG Coverage Utility form 

 
 

2. Select the Unique Coverage Number in “PFSG Coverage Utility” form to 

visualize PFSG coverage information of a given RIP file. 

3. Make changes to desired grid cells if you are interested. 

4. Click on Save button to save the PFSG fractional coverage Information file in 

(.xls) format. 
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7. MODFLOW Visualization Tool 

This chapter makes the user familiar with RIPGIS-NET tools for visualizing MODFLOW 

and RIP-ET results. Three sets of output will be generated using RIPGIS-NET Create 

Head Maps menu including: Draw Heads, Draw Depth to Water and Plot Depth to Water 

for PFSG Polygons. The Create Cell Surface Elevation command creates a txt file which 

has the average surface elevation for each MODFLOW cell based on high resolution 

DEM. 

 

7.1. Create Head Maps                               

The Create Head Maps menu has three commands for visualizing MODFLOW and RIP-

ET output and a command for creating MODFLOW cell surface elevation including: 

 

• Draw Heads 

• Draw Depth to Water  

• Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons 

• Create Cell Surface Elevation 

 

 

7.1.1. Draw Heads 

This command is used to visualize 

MODFLOW heads for different time step, 

stress period and MODFLOW layer in 

ArcMap environment.  

 

Input parameters: 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile (Should be generated in Created ETV GIS 

module) 
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• MODFLOW head file (.hds) 

 

Output: 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile with a new field called tmp_Head that stores the 

head values for the selected time step, stress period and layer. 

 

In order to visualize groundwater head levels for each MODFLOW cell, you need to 

follow the subsequent steps: 

 

1) Click on the “Draw Heads” command on the Create Head Maps menu.  

The “Draw Heads” form will be loaded (Figure 7-1). 

 

 

 
Figure 7- 1: Draw Heads form 
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2) On the “Draw Heads” form click on the “Browse” button to load the 

MODFLOW grid shapefile generated in the Create ETV-GIS Module section. As 

the MODFLOW grid is loading to ArcMap Table of Contents, a field called 

tmp_Head will be added to the shapefile attribute table.  

3) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Load Head File (.hds)” textbox to load 

the MODFLOW head file. This will read the MODFLOW head file, and will load 

on the list box, head values for all the time steps, stress periods and MODFLOW 

layers that head values are saved.  

 

4) From the list box, select the stress period of interest (Figure 7-2). 

 

 

 
Figure 7- 2: Sample MODFLOW head data is shown. A given stress period is selected in the list 
box to visualize head. 
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5) After selecting a given stress period, a message box will appear that shows the 

“Current head is calculated!”(Figure 7-3). 

 

 
Figure 7- 3: A message box shows the current head is calculated for a given stress period. 
 
 

6) After selecting your desired stress period, click on the “Draw Heads” button to 

update head values in the tmp_head field. As the tmp_head field get updated a 

message box will appear (Figure 7-4): 

 

 
Figure 7- 4: The message box confirms that the current head values are updated in the 
MODFLOW grid shapefile 
 
 

As the “Draw Heads” form is open, you can select any stress periods from the list, and 

visualize MODFLOW groundwater heads. 

 

 NOTE: In order to visualize MODFLOW heads, make the following changes 

in the Output Control file. First, use the LABEL keyword in the “HEAD SAVE 

FORMAT”. Second, the repeat factor in FORMAT should be equal to the 

number of columns in MODFLOW grid. For example if you have 20 columns 

use (20F10.3). Otherwise you will get the following error message (Figure 7-

5): 
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Figure 7- 5: Error message regarding the format of MODFLOW head file 

 

 

7.1.2. Draw Depth to Water  

This command is used to create depth to 

water grid based on the MODFLOW 

current heads stored in tmp_Head field 

form the previous command or any user 

defined field, and the DEM of the site. This command first will convert the 

MODFLOW shapefile to a raster using the head values and the same cell size as the 

DEM, and then subtracts the heads from the surface elevation.  

 

Input parameters: 

• DEM 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile with a head field 

• Name of the head field that stores current heads 

 

Output: 

• A raster data with depth to water values. Depth to water values is calculated 

based on the difference between MODFLOW heads and surface elevation. 
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In order to create a depth to water grid, you need to use the following steps: 

 

1)  Click on the “Draw Depth to Water” command on the Create Head Maps menu. 

The “Draw Depth to Water” form will be loaded (Figure 7-6). 

 

 
Figure 7- 6 : Draw depth to water map form 

 
 

2)  On the “Draw Depth to Water Map” form click on the “Browse” button to load 

the DEM.  

 

3)  On the “Draw Depth to Water Map” form click on the “Browse” button to load 

the MODFLOW grid shapefile generated in the Create ETV-GIS Module section.  

 

4) Type the name of the head field in the MODFLOW grid shapefile. 

 

5) Type the name of the output in the designated textbox. 
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6) Click on the “Create Depth to Water Grid” button to create a depth to water 

grid. If the depth to water grid created successfully the user will get a confirmation 

message (Figure 7-7). 

 

 

 
Figure 7- 7: A message box confirming generation of depth to water grid. 

 
 

7.1.3. Plot Depth to Water 

for PFSG Polygons 

This command is used to plot the depth 

to water for a given PFSG in a selected 

polygon relative to a given PFSG curve 

function.  

 

Input Parameters: 

• MODFLOW grid shapefile (.shp) 

• RipGisSeason#.shp shapefile (.shp) 

• A PFSG curve file in a dBase IV format (.dbf) 

 

Output: 

• Calculated depth to water for each polygon in a DpTWt field in the  

RipGisSeason#.shp shapefile  

• A PFSG curve graph with current depth to water  and a text that shows 

percent change from the maximum ET rate 
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In order to plot a depth to water graph for a given PFSG, you need to use the 

following steps: 

 

1) Click on the “Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons” command on the 

Create Head Maps menu. The “Plot PFSG Depth to Water” form will be loaded 

(Figure 7-8). 

 

 

 
Figure 7- 8: Plot PFSG Depth to Water form 

 
 

2) On the “Plot PFSG Depth to Water” form click on the “Browse” button to load 

the MODFLOW grid shapefile generated in the Create ETV-GIS Module section 

and has the tmp_head field.   
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3) On the “Draw Depth to Water Map” form click on the “Browse” button to load 

the riparian shapefile (RipGisSeason#) that was generated in the Create ETV-GIS 

Module section. As you load the shapefile a new field (DpTWt) will be added to 

a shapefile. 

 

4) Click on the “Calculate Polygon’s Depth to Water” 

button. This command will calculate depth to water for 

each polygon based on the average surface elevation in a polygon and 

MODFLOW heads. Polygon’s depth to water will be stored in DpTWt field, and 

the user will get the following message (See Figure 7-9). 

 

 
Figure 7- 9: A message box confirming that polygon’s depth to water is calculated. 

 
 

5) To plot PFSG status, click on the “Browse” button to load the dbf file associated 

with a given PFSG file. 

 

6) Click on the “Select a polygon” button to select a 

polygon at a time from the RipGisSeason# 

shapefile.  

 

7) After selecting a polygon, click on a “Create RIP-

ET Graph” button. During this process a temporary 

dbf table called tempET.dbf will be generated which stores polygon’s current 

depth to water. As you select different polygons in a given project, a message will 
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load up to get your permission to replace and existing tempET.dbf with a new dbf 

file. Select yes, to create a new dbf file for a newly selected polygon (Figure 7-

10). 

 

 
Figure 7- 10: A message box asking to either overwrite tempET.dbf or not. 

 
 

After generating the dbf file, a graph will be generated in ArcMap.  By right clicking 

on the graph, you have the option of exporting the file in various graphic formats. Pay 

attention to a statement at the bottom of the graph which shows the percent change 

from maximum evapotranspiration rate (Figure 7-11).  

 

 

 
Figure 7- 11: Sample RIPGIS-NET graph. 
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7.1.4. Create Cell Surface Elevation 

If you would like to bring high resolution 

surface elevation to your MODFLOW 

model, we developed a new tool in 

RIPGIS-NET that uses DEM to calculate 

the average surface elevation for each MODFLOW cell, and export the results in a text 

format. The text file can be incorporated into a MODFLOW model. 

 

In order to create a cell surface elevation for your MODFLOW grid cells, follow the 

subsequent steps: 

 

1) Click on the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” command on the Create Head 

Maps menu. The “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form will be loaded 

(Figure 7-12). 

 

 

 
Figure 7- 12: Create Cell Surface Elevation form 
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2) On the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form click on the “Browse” button 

to load the DEM.  

 

3) On the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form click on the “Browse” button 

to load the MODFLOW grid shapefile. This process will add a new field 

(Elevation) to the MODFLOW grid shapefile. 

 

4) On the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form click on the “Browse” button 

to load the MODFLOW (.dis) file. 

 

5) Click on the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” button to calculate the average 

surface elevation for MODFLOW grid cell (Figure 7-13) and store elevation 

data in a text file (SurfaceElev.txt) in GIS_Data folder of your project (Figure 

7-14). 

 

 
Figure 7- 13: Create Cell Surface Elevation form with data. 
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Figure 7- 14: A text file shows calculated surface elevation for MODFLOW cells. 
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8. Example Data Tutorial 

The purpose of this tutorial is to familiarize you with the RIPGIS-NET program. In this 

tutorial you are going to make the RIP-ET input file (.rip) for the Dry Alkaline Valley 

site in two seasons and visualize MODFLOW head results. 

 
This tutorial is followed by Description of tutorial dataset, Description of the study site, 

Creating PFSG Data file (ETC), Creating Fractional Coverage File (ETV) using keyboard 

and GIS options, creating Output Control file (ETO) and Creating RIP file.  

 

After running the MODFLOW model of Dry Alkaline Valley, you are going to use 

RIPGIS-NET to create head maps, depth to water map and plot depth to water for PFSG 

polygons. 

 
8.1. Tutorial Dataset 

The tutorial dataset comes with the RIPGIS-NET program installation package. With this 

tutorial the following datasets are provided including: plant functional subgroup raw data 

(PFSG RawData), plant functional curve files data (CRV Data), MODFLOW files 

(MODFLOW Files), cell information, polygon information and ITMP files (Coverage 

Data) and GIS dataset (GIS Data) for creating ETV file. Completed sets of output data 

and intermediate data files are also provided in the tutorial dataset. For more detailed 

information about the tutorial dataset please refer to Chapter 2. 

 

8.2. Description of the Study Site 

Dry Alkaline Valley extends over 200 square miles, and is bounded to the north and 

south by mountain ranges that act as no-flow boundaries.  The basin is underlain by a 

single unconfined aquifer with the hydraulic conductivity distribution and pertinent 

geometry given in Exmpl.bcf.  A large lake to the northwest behaves hydrologically as a 

prescribed head boundary, and is the source of the river that transects the basin from west 
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to east.  The basin and the river both discharge to the east.  Riparian habitats flourish 

along portions of the river (see Figure 8-1).  Dry Alkaline Valley has two seasons:  a 

growing season from April to September, and a dormant season from October to March. 

The stream inflow from the lake is assumed to be the same in both seasons.  Stream data 

is given in Exmpl.str.  The outflow from the eastern boundary is simulated as wells and is 

assumed to be the same for both seasons; its data is given in Exmpl.wel.  Output control 

and the SIP solution packages are specified in Exmpl.oc and Exmpl.sip, respectively. The 

riparian evapotranspiration data set is called Exmpl.rip. 

 

 
 

Figure 8- 1: Aerial view of Dry Alkaline Valley 
 
 

8.2.1. Description of the Riparian Habitat 

The Dry Alkaline Valley habitat consists of a mixture of small, medium, and large deep-

rooted riparian subgroups distributed over two terraces mirrored on each side of the 

stream channel (Figure 8-2). The inner and outer terraces are 100 ft and 200 ft wide, 

respectively.  The stream channel is 100 ft wide. 
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Fi
gure 8- 2: Cross-section of Dry Alkaline Valley riparian area. 

 
 
Each riparian cell has four polygons: two on each side of the river. Within the polygons 

of a cell, the land surface elevation has only small changes, and is considered constant.   

Table 8-1 presents the polygon areas and fractions of polygon area to cell area ( fPA(i,j) 

for polygon i, cell j).  All cells are assumed to have the same polygon area and the same 

cell surface area. Traversing the river from the lake to the outflow to the east, the terraces 

are labeled: Terrace Outer Left, Terrace Inner Left, Terrace Inner Right, and Terrace 

Outer Right. The cell surface area is 1 square mile (27,878,400 ft2). A typical riparian cell 

is shown in Figure 8-3. 

 

Table 8- 1: Area and fraction of polygon area 
Polygon Area (ft-2) fPA 

Terrace Outer Left 1,056,000 0.03788 

Terrace Inner Left 528,000 0.01894 

Terrace Inner Right 528,000 0.01894 

Terrace Outer Right 1,056,000 0.03788 
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Figure 8- 3: Canopy coverage for typical riparian cell. 

 
 
The outer terrace area is composed of approximately 40% bare ground and 60% canopy 

flux.  For the canopy flux area in the outer terraces, 60% are large trees, and 40% are 

medium trees.   

 

The inner terrace areas are composed of 33% bare ground and 67% canopy. The canopy 

flux area has 40.5% small trees, 24% large trees, 35.5% medium trees.  Note that for the 

example, the percentages sum to 100%.  The sum may be higher than 100% if the large 

trees shelter the smaller ones or if additional bare ground evaporation is included under 

the tree canopy.   

 

During the dormant season, the terrace polygons are modeled as bare ground.  

 

8.3. Important Notes for Creating ETV File 

As explained in Chapter 4, there are two options for creating Plant Functional Subgroups 

(PFSG) fractional coverage file in RIPGIS-NET. Depending on the method that you 

choose, two important notes should be considered. The first note is related to calculation 

of the PFSG percent cover and the other is related to surface elevation. 
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8.3.1. Calculating Percent PFSG Cover 

The percentage of a plant functional subgroup in each polygon is derived based on aerial 

photos, satellite images or field data. In our example two sets of data are provided to 

characterize the riparian habitat in each polygon. The first set of values shows the 

percentage of all PFSG cover in a polygon area (for example 67% canopy cover for inner 

terrace and 60% for the outer terrace polygons) and the second value is a canopy flux 

area for a specific PFSG within all PFSG cover value (for example 40.5% for small deep 

rooted riparian in inner terrace).  

 

Overall the user has three options to create ETV file, two options for using the keyboard 

and the other option is using Create ETV-GIS Module. Careful attention needs to be 

made about what data to enter to get the correct fractional coverage areas for the PFSGs. 

 

Keyboard Option 1:  

If you choose to use the Keyboard option in which you enter the data on a cell by cell 

basis, you are going to use the percent cover values as already explained above. Such that 

in “Cell Coverage Data” form, you need to enter an overall percent cover value for a 

polygon for all the PFSGs and a percent cover value for each PFSG. See Chapter 4 for 

more instructions. Based on the above values RIPGIS-NET will calculate the fractional 

coverage area. 

 

Keyboard Option 2:  

If you choose to use the Keyboard option in which you enter the data by loading the 

Excel files, you need to calculate the fractional coverage areas based on the data that is 

provided for Dry Alkaline Valley as shown in Tables 8-2 and 8-3. 

 

 

 

Table 8- 2: Fractional coverage for plant functional subgroups per model cell on inner terraces. 
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PFSG Type fPA fCA fCov 
Deep-rooted: Small 0.01894 0.67*.405= 0.271 0.01894*0.271= 0.00513  
Deep-rooted: Medium 0.01894 0.67*.355= 0.238 0.01894*0.238 = 0.00451  
Deep-rooted: Large 0.01894 0.67*.240= 0.161 0.01894*0.161= 0.00305  
Bare ground 0.01894 0.33*1.00= 0.330 0.01894*0.330=0.00625 

 
 

Table 8- 3: Fractional coverage for plant functional subgroups per model cell on outer terraces. 
PFSG Type fPA fCA fCov 
Deep-rooted: Medium 0.03788 0.60*0.40= 0.24 0.03788*0.24 = 0.00909 

Deep-rooted: Large 0.03788 0.60*0.60= 0.36 0.03788*0.36 = 0.01364 

Bare ground 0.03788  0.40*1.00= 0.40 0.03788*0.40= 0.01515 

 

 

Create ETV-GIS Module 

If you choose to use the “ArcGIS ETV” command to create the ETV file, you only need 

to enter the percent cover of each PFSG within a polygon to attribute riparian polygons.  

 

Based on the data that is provided for the Dry Alkaline Valley, the percentage of each 

PFSG within a polygon should be calculated as shown in Tables 8-4 and 8-5. 

 

 

         Table 8- 4:  Percentage of plant functional subgroups per model cell on inner terraces. 
PFSG Type Canopy Flux Area %PFSG 

Deep-rooted: Small 0.405 0.670 * 0.405 * 100 =  27.135 
Deep-rooted: Medium 0.355 0.670 * 0.355 * 100 = 23.785  
Deep-rooted: Large 0.240 0.670 * 0.240 * 100 = 16.08  
Bare ground 1.00 0.330 * 1.00 * 100 =  33 

 

 
        Table 8- 5: Percentage of plant functional subgroups per model cell on outer terraces. 

PFSG Type Canopy Flux Area %PFSG 

Deep-rooted: Medium 0.60 0.60 * 0.40 * 100 =  24 
Deep-rooted: Large 0.60 0.60 * 0.60 * 100 = 36  
Bare ground 1.0 0.40 * 1.00 * 100 =  40 
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8.3.2. Calculating the Surface Elevation for Polygons 

If you decide to choose the keyboard option to create the ETV file, you need to make sure 

that the HSURF for the inner and outer terraces are 5 feet and 10 feet, respectively, above 

the top of the streambed. You can use the DEM file that is in ASCII format and calculate 

what is the value of HSURF is for each riparian cell. 

 

If you decide to use ArcGIS ETV option, a DEM is provided in the tutorial dataset and 

RIPGIS-NET will automatically calculates for you the average surface elevation for each 

riparian polygon. 

 

This tutorial proceeds with how to load RIPGIS-NET program, how to create a RIP-ET 

file and visualize MODFLOW results for the Dry Alkaline Valley. 

 

8.4. Load the RIPGIS-NET Program 

To start the RIPGIS-NET interface: 

1) Start ArcMap and open an empty document 

2) Make sure that the Spatial Analyst Extension is active. 

3) Click on the RIPGIS-NET command button (Figure 8-4) to load the RIPGIS-NET 

form. A splash form will be loaded (Figure 8-5). 
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Figure 8- 4: RIPGIS-NET command in ArcMap 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 5: RIPGIS-NET Splash form 
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4) As you click on Next>> button, the “Project Startup Wizard” form (Figure 8-6) 

will be opened: 

 

 
Figure 8- 6: Project Startup Wizard 

 

 

Since this is a new project, check the check box next to “yes” and type the project name 

(Exmpl) (Figure 8-7). A new folder will be created in the RIPGIS-NET directory on your 

“C:\” drive with the file structure shown in Figure 8-8. 

 

 
Figure 8- 7: Creating a new project file system for Exmpl project 
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Figure 8- 8: Example project file structure 

 
 

5) Move the tutorial dataset to the corresponding folders in the Exmpl project 

directory including Coverage Data, CRV data, GIS Input and PFSG Raw data. 

Some of the RIPGIS-NET commands directly access the Exmpl project folders to 

load or save data. 

 

 

6) As you click on OK button the main RIPGIS-NET form will be loaded. The 

RIPGIS-NET main menu contains a menu bar, a toolbar, and four file windows.  

File windows are designed for reading and visualizing ETC, ETV, ETO and RIP 

files. 

 

If you have already created the project file structure for your project, and you are 

returning back to the program, choose the “No” option in the “Project Startup Wizard” 

form, and select your existing project directory from the combo box.   
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Figure 8- 9: Project Start Up Wizard for an existing project 

 
 

Create RIP-ET Input File 
In order to create RIP-ET input file (.rip) file, the RIPGIS-NET program generates four 

intermediate files from the input datasets:  

1. The CRV file (.crv) which has the relation between the depth to water and 

evapotranspiration rate for a Plant Functional Subgroup (PFSG) (Chapter 5). 

2. The ETC file (.etc) which has the ET curve segment information for all the 

PFSGs in the project. 

3. The ETV file (.etv) which has the fractional coverage area for each PFSG, and 

average surface elevation for each riparian polygon.  

4. The ETO file (.eto) which has the information about the output presentation of 

RIP-ET in MODFLOW, and it defines the fractional coverages present in each 

stress period. 

 

8.5. Construct CRV Files 

To construct a curve file for a Plant Functional Subgroup (PFSG), first load the RIPGIS-

NET program as explained in section 8.4. Since in this project we have four PFSGs, we 

are going to create four (.crv) files based on the following PFSG raw dataset: 
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1) Small Deep-rooted Riparian 

2) Medium Deep-rooted Riparian 

3) Large Deep-rooted Riparian 

4) Evaporation 
 

We have already provided you with the CRV dataset for the Exmpl project; if you want 

you can skip this step. 

 

To construct a CRV file follow the instructions below: 

 

1. If you have already exited the RIPGIS-NET program, load the RIPGIS-NET 

program as explained in section 8.4.   

 
2. Click on the Construct CRV Files menu, “Construct CRV File” form will open. 

Type the name of one of the PFSGs from the above list for example DRRipSmall 

for Small Deep-rooted Riparian (The number of characters should not exceed 22). 

Click Enter. 

 

3. Since the PFSG raw dataset unit is in cm and cm/day for head and ET rate 

respectively, and our model unit is in feet/sec, use the unit conversion box to 

make the conversion. Select the units and click on  

button (Figure 8-10) 
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Figure 8- 10: Enter the PFSG name and units in the designated box. 

 
 

4. After clicking on , the PFSG Curve Data box will 

be activated. Click on Load button to select DRRipSmall.xls file (Figure 8-11). 
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Figure 8- 11: A dialog box to load PFSG raw data. 

 

 

5. Click on  button. RIPGIS-NET will calculate PFSG 

curve parameters (Figure  8-12) 
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Figure 8- 12: Calculated parameters for Small Deep Rooted Riparian vegetation. 

 
 

6. Click on  button. The Write CRV File dialog will open to 

save a PFSG curve file in C:\RIPGIS-NET\Exmpl\CRV_Files folder (Figure 8-13). 

7. If you want to plot the data, click on  button to visualize the 

graph (Figure 8-14). 
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Figure 8- 13: A dialog box to save the curve file 
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Figure 8- 14: PFSG curve data for the Small Deep-rooted riparian vegetation 

 
 

8. If you want to create another CRV file while the “Construct CRV File” form is 

open, Click on  button and follow the steps 1 through 5 for 

the rest of PFSGs in your project. 

 

9. If you are finished entering the data, click on  button. 

 

8.6. Creating the ETC File 

To construct an (.etc) file use the following instructions: 

 

1. If you have already exited the RIPGIS-NET program, load the RIPGIS-NET 

program as explained in section 8.4.  
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2. Click on both the ETC File menu, and then the dropdown submenu item 

“Construct ETC”, or click on the toolbar button .   Upon performing either of 

these tasks, a new form appears entitled “Construct ETC File” (see Figure 8-15). 

Enter the maximum number of plant functional subgroups (four in our example) 

and the maximum number of segments (Seven in our example) in the designated 

boxes. You may use the spinner or simply write over the existing values to enter 

the data into the dialog box.  Then click on  

 

 

 
Figure 8- 15: Plant Functional Subgroup Dimension Data dialog box. 
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3. As the form loads, it automatically adds all the CRV data that exit in the (C:\RIP-

GIS-NET\Exmpl\CRV_Files) folder. Select a PFSG curve file that exist in your 

project from the Source list box and drag it to the Target box (Figure 8-16). 

Repeat this step until you move all the four PFSGs in your project to the Target 

box. Select all the curves in the Target box and click on    

 

    If you enter more or less PFSG data compared to the assigned value in the 

MAXTS box, you will   get error messages. 

 

 
Figure 8- 16: Selected PFSG curve files for the project 
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If you select the write number of PFSGs as you indicated on the form, the OK 

button will be enabled, and on the right-hand side of the dialog box, the distance 

and ET flux units are reported (Figure 8-17).   

 

 

 
Figure 8- 17: Selected PFSG curve files for creating an ETC file. Order of PFSG should be 
consistent with the ETV file. 

 

 

4. After entering all the PFSGs in your project, click on the OK button. The Write 

ETC File dialog box will open to save the ETC file in the (C:\RIPGIS- 

NET\Exmpl\ETC_Files) directory (Figure 8-18). 
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Figure 8- 18: Write ETC File dialog box 

 

 

You can see the content of the ETC file by clicking on button on RIPGIS-

NET for the Curve Data File section (Figure 8-19). 
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Figure 8- 19: Content of the ETC file for the Exmpl project. 

 

 

8.7. Creating the Fractional Coverage File (.ETV) 

In order to create the Fractional Coverage File (ETV), you have two options. You can 

either use Keyboard or “ArcGIS ETV” commands. Creating an ETV using either 

methods are explained in this section. 

 

8.7.1. Create ETV File Using the Keyboard 

If you choose the keyboard option, you can either enter the data on a cell by cell basis in 

the designated forms, or you can load your data in Excel format (See Chapter 4).  

Since we have provided you with the Excel files for this tutorial, in this example you are 

going to load the data files in the designated forms. 
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To create an ETV file using keyboard follow the instructions below: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Select your working project as explained in section 8.4.  

 

2) Load the PFSG data file (ETC) using the  button.  You must complete or load 

the plant functional subgroup curve data file (ETC) before beginning to construct 

the fractional coverage file.  Once the plant functional subgroup data file has been 

loaded, the Spatial Coverage menu will be enabled on the main menu and the tool 

bar will be enabled.  

 

3) Click on the Spatial Coverage menu and then on 

the “Keyboard ETV” command, or click on the 

 icon. The “Coverage Dimensions” form will 

be loaded (Figure 8-20). The “Keyboard ETV” 

command will open a series of three forms. For each form you have an option to 

save the data files. It is better to save the data files in each step, so if you need to 

stop the program in the middle, you can load the already saved data files in the 

next trial. You will not be able to save the Fractional Coverage File (ETV) till the 

last Coverage File form is completed and its OK button clicked.  
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Figure 8- 20: Coverage Dimensions form for constructing ETV file 

 
 

4) In the “Coverage Dimensions” form enter the following variables in the 

Coverage Dimensions group box: 

• Maximum number of riparian cells in a simulation (25 in our simulation) 

• Maximum number of riparian polygons within a MODFLOW cell (4 in our 

example) 

• Number of unique fractional coverages files (2, since we have a two season 

model) 

 

5) After entering the coverage dimension variables, click on the 

  button. This will enable the ITMP data box (Figure 8-

21).  
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Figure 8- 21: Enabled ITMP data box after entering coverage dimensions data. 

 
 

6) The ITMP data include Unique Coverage ID and the number of MODFLOW cells 

with riparian polygons in a riparian coverage. To enter the ITMP data, click on 

the  button to read in a spreadsheet (.xls) file. In the Import 

ITMP Excel File dialog box, select the ITMP_Values.xls file from the list (Figure 

8-22).   
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Figure 8- 22: A dialog box to load the project ITMP Excel file 

 

 

7) Click on  button to activate the Next >> button (Figure 8-

23). 
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Figure 8- 23: After storing ITMP data as variables, Next>> button will be enabled. 

 
 

8) Click on the Next>> button to load the “Cell Information” form (Figure 8-24). 

9) Click on Unique Cover Number spinner box and select 1.  

10) Since we already provided you with the required Excel files for this form, click on 

the  button.  The Import Cell Information Excel File dialog 

box will be opened and loads the files from (C:\RIPGIS-NET\Exmpl 

\Coverage_Data) directory. Select the Exmpl_Cell_Info.xls file and click Open.   
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Figure 8- 24: Cell Information form 
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Figure 8- 25: A dialog box to load the cell information file. 

 
 

11) After importing the data for the first coverage (Figure 8-26), click on 

 button. Since we have two unique riparian coverages in our 

project, the Next>> button will not be activated until we enter all the coverage 

data.    
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Figure 8- 26: Cell information form after entering cell information data for a coverage. 

 
 

12) Enter the unique coverage number (2) in the designated place for the second 

unique coverage, and click on the button to load the cell 
information data for the second coverage. In this example, you are going to use 
the same file for the second season (Exmpl_Cell_Info.xls). 
 

13) Click on   button. Since we have entered the data for all the 

unique coverages in the project, the button will be activated. 
 

14) Click on  button to load the “Cell Coverage Data” form (Figure 8-

27).  
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Figure 8- 27: Cell Coverage Data form 

 
 

Since we have provided you with polygon information files for this example, you can 
enter your data by Importing the Excel files. 

 
15) First enter the unique coverage number (Enter 1, for the first unique coverage) 
 
16) In the Land Surface Elevation and PFSG Coverages data box, click on the 

 button to load the Excel file that has polygon information for 
the first season (Exmpl_Polygon_S1.xls) and load the file (Figure8-28). 

 

17) Click on  button. See Figure 8-29 to look at data. In the 
Land Surface Elevation and PFSG Coverages data box, there are seven columns 
show cell ID number, polygon ID number and fractional coverage values for each 
PFSG in a cell.  

 
Continue the procedures to load the data for the second season. 
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Figure 8- 28: Import Excel file dialog box to enter polygon data for first season. 
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Figure 8- 29: Imported polygon information file to Cell Coverage Data form for coverage 1. 
 
 

18) Since we have two unique coverages, set the Unique Coverage Number to 2. 
 
 

19) In the Land Surface Elevation and PFSG Coverages data box, click on the 

 button to load the Excel file that has polygon information for 
the second season (Exmpl_Polygon_S2.xls) and load the file (Figure8-30). 
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Figure 8- 30: Import Excel file dialog box to enter polygon data for second season. 

 
 
 

20) Click on  button (Figure 8-31), and then click on OK button 
to save the ETV file (Figure 8-32). 

 
As you see in Figure 8-31, since this is the data for the winter season, the fractional 
coverage values for all the PFSGs is zero except for the evaporation. 
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Figure 8- 31: Filled coverage data form. Ready to create the ETV file 
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Figure 8- 32: A dialog box to save the project ETV file 

 
 
 If you want to see the content of the ETV file, click on View button on the main 

RIPGIS-NET form next to Coverage Data File (ETV) (Figure 8-33). 
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Figure 8- 33: Visualize ETV file in the designated window box. 

 
 
 You now have entered and saved all the fractional coverage data. You may now exit the 

program without losing data.   

 

8.7.2. Create ETV File Using Create ETV-GIS Module 

Create ETV-GIS module uses riparian polygon shapefile, MODFLOW (.dis) and (.ba6) 

files and DEM to construct the Fractional Coverage File (ETV). To complete this section 

of the tutorial you need to have the polygon riparian shapefile and the DEM which is 

already provided to you for this exercise. 
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To create an ETV file using GIS module follow the instructions below: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Select your working project as explained in section 8.4.  

 

2. Load the PFSG data file (ETC) using the  button.  You must complete or load 

the plant functional subgroup curve data file (ETC) before beginning to construct 

the fractional coverage file.  Once the plant functional subgroup data file has been 

loaded, the Spatial Coverage menu will be enabled on the main menu and the tool 

bar will be enabled.  

 

3. Click on the Spatial Coverage menu and then on 

the “ArcGIS ETV” command, or click on the  

icon. The “Create ETV-GIS Module” form will 

be loaded (Figure 8-34). 

 

The “Create ETV-GIS Module” form has three sub modules: 

• Riparian Layer 

• MODFLOW Grid 

• Create ETV File 

 

During this tutorial we are going through the Riparian Layer and MODFLOW Grid 

sub modules to prepare the data for Create ETV File sub module. If you want to 

skip the Riparian Layer sub module, we have already provided you with the 

attributed riparian polygons shapefiles for summer (RiparianPolysSummer.shp) and 

winter (RiparianPolysWinter). If you decide to skip the Riparian Layer sub module, 

go to the MODFLOW Grid section of this tutorial to create the MODFLOW grid 

shapefile. 
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Figure 8- 34: Create ETV-GIS Module form. 

 

 

Riparian Layer-Sub Module 1 

In this sub module, two commands designed to add elevation, standard deviation of 

elevation and Plant Functional Subgroups (PFSGs) names to a riparian polygon attribute 

table. Attribute riparian polygon command facilitates the process of attributing riparian 

polygons. If you decide to use the attributed riparian polygon shapefiles that we have 

already provided you, skip the commands in this sub module.  
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Sub Module 1-Add Riparian Layer_________________________________________                      

In this step the riparian layer will be added to the ArcMap along with the following 

attributes: Elevation and Elev_SD. 

 

To add the riparian layer to the ArcMap document and add the elevation fields, 

follow the steps below: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage menu.  

 

2) Click on the “Add Riparian Layer” button. 

This button opens Add Riparian Shapefile dialog to add a Riparian shapefile to 

the ArcMap window. Navigate to the folder (C:\RIPGIS-NET\Exmpl\GIS_Data) 

where you have the RiparianPolys.shp file (Figure 8-35).  

 

 
Figure 8- 35: Add shapefile dialog box 
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3) Select the RiparianPolys.shp, and then click Open (Figure 8-36). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 36: Selecting RiparianPolys shapefile from the list and clicking open. 

 
 

As the tool adds the RiparianPolys.shp shapefile to the ArcMap document, it 

automatically adds two new fields to the RiparianPolys shapefile attribute table:  

Elevation and Elev_SD. 

 

 

4) Right click on the RipairanPolys.shp layer on the Table of Contents and open the 

attribute table to see the fields (Figure 8-37). 
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Figure 8- 37: An attribute table of riparian polygons after adding new fields 

 

 

Sub Module 1 - Add Riparian Name File (.inx)                         

In this step the name of the plant functional subgroups (PFSGs) will be added to the 

RiparianPolys shapefile attribute table.  

 

 NOTE: Before using this tool, make sure that, the riparian shapefile is added 

to the ArcMap document and it is selected. Use ArcMap “Add” 

button to add riparian shapefile to the ArcMap (Figure 8-38).  
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Figure 8- 38: Riparian polygon shapefile is added to ArcMap and selected. 

 
 
If the ArcMap Table of Contents is empty, the following error message will be appeared 

(Figure 8-39). 

 

 
Figure 8- 39: Error message for empty ArcMap Table of Contents 
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To add the PFSG names to the riparian shapefile attribute table, follow the 

instructions below: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage menu.  

 

2) First, we need to prepare the Plant Functional Subgroup Name File “(.inx). This 

file can be constructed in any Text Editor such as Notepad. Open the Text Editor 

such as NotePad program, and type the name of each PFSG in each line. Make 

sure to “save” your file with the (.inx) extension (Figure 8-40). Since we have 

four plant functional subgroups in this site, type the following PFSG names: 

Small, Medium, Large and Evap. As mentioned earlier it is important to choose 

short names that are less than 8 characters due to character limitation in shapefile 

attribute name field.  

 

 
Figure 8- 40: A sample PFSG name file for the example project 

 
 

 NOTE: Make sure that the order of PFSG names in the (.inx) file is the same 

as the project ETC file. 
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3) Click the “Add Riparian Name File” 

button.  

      This button opens the Select a PFSG Name File dialog box to add the PFSG name 

file to the project (Figure 8-41). Select PFSGNameFile.inx. PFSG names will be 

added to the riparian shapefile (RiparianPolys) attribute table. 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 41: A dialog to Add PFSG name file 

 

 

4) Right click on RipairanPolys layer and open the attribute table to see the 

recently added fields (Figure 8-42). 
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Figure 8- 42: Riparian attribute table with the PFSG names 

 
 
 
 
Sub Module 1-Attribute Riparian Polygons_________________________________ 

The percentage cover of each plant functional subgroup within each riparian polygon 

should be added to the riparian polygon shapefile attribute table.  

 

To attribute riparian polygons, use the following instructions: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage menu.  

 

2) Add the riparian shapefile to the ArcMap document. If the riparian shapefile is 

already added, make sure that the riparian layer is the first layer in the Table of 

Contents, and it is already selected (Figure 8-43). 
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Figure 8- 43: Selected riparian polygon layer in ArcMap Table of Contents. 

 

 

3) Click on the “Attribute Riparian 

Polygons” button. Select the PFSG Name File dialog box will open to add the 

plant functional subgroup name file to the project.  

 

4) Select the (.inx) file in the dialog and press Open (Figure 8-44).  
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Figure 8- 44: A dialog box to add the PFSG name file to ArcMap 

 

 

As the program adds the PFSG names to the RiparianPolys.shp attribute table, it shows 

the PFSG names as well. Click OK on the RIPGIS-NET message box for each PFSG 

(Figure 8-45). 

 
Figure 8- 45: PFSG name Message box 
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5) After adding the PFSG names, the “PFSG Attribute Dialog” form will be loaded 

(Figure 8-46). If you cannot see the name of all the plant functional subgroups in 

the form, resize the form by dragging the right corner of the “PFSG Attribute 

Dialog” form. The “PFSG Attribute Dialog” form has two buttons: “Select 

Polygon” and “Save”.  

 

 

 
Figure 8- 46: PFSG Attribute Dialog form shows four existed PFSGs in the PFSG name file. 
 

           

6) To attribute each polygon, first click on the button 

on the “PFSG Attribute Dialog” form, and then select the polygon that you want 

to attribute (Figure 8-47).  
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Figure 8- 47: Selected riparian polygon using Select Polygon button. 

 

 

7) For a selected polygon, enter the percent cover of each PFSG in a polygon in the 

associated textbox.  

For the outer terrace polygons, type the following numbers for the PFSG percentages:  

0% small, 24% medium, 36% large and 40% evaporation (Figure 8-48).  

 

For the inner terrace polygons, type the following numbers for the PFSG percentages:  

27.135% small, 23.785% medium, 16.08% large and 33% evaporation.  
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Figure 8- 48: The PFSG Attribute Dialog for the outer terrace polygons. 

 

 

8) Click on the “Save” button.   

 

 NOTE: Make sure to press the “Save” button on the “PFSG Attribute 

Dialog” form each time that you are selecting a new polygon and entering 

the PFSG percent cover on the form. Otherwise, the polygon attributes 

will not be saved. 

 

9) Open the attribute table of the RiparianPolys to see the percent cover values that 

you have already entered on the form are added to the attribute table (Figure 8-

49). 
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Figure 8- 49: Percent PFSG cover is added to the polygon attribute table. 

 

 

10) Repeat steps 6 to 8 for each polygon in order to attribute all the polygons in a   

 RiparianPolys.shp shapefile. 

 

MODFLOW Grid-Sub Module 2 

This sub module has commands for creating, activating and rotating the MODFLOW 

grid. 

 

 

Sub Module 2- Draw MODFLOW Grid______________________________________                      

In this step, the MODFLOW grid file will be generated in a shapefile format. The 

MODFLOW (.dis) file will be used to define the grid dimensions. Currently the 

CONSTANT and INTERNAL arrays are supported by the program. EXTERNAL array is 

not supported in this version of the RIPGIS-NET. 

 

In order to create the MODFLOW grid shapefile for the Dry Alkaline Valley site, 

use the following steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage menu.  
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2) Click on the “Draw MODFLOW Grid” 

button.  “Draw MODFLOW Grid” form 

will load up (Figure 8-50). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 50: Draw MODFLOW Grid form 

 

 

3) In the “Draw MODFLOW Grid” form, click on the “Browse” button next to the 

“Add MODFLOW file (.dis)” textbox to load the (.dis) file (Figure 8-51).  In the 

Select the .dis File dialog, select the Exmpl (.dis) file and click Open. 
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Figure 8- 51: A dialog box to load the MODFLOW (.dis) file. 

 
 

Two message boxes will appear to show the number of rows and columns in a grid 

(Figure 8-52). 

                                
Figure 8- 52: Two message boxes show the number of rows and columns in a MODFLOW grid. 

 

 

4) Click on the “Save” button next to “New theme to create (.shp) “textbox to create 

and save an empty shapefile in any directory that you want.  In Save Shapefile 

dialog box enter the name of a shapefile. I named the shapefile MODFLOWGrid, 
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and saved it in the (C:\RIPGIS-NET\Exmpl\ GIS_Data) folder (Figure 8-53). An 

empty shapefile will be added to the ArcMap (Figure 8-54). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 53: Save the MODFLOW grid shapefile in GIS_Data directory 
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Figure 8- 54: An empty shapefile is created in ArcMap 

 
 

5) Enter the coordinates of the upper left corner of the MODFLOW grid into the X 

and Y textboxes (Figure 8-55). 
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Figure 8- 55: Coordinates of the upper left corner of MODFLOW grid 

 
 

 

6) Click on the “Draw Grid” button.     

   

   As you click on the “Draw Grid” button, you will get the message regarding the 

processing time (Figure 8-56). 

 

 
Figure 8- 56: A message box regarding creating MODFLOW grid processing time 
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You can also look at the progress bar at the button of the ArcMap document to check 

the status of program progress (Figure 8-57). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 57: Progress bar in ArcMap shows the status of the RIPGIS-NET program in creating 
MODFLOW grid. 
 
 
After generating the grid, the program will give you the following message about 

defining the projection and coordinate system of the MODFLOW grid (Figure 8-58). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 58: A message box for defining the projection of MODFLOW grid shapefile 
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 NOTE: You MUST define the projection and coordinate system for your 

shapefile. You can use the “Define Projection Tool” in ArcToolBox to define the 

projection for your shapefile. The MODFLOW grid shapefile and the riparian 

polygon shapefile MUST have the same projection and coordinate systems.  

7) Click on the “Define Projection” tool in ArcToolBox (Figure 8-59). Select the 

MODFLOWGrid shapefile as an Input dataset.  

 

 

 
Figure 8- 59: Define Projection Tool in ArcToolBox 

 

 

 For the coordinate system you can import the projection file from the 

“RiparianPolys.shp” (Figure 8-60). 
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Figure 8- 60: Import projection information from the RiparianPolys shapefile 

 
 

The output of this process is a new shapefile (MODFLOWGrid.shp). This shapefile has 

the following attributes: Cell_ID, Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell (Figure 8-61).  

The associated number related to each field will be assigned in the “Activate Grid” 

process. 
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Figure 8- 61: MODFLOW grid attribute table 

 

 

The “Cancel” button on the “Draw MODFLOW Grid” form, will Delete the 

MODFLOW grid. If you want to stop the process and delete the grid, click on the 

“Cancel” button. 

 

 

Sub Module 2- Activate Grid_______________________________________________                      

This sub module identifies the MODFLOW active cells that were generated in the “Draw 

MODFLOW Grid” step. Activating MODFLOW cells is being done by reading the 

MODFLOW (.ba6) and (.dis) files. Cell_ID, Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell fields 

will be assigned in this step. 

 

In order to activate the MODFLOW cells in MODFLOWGrid.shp use the following 

steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage menu.  

 

2)  Click on the “Activate Grid” button 
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on the “Create ETV-GIS Module” form. This action will load up the “Activate 

MODFLOW Grid” form (Figure 8-62). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 62: Activate MODFLOW grid form 

 

 

3) In the “Activate MODFLOW Grid” form, click on the “Browse” button next to 

the “Add MODFLOW Grid (.shp)” textbox to add the MODFLOW grid shapefile 

that is generated in the previous step (Figure 8-63). If the MODFLOW grid is 

already added to the ArcMap, make sure that the MODFLOW shapefile is the 

first layer in ArcMap Table of Contents. 
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Figure 8- 63: A dialog box to add MODFLOW grid to ArcMap 

 

 

4) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add MODFLOW File (.dis)” textbox. 

Select the .dis File dialog will open. Select the Exmpl.dis file and click Open 

(Figure 8-64). 
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Figure 8- 64: A dialog box to load the MODFLOW (.dis) file. 

 

 

5) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add MODFLOW File (.ba6)” textbox. 

Select the .ba6 File dialog will open. Select the Exmpl.ba6 and click Open 

(Figure 8-65). After loading required file the “Activate MODFLOW Grid” form 

will look like Figure 8-66. 
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Figure 8- 65: A dialog box to load the MODFLOW (.ba6) file. 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 66: Activate MODFLOW grid form after loading files. 
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6) Click on the “Activate Grid” button.    

This process will fill the Cell_ID, Layer, Row, Column and ActiveCell fields of the 

MODFLOWGrid.shp file. In this process a new field will be added to the 

MODFLOWGrid.shp file called Cell_Area (Figure 8-67). The Cell_Area stores the 

area of each cell. 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 67: Attribute table of MODFLOW grid shapefile after using Activate Grid command. 

 

 

 

Sub Module 2 - Rotate MODFLOW Grid____________________________________ 

In this example we do not need to rotate the MODFLOW Grid. 

 

Create ETV File-Sub Module 3: 

There are two commands in this sub module that will guide you to prepare the ETV file. 

 

 
Sub Module 3- Step1- Overlay  Analysis    _______________________________                      

In this step, the riparian polygon shapefile that is attributed for the plant functional 

subgroups will be overlaid with the MODFLOW grid shapefile to get the fractional 

coverage of each PFSG per cell.  
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The result of the overlay analysis is a shapefile called Intersect_Layer1.shp. In the 

Intersect_Layer1.shp attribute table fields that start with Fcov store the fractional 

coverage of each PFSG. The number of Fcov fields in the Intersect_layer1.shp is equal to 

the number of PFSGs in the project. 

 

In order to perform the overlay analysis, follow the subsequent steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage menu.  

 

2) Click on the “Step1-Overlay Analysis” button on the “Create ETV-GIS 

Module” form.  

 

 

This will load the “Overlay Analysis” form (Figure 8-68).  

 

 

 
Figure 8- 68: Overlay Analysis form 
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3) When the “Overlay Analysis” form is loaded, click on the “Browse” button next 

to the “Add Riparian Shapefile (.shp)” textbox. The Add Ripairan Shapefile 

dialog box will open. Select the RiparianPolys.shp and click Open to add the file 

to the ArcMap Table of Contents (Figure 8-69). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 69: A dialog box to add the riparian shapefile to ArcMap 

 
 

4) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add Riparian Name file (.inx)” 

textbox. The Select a PFSG Name File dialog will open. Select the 

PFSGNameFile.inx and click Open to add the PFSG name file to the project 

(Figure 8-70). This process will add the Fcov# fields to the RiparianPolys 

attribute table based on the number of PFSGs in the project. Right click on the 

RiparianPolys.shp on the Table of Content and open the attribute table to see the 

Fcov# fields (Figure 8-71). 
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Figure 8- 70: A dialog box to load the PFSG name file to ArcMap. 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 71: Riparian shapefile attribute table with Fcov fields. 

 
 

Since there are four PFSG in this project, four Fcov fields added to the riparian 

shapefile attribute table. Fcov1 field will store the fractional coverage area for the 

“Small” PFSG since that is the first PFSG in the ETC file and name file. 
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5) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add MODLFOW Grid Shapefile 

(.shp)” textbox. In the Add MODFLOW Grid Shapefile dialog box, select the  

MODFLOWGrid shapefile and click Open (Figure 8-70). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 72: A dialog box to load the MODFLOW grid shapefile to ArcMap. 

 

 

 NOTE: Do not change the order of layers in your ArcMap document; 

otherwise you will get the following error messages (Figures 8-73 and 8-

74). 
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Figure 8- 73: Error message regarding the order of MODFLOW layer in Table of Contents 
 

 

 
Figure 8- 74: Error message regarding the order of riparian layer in Table of Contents 

 

 

6) Click on the “Overlay” button to create the Intersect_Layer1.shp, and calculate 

Fcov fields. Along with calculating the Fcov fields, Shape_area and Shape_leng 

fields will be added and calculated for the Intersect_Layer1.shp. 

 

7) Open the attribute table of the Intersect_Layer1.shp file, and sort the Shape_area 

field on ascending order (Figure 8-75). If there are very small polygons in the 

layer, you need to delete them before proceeds to the next step. You can delete the 

small polygons by activating the Editor Toolbar in ArcMap and deleting the 

selected polygons.  
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Figure 8- 75: Spurious polygons in Intersect_Layer1 file 

 
 
 

 NOTE: It is important to delete the small polygons from the 

Intersect_Layer1.shp attribute table.  

 

8) To delete the small polygons from the Intersect_layer1.shp file, follow the 

instructions below: 

• Add the Editor Toolbar to ArcMap (View> Toolbar>Editor). 

• On the Editor Toolbar select “Start Editing” (Figure 8-76). 

•  
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                    Figure 8- 76: Editor toolbar in ArcMap 

 
 

 

• Select the Edit Tool                 

• Using the Edit Tool, select the small polygons in the Intersect_Layer1.shp 

attribute table and press Delete in your keyboard. After deleting all of the 

small polygons, go to the Editor Toolbar, save your Edits, and stop 

Editing. 

 

 

 

Sub Module 3- Step2-Create ETV File____________________________________                        

In this step, mean elevation will be calculated for each riparian polygon in a MODFLOW 

cell using the DEM that is provided. The standard deviation of the elevation pixels in 
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each polygon is also calculated for each riparian polygon, and stored in 

RipGisSeason#.shp. 

 

The result of this step is an ETV file (.etv) that will be used to generate the RIP-ET file 

(.rip). RipGisSeason#.shp file has all the  information for the riparian polygon shapefile. 

 

 NOTE:  The user is required to pay attention to the DEM resolution. The 

smallest polygon in the riparian polygon should be larger than the DEM 

resolution. Otherwise you will get runtime error. 

 

In order to generate the ETV and RipGisSeason1.shp files, you need to use the 

following steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage 

menu.  

 

2) Click on the “Step2-Create ETV File” button on the “Create ETV-GIS 

Module” form. 

 
 

 The “Create ETV File” form will load up (Figure 8-77). 
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Figure 8- 77: Create ETV File form 

 

 

 

 NOTE: As the “Create ETV File” form is loading, it removes all the 

layers from ArcMap Table of Contents. 

 

3) On the “Create ETV File” form click on the “Browse” button next to “Add 

Intersect Layer (.shp)“ textbox to load the Intersect_Layer1.shp shapefile. In 

the Add Intersect_Layer1.shp File dialog box, select the Intersect_Layer1.shp, 

and click Open (Figure 8-78). 
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Figure 8- 78: A dialog box to load the Intersect_Layer1 shapefile 

 

 

4) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add PFG Name File (.inx)” 

textbox to load the PFSG name file to the project. In the Select a PFSG Name 

File dialog, select the PFSGNameFile.inx file and click Open (Figure 8-79). 
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Figure 8- 79: A dialog box to load the PFSG Name file 

 

 

5) Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Add DEM Grid” textbox to load 

the DEM to the project. Choose the dem50m grid in the GIS_Data folder in 

Add DEM dialog box. Click Open (Figure 8-80). 
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Figure 8- 80: A dialog box to load the DEM to ArcMap. 

 

 

6) In the Time Step Specifications group box, enter the total number of seasons in 

your groundwater model in the textbox next to “Total number of seasons”. 

 
 

7) Enter the current season value in the combo box next to “Current season”. 
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Since the Current season is 1, Create a New ETV File (.ETV) dialog will open to create a 

new ETV file. Enter the file name and click Save (Figure 8-81). The ETV file will be 

saved in (C:\RIPGIS-NET\Exmpl\ETV_Files) folder. I named the ETV file, 

ExmplGIS.etv. You can use different name if you want. 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 81: A dialog box to save a new ETV file 

 

 

8) Click on the “Export to Text File (.ETV)” button to generate the ETV file. 

You can use any text editor programs such as Notepad to view the contents of 

the ETV file (Figure 8-83). RipGisSeason#.shp file is also created in the same 

directory that you saved your riparian polygon shapefile. If the process 
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finishes sucessfully, the program will give you a confirmation message 

(Figure 8-82). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 82: Message box for successfully creating ETV file 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 83: View content of the ETV file for season 1 in Notpad. 

 

 

Create the ETV file for the Second Season: 

In order to add the fractional coverage data for the second season “winter” to the existing 

ETV file, you need to use the following steps: 

 

1) If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 
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program. Follow the steps in section 8.7.2 to enable the Spatial Coverage 

menu.  

 

2) Create the riparian shapefile for the corresponding season, and attribute 

riparian polygons as explained in Sub Module 1-Riparian Layer. We still 

need to use the same PFSG name file for this season but since in winter we 

only have evaporation, set percent cover for other PFSGs to zero. If you want 

to skip this step, use the riparian polygon file that I have already prepared for 

winter (RiparianPolysWinter).  

 

3) You do not need to create another MODFLOW grid. Therefore, skip the 

instructions for the Sub Module 2-MODFLOW Grid. 

 

4)  Follow the same procedures in Step 1- Overlay Analysis of Sub Module 3 to 

create the Intersect_layer1.shp shapefile by intersecting the 

RiparianPolysWinter.shp with MODFLOWGrid.shp. Do not forget to delete 

spurious polygons. 

  

5) In Step2-Create ETV File, enter the total number of seasons in the project, and 

then enter the current season number. Since this is the second season, the 

Open the Project (.ETV) File dialog will open to add the already created ETV 

file to the project (Figure 8-84). Click on “Export to Text File (.ETV)” 

button to write the data for the second season to the ETV file. 
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Figure 8- 84: Add the project ETV file for the first season to the project 

 

 

If the process finishes successfully, RipGisSeason2.shp shapefile that has the riparian 

polygon statistics for the current season will be created, and a message box will open that 

the ETV file is created successfully. 

 

 

8.7.3. Read an Existing ETV File to Project 

If you use ArcGIS ETV option to create the ETV, you must load that file to the project.  

In order to read an existing ETV file follow the instructions bellow: 

1. If you have already existed ArcMap program, follow the instructions in section 

8.4 to load RIPGIS-NET program. 
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2. To read an existing ETV file, you must first load the ETC data (click the  

button or use the main menu) before you can reload the ETV data. 

3. Click on the Spatial Coverage menu and then 

“Read Existing ETV” command. Select Existing 

ETV File dialog will open to load the ETV file 

(Figure 8-85). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 85: A dialog box to load an existing ETV file 

 

 

4. You can view the content of the ETV file by clicking on the View button on 

Coverage Data File (ETV) section on the main RIPGIS-NET form (Figure 8-86).   
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Figure 8- 86: View content of a project ETV file in RIPGIS-NET main form 

 

 

8.8. Creating Output Control File (ETO) 

The Output Control File is composed of two parts.  The first part contains data for the 

output presentation of RIP-ET within MODFLOW, and the second part contains data 

pertaining to the stress periods and the fractional coverages present for those stress 

periods.  

 

  To start creating an ETO file, follow the instructions below: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Select your working project as explained in section 8.4.  

 

2. Load the PFSG data file (ETC) using the  button and the fractional coverage 

file (ETV) using the  button.  You must complete or load the plant functional 
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subgroup curve data file (ETC) and Fractional Coverage File (ETV) before 

beginning to construct the Output Control file.  Once the plant functional 

subgroup data file and the Fractional Coverage file have been loaded, the Output 

Control selections on the main menu and the tool bar will be enabled.  

 

3. Either click on the Output Control menu, then 

click on the “Construct ETO” command, or 

simply click on the  icon. This will load the 

“Output Control” form (Figure 8-87). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 87: Output Control main form 

 

 

4. In the IRIPCB Flag group, check Write total ET rate for each cell to List file. 

 

5. In the IRIPCB1 Flag group, check Save value and place 50 into the spinner box.  
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6. Click on Next>> button to activate the Stress Period group.  

 

7. In the Stress Periods group, specify the type of temporal analysis, number of 

seasons and number of years or cycles. Your simulation will be a steady 

oscillatory with 2 seasons for a year (Figure 8-88). After entering the numbers, 

the Write ETO File dialog box will open to save the ETO file (Figure 8-89). The 

ETO file will be saved in (C:\RIPGIS-ET\Exmpl\ETO_Files) directory. 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 88: Output control form for Dry Alkaline Valley 
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Figure 8- 89: A dialog box for saving an ETO file 

 
 
After saving the ETO file and returning to the main menu, you can see the content of 

ETO file by clicking on the View button on the RIPGIS-NET main entry form (Figure 8-

90). The content of ETO includes the output control parameters, the stress period data, 

and the order of coverage data.  
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Figure 8- 90: Completed Output Control File (ETO) is shown in main RIPGIS-NET form. 
 

 

8.9. Building the MODFLOW RIP-ET File 

You now have the three files, PFSG Data File (.etc), Fractional Coverage File (.etv), and 

the Output Control File (.eto) completed.   

 

To build a MODFLOW RIP file: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.4.  

 

2. Load PFSG Data File (.etc), Fractional Coverage File (.etv), and the Output 

Control File (.eto). When all three files are loaded, the Build a RIP-ET File menu 

on the main menu and the  button on the toolbar are enabled.  
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3.  To generate the MODFLOW RIP-ET file simply click on the Build MODFLOW 

RIP-ET File menu or click on the  button on the toolbar.  The MODFLOW 

RIP File dialog will appear (Figure 8-91). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 91: MODFLOW RIP-ET File save dialog box 

 

 

Type the file name in the File Name box, and click Save.  The RIP-ET file will be saved 

in the (C:\RIPGIS-NET\Exmpl \RIP _Files) directory. 
 
Congratulations!  You have just completed the tutorial and have created a MODFLOW-

2000 and 2005 RIP-ET file. 
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8.10. Run MODFLOW 

Since now you have the (.rip) file for Dry Alkaline Valley, just copy the file in the 

MODFLOW_Files directory and run any of the MODFLOW executables. 

 
 

8.11. Create Head Maps 

Create Head Maps menu has three commands for visualizing MODFLOW output, and 

one command for deriving average surface elevation for MODFLOW cell. 

 

• Draw Heads 

• Draw Depth to Water  

• Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons 

• Create Cell Surface Elevation 

 

8.11.1. Draw Heads 

This command is used to visualize 

MODFLOW heads for different time steps, 

stress periods and MODFLOW layers in 

ArcMap environment.  

 

 

In order to visualize groundwater head levels for each MODFLOW cell, you need to 

follow the subsequent steps: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.4.  
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2. Click on the “Draw Heads” command on the Create Head Maps menu.  

The “Draw Heads” form will be loaded (Figure 8-92). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 92: Draw Heads form 

 
 

3. On the “Draw Heads” form click on the “Browse” button. The Add MODFLOW 

Grid Shapefile dialog will open. Select the MODFLOWGrid.shp shapefile 

generated in the Create ETV-GIS Module section. As the MODFLOW grid will 

be added to ArcMap Table of Contents, a new field called tmp_Head will be 

added to the shapefile.  
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Figure 8- 93: A dialog box to add MODFLOW shapefile to ArcMap. 

 

 

4. Click on the “Browse” button next to the “Load Head File (.hds)” textbox. The 

Select the .hds File dialog will open. Select the Exmpl.hds file and click Open 

(Figure 8-94). 

 

5. As the head file is loading, the head values for the specified stress periods in the 

MODFLOW output control file is loading. From the list box, select the stress 

period of interest (Figure 8-95). 
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Figure 8- 94: A dialog box to load the MODFLOW head file (.hds). 
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Figure 8- 95: Select a stress period in Draw Head form to visualize MODFLOW head results. 

 
 

6. After selecting one of the stress periods, a message box will load up that shows 

the “Current head is calculated!”(Figure 8-96). 

 

 
Figure 8- 96: A message box shows the current head is calculated. 

 

 

7. Click on the “Draw Heads” button to update the head values in the tmp_head 

field. As the tmp_head field gets updated you will see the following message 

(Figure 8-97): 
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Figure 8- 97: The message box confirms that the current head values are updated in the 
MODFLOW grid shapefile. 
 

 

8. You can visualize MODFLOW heads for the first stress period, by click on 

MODFLOWGrid layer in the Table of Contents and set the Symbology to 

tmp_Head field (Figure 8-98). 

 

 
Figure 8- 98: MODFLOW heads for layer 1, first stress period. 
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As “Draw Heads” form is open, you can select different stress periods and visualize 

MODFLOW groundwater heads. 

 

 NOTE: In order to visualize MODFLOW heads, there are two 

requirements in the output control file that should be followed. First, use 

the LABEL keyword in the “HEAD SAVE FORMAT”. Second, the repeat 

factor in FORMAT should be equal to the number of columns in 

MODFLOW grid. For example if you have 20 columns use (20F10.3). 

Otherwise you will get the following error message (Figure 8-99): 

 

 
Figure 8- 99: Error message regarding the format of MODFLOW head file 

 

 

8.11.2. Draw Depth to Water  

This command is used to create depth to 

water grid based on the MODFLOW 

current heads stored in tmp_Head field 

form the previous command or any user 

defined head field, and the DEM of the site.  

 

In order to create a depth to water grid, you need to use the following steps: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.4.  
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2. Click on the “Draw Depth to Water” command on the Create Head Maps 

menu. The “Draw Depth to Water” form will be loaded (Figure 8-100). 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 100: Draw depth to water map form 

 

 

3. On the “Draw Depth to Water Map” form click on the “Browse” button. The 

Add the DEM dialog box will open. Select the DEM (dem50m) and click Open 

(Figure 8-101).  
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Figure 8- 101: A dialog box to add the DEM to ArcMap. 

 
 

4. On the “Draw Depth to Water Map” form click on the “Browse” button. The 

Add MODFLOW Grid Shapefile dialog box will open. Select the  

MODFLOWGrid.shp file and click Add (Figure 8-102). 
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Figure 8- 102: A dialog box to add the MODFLOW Grid shapefile to ArcMap. 

 

 

5. Type the name of the head field in the MODFLOW grid shapefile (tmp_head). 

 

6. Type the name of the output in the designated textbox (DptWat) (Figure 8-103). 
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Figure 8- 103: Draw depth to water form is filled with project data 

 

 

7. Click on the “Create Depth to Water Grid” button to create the depth to water 

grid (Figure 8-104). If the depth to water grid created successfully the user will 

get a confirmation message (Figure 8-105). 
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Figure 8- 104: Depth to water map for the first stress period 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 105: A message box for creating depth to water map 
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8.11.3.Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons  

This command is used to plot the depth to 

water for a given PFSG in a selected polygon 

relative to a given PFSG curve function.  

In order to plot a depth to water graph for 

a given PFSG, you need to use the following steps: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.4.  

 

2. Click on the “Plot Depth to Water for PFSG Polygons” command on the 

Create Head Maps menu. The “Plot PFSG Depth to Water” form will be loaded 

(Figure 8-106). 
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Figure 8- 106: Plot PFSG Depth to Water form 

 

 

3. On the “Plot PFSG Depth to Water” form click on the “Browse” button to load 

the MODFLOW grid shapefile (MODFLOWGrid.shp) that has the tmp_head 

field (Figure 8-107).   
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Figure 8- 107: A dialog box to load MODFLOW grid shapefile to ArcMap 

 

 

4. On the “Draw Depth to Water Map” form click on the “Browse” button. The 

Add RIPGIS-NET Riparian Shapefile dialog will open. Select the riparian 

shapefile (RipGisSeason1.shp) that was generated in the Create ETV-GIS Module 

section and click Add. This shapefile has the average surface elevation for a given 

polygon. As you load the shapefile a field DpTWt will be added to the shapefile 

(Figure 8-108). 
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Figure 8- 108: A dialog box to load RIPGIS-NET riparian shapefile 

 

 

5. Click on the “Calculate Polygon’s Depth to Water” 

button. This command will calculate depth to water 

for each polygon based on the difference between average surface elevation in a 

polygon and MODFLOW heads. Figure 8-109 shows calculated depth to water 

field in the RipGisSeason1.shp attribute table. Polygon’s depth to water will be 

stored in DpTWt field, and you will get the confirmation message (Figure 8-110). 
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Figure 8- 109: Depth to water calculation for PFSG polygons. 

 
 

 
Figure 8- 110: A message box confirms polygon’s depth to water is calculated. 

 

 

6. To plot PFSG status, click on the “Browse” button. The Select the .dbf File 

dialog will open. Select a dbf file associated with a given PFSG in the project (For 

example I chose Large Deep Rooted Riparian Vegetation) and click Open (Figure 

8-111).  
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Figure 8- 111: A dialog box to load a PFSG raw data table in dbf format. 

 
 

 

Look at the completed “Plot PFSG Depth to Water” form in Figure 8-112. 
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Figure 8- 112: Plot PFSG Depth to Water form is filled with Dry Alkaline Valley. 

 

 

7. Click on the “Select a polygon” button                                            to select a 

polygon at a time from the RipGisSeason1.shp shapefile (Figure 8-113).  
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Figure 8- 113: Selected riparian polygon to plot RIP-ET graph. 

 

 

8. After selecting a polygon, click on a “Create RIP-

ET Graph” button. During this process a temporary 

dbf table called tempET.dbf will be generated which stores polygon’s current 

depth to water. As you select different polygons in a given project, a message will 

load up asking you to over write the tempET.dbf file or not. Select yes, to create a 

new tempET.dbf file for a newly selected polygon (Figure 8-114). 
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Figure 8- 114: A message box asking to either overwrite tempET.dbf or not. 

 

 

After generating the dbf file, a graph will be generated in ArcMap.  Right click on the 

graph, you will see an option for exporting the file in different graphic formats. At the 

bottom of a graph, there is a statement shows the percent change from maximum 

evapotranspiration rate (Figure 8-115).  

 

 

 
Figure 8- 115: Sample RIPGIS-NET graph. 
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8.11.4. Create Cell Surface Elevation 

If you would like to bring high resolution 

surface elevation to your MODFLOW model, 

we developed a tool in RIPGIS-NET that uses 

DEM and calculates the average surface 

elevation for each MODFLOW cell based on DEM, and finally exports the results in a 

text format. The file can be incorporated to a MODFLOW model. 

 

In order to create a cell surface elevation for your MODFLOW cell, follow the 

subsequent steps: 

 

1. If you have exited RIPGIS-NET, open an empty ArcMap or open an existing 

(.mxd) project file. Click on the  icon in ArcMap and load the RIPGIS-NET 

program. Follow the steps in section 8.4.  

 

2. Click on the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” command on the Create Head 

Maps menu. The “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form will be loaded (Figure 

8-116). 
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Figure 8- 116: Create Cell Surface Elevation form 

 

 

3. On the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form click on the “Browse” button. 

The Add the DEM dialog box will open. Select the dem50m and click Open 

(Figure 8-117). 
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Figure 8- 117: A dialog box to add the DEM to ArcMap 

 

 

4. On the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form click on the “Browse” button.  

The Add MODFLOW Grid Shapefile dialog will open. Select the 

MODFLOWGrid.shp and click Open (Figure 8-118). This process will add the 

Elevation field to the MODFLOW grid shapefile.  
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Figure 8- 118: A dialog box to add MODFLOW grid shapefile to ArcMap. 

 

 

5. On the “Create Cell Surface Elevation” form click on the “Browse” button to 

load the MODFLOW (.dis) file (Figure 8-119). 
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Figure 8- 119: A dialog box to load the (.dis) file. 

 

 

6. Click on the Create Cell Surface Elevation button to calculate the average 

surface elevation for MODFLOW grid cell (Figure 8-120) and store elevation 

data in a text file in GIS_Data folder (Figure 8-121). 
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Figure 8- 120: Create Cell Surface Elevation form. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8- 121: Calculated surface elevation for MODFLOW cells 
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